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FROM :R. L. Plum, Chief
Reactor Branch HAN--7 4591-Del.

- sUBJSCT:__ONTHLYKEPORT - DEC_,_ER, 1960 DE92 008721

OR:GTO':GRG /,,,

OPERATING EXPERIENCE .,'i. j' _i.. ,.. .., _ ,_,.,,,

Production ,,,, i_ ' ; _,':,.,

Record reactor production of Pu exceeded the November maximum
by 3.3%. Forecast was exceeded by 9.5%; 12.3% at the six old
reactors and h.7% at the K's.

i

Efficiency

Over-all time operated efflciency'was 8h.9% (82% forecast);
86.3% at the six old reactors and 80.6% at the K's.

Power Level

T}tecombined reactor instantaneous power level _,_as.t_.c?:'c._r;(:,,1
2OY.,rnega_.Tatts (18,_80 to 18,78_). The individual re_ct,o] '._,¢,,:'or,_
power levels uere increased 90 megawatts at }9,i (3910 to ).I(_0_!)_
70 at B (1175 to 1.3_5),2._at D (178_ to 1810), 20 at.C (207('tn
2090), I0 at I[(1890 to 1900), and i0 at F (1825 to i_];3_).Int,ub
production records were achieved at D, DR, F, H and _I reactors

-- during December.

Power Level Limit
•, _ J i i L ,, , ,

The li_t to the po_er levels of six of the eight reactors
dnrin_ this report has been rupture control considerations.
However_ H and lq_reactors _._erelimited for a portion of this

period by the administrative safety li_It. _ A _ '

,Fuel ,R,uptur e,,s,

Thirteen ruptures, six I.?,_regular metal, five I&E enriched, one
solid regular, and one KER were removed from the reactors. Three i f?
of the I&_ regular ruptures _ere at I_ and one each at B, F, and _,
H. T_o of the enriched ruptures were at _,I,two at C and one at
KE. The solid rupture was at DR. _,@

•,'(" U.S. ONt. _
DISTRIBUTION F_ES'['RIC;'ED . _)
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!Taintenanceand E_uipment Experience

I. Ten process tubes were installed;eight at B and two at DR.

2. Four tube leaks and one Van Stone leak were corrected. T_,'o
tube lea]cs_ere at B and one each at DR and II. The Van Storle

" leak was at F. ,

3. The No. 5 river pump at 181-D was removed from servicebecause
of excessivevibration. Inspectionohow_d a crack in the lower
column sectionof the pu_p, which was co#rectedby welding.

4. The transformersupplyingthe 4.16 ]_Vbus "A" at 165-]_Ifailed
December5, 1960, but reactor operationwas not affected.

The failureof a rear-faceParker fitting on tube 3776 in D
Reactorwas investigated. The fitting crackedin the thread-

,)reliefarea. A peculiar t_q_eof pitting completelythroughthe
'ifittingnear the flare area was observed. The fittingis trader-
/goingmetallographictestingand examinationin Hanford Labora-
|toriesOperation. This is the secondfailure of this type, the
!,,firstfittingcrack being observedat F reactorin early IP60.

t

The ]_R front face lateral and inlet connectorshave been removed
from loops number one and tl_reefor destructiveexamination. The
rear-facelateralfrom loop nLunberone was removed becauseof a
le_k in a flared fitting. Sectionsof the tubing _ii be tested
to determinethe effects of serviceenviroz_ent. In particular,
the rustingof carbon steel (from loop I) and the potentialfor
stress corrosioncracking of stainlesssteel (from loop 3) _iI be
monitoredto determinethe cumulativeeffectsof water leaks on
the front face.

Three horizontal control rods at I_ Reactor continue to be only
partiallyinsertabledue to the lodgingof 3X balls in the rod
channels. Currentoperationis only slightly affectedby the
partialloss of these _ods.

The design for an inlet-nozzlereinforcingsleeve to convert
presentinlet nozzles for use with bumper fuel elel_entshas been
completed. The sleeve replaces existingnozzle lug rings _th
integrallugs, _hlch transfersthe chargingmachine and end cap
loads from the snap ring groove,which has been wes]_e_edfrom
enlargingthe nozzle barrel,to the heavy sectionof the nozzle
barrel. Ten s_eeveshave been fabricatedfor testings.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United Sta;.es

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, cempleteness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represe,_ts that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
enc¢ herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise d(¢s not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
rnendation, or favoring by th,: United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Reactor Outages

Outages for the month of December are as follows:

B REACTOR
, ,, , , ,,

" Date Date Outage

Doom _ Ilour____s _ Remarks, i ,i ,, , , | , ,, , ,

11/30 12/3 65.3 Removal of an I_ regular metal rupture
from tube 3566 and miscellaneous
maintenance.

12/18 12/19 35.9 Removal of an I&E reg_llarmetal rupture
from tube !559.

12/21 12/23 44.1 Leak testing and replacement of tubes
1276 and 2379.

C REACTOR

12/4 12/8 89.4 Scheduled charge-discharEe and main-
tenance. _o channels wete successfully
overbored.

12/14 12/15 33.7 Removal oi'an I_ E metal rupture from
tube 0957.

12/25 12/27 41.8 Removal of an !&E E metal rupture from
tube 2276.

12/29 12/29 0.4 Leaking front pigtail.

12/30 12/30 0.3 An unexplained BecMnan trip.

D REACTOR

12/12 12/15 55.2 Scheduled charge-discharge.

DR REACTOR

12/31 12/13 41.8 Removal of a solid regular metal rupture
from tube 4090 and charge-discharge.

12/22 12/23 36.9 Leaking tube 3275 was replaced.
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DECLASSIFIED
Date Date Outage
Do_m U_ }{ours Remarks

11/30 12/2 47.4 Removal of _m I&E regular metal rupture
- from tube 1677 and charge-discharge.

12/3 12/3 1.5 Open gamma monitor sample llne.

12/3 12/4 21.9 Water leak - a gasket leak on tube 0854
was corrected and a new Van Stone _as
formed on tube 0962.

12/17 12/19 54.6 Removal of an _ regular metal rupture
from tube 2861 and charge-discharge
and maintenance.

H REACTOR

12/26 12/29 55.8 Removal of a stuck I&W,regular metal
rupture in tube lh72 and charge-discharge.

12/29 12/29 0.3 Unexplained Panellit trip.

I__, REACTOR

12/7 12/8 42.8 Removal of _n V,,F_Ii;metal ru!_t,lre f,,,_,_,
tube 5369° Installed t_zostugle na_c
tubes for 1706 system.

12/8 12/9 3.0 Replaced venturis _I twrotubes.

12/9 12/9 6.2 T_ipped due to a rupture in loop 3.
(PT-IP-309A) o

12/10 12/12 36.4 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 3_76.

12/15 12/17 34.7 Removal of an _E regular metal r_pture
from tube 1,391_charge-discharge and
miscellaneous maintenance.

12/18 12/18 0.5 Tripped due to a ruptured spline cap
seal on tube 4588.
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KE REACTOR cont.

Date Date Outage

Do_,___mUmP Hours ....... Remarks• , , ,

12/18 12/19 31.6 Miscellaneous maintenance following a
, high pressure Panellit trip.

12/20 12/20 0.4 Adjusted shielding in two vertical rod
channels.

12/21 12/22 31.0 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 5055.

13'IREACTOR

12,,/4 12/_ 41.I Removal of an I&E E metal rupture
from tube 5359. Charge-discharge.

12,/21 12/23 60.6 Removal of an I&_ E metal rupture
from tube 5261.

]]ECLASSIFIED
=



RESEARCH AND DEVEIDR'_NT - EXIS i
' ' I I I _ i J '2 ..... I I I ] I I

Self- _pported Fuel De.velopment,

Thirty columns of CI_.S fuel _ere discharged from 0 Reactor at _n
average expo_mre of 918 I'_4D/Tduring the outage of December _I,1960.
One tube (3672-C, 878 I_D/T) failed to move under full force of the
chsrge machine, and it was classified as the first stuck ch,_u,e
experienced in a self-supported fuel geometry. The tube _¢asfinally
discharged _,rlthcharging machine forces after undergoing a series
of oil flushes between pushes.

The modified prototype charging machine for self-supported fuel
elements _¢asdemonstrated successfully at C Reactor during the
December 4 outage. Some furtlmr slight modifications to the machine
will be required.

Bumpe r .t_uel Developme_.t

_,relvetubes of bumper fuel elements (h-rail) were successfully machine
charged at D Reactor during the December 12 outage, bringing the total
number of bumper charges in D Reactor to 36.

Post-lrradiation examinations of bumper elements to determine the
associated hot-spot frequency reduction have been completed. The

' data are being prepared for machine analysis.

Hot-spots _¢ereobserved on some bumper fuel elements fitted _ith
collapsible bridge rall bumpers. Tlm data have not been fully
analyzed as yet, and the full significance of the observations is
not yet apparent.

Three bumper fuel elements tlmt e_ibited high _.,leightlosses _¢illbe
sent to Radiometallurg_jfor residual can-_ralldetermination. One

control piece tlmt e_dlibiteda post-lrradiation ellipticity measurement
of 69 mills will also be sent to Radiometallur_T.

S-N Calculations

_1_eE-N K ._ calculations previously done were repeated using the
corrected Pq and "Idiot" program results The relative length
ratio _ras 15.45 E to 1 N _¢henthe I(_"s _'Jerematched for the hot,
clean, _.retcase. This Z-I_ratio may be too high, since the same
&xial fl_x distribution was assumed for both hot and cold cases.
The above results _rerebased on the assumption that the measured
]_I_ratio of 1_.95 to 1 matched the natural uranium reactivity
for the cold, dry case.
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Rear Face Connectors
...........

Pending the availability of improved rear face connectors being
developed by the l,L_terialsDevelopment Operation, an acute need
for replacement units Ims arisen, particularly at H Reactor. To

minimize a possible emergency due to lack of replacement comr_onents,
the design, specifications, draw_Jagsand purchase requisitions _.rere

provided for an interim connecto_ of the helical (du Pont) configuration,
with Inconel as the tubing material. Satisfactory bids for 31,OO0'
of tubing have been received, and order for this quantity has been
issued to International Nickel Company. Ten to eleven thousand
connectors can be made from this amount of tubing.

Remote Rear Face Equipment

Thirty-five additional flapper cap seals were installed on I_ Reactor,
msJ_inga total of 88 flapper caps and six ball caps under test. Upon
startup, 33 of these cap seals leaked and were removed pending re-
placement with a newly designed seal. On December 22, most of the
flapper cap seals were rearranged ._ three horizontal rob,rs,51, 52,
and 53, for operating convenience, and additional caps _¢ere installed.
At present there are 73 flapper seals and six ball seals on the reactor.

Vertical Safety Rods
_ , . _ ,. , , , __

Prel_minary designs are being prepared for replacement of vertical
safety rods at 105-C Reactor. Graphite distortion has rendered
two vertical safety rods inoperable and caused binding in t]_ree
additional rods.

Graphite Distortion

An engineering study for restoration of the K Reactor graphite stack
Ims continued, and the following study items have been completed:

(i) Shield bracing and motion monitoring

(2) Evaluation of materials for horizontal control rod sleeves

(3) Determination of rod deflection and pushing forces _ribl_
saddle blocks, ahd

(h) k_aluation of ceramic sleeves for the horizontal cc_trol
rods.

The study indicates tlmt graphite sleeves for the horizontal control
rod channels are fegsible, and it recommends their installation.

m _

4 '
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DECLASSIFIEDf

An improved mattress plate material for the reactor discharge baslns
has been formulated and tested for resistance to wster, radiation, and
impact. The material, l_car Buna N #1OO2, _as specified for replacement
mattress plates at the DR Reactor.

IIlSCELI_IEOUSPROGIL'_NS

8eductlon,,.,o.f.Re,actor_fluent._a.loa,c.tlv!tz

The test at IOO-B measuring the effects on effluent activity of adding
18 ppm aluminum sulfate iu the water treatment process (about four times
the normal concentration) was terminated December 8, because reduction
of radiosotopes concentrations had apparently leveled off. _le

foll_riug reductions were reported: r3_7%_.%, Cu 64-33%, As 76- 75%,Zn 65- 33%, Cr 51- 25%, and Np 239

The test at IOO-H measuring the effect of adding 20 ppm aluminum
nitrate in the _mter treatment process is continuing Sn order to
study corrosion effects. The following reductions were reported:

_3-P_22-97_"_'cu6_,-33_,_,A_76-7_._,Zn65-_-5',.._,c__- 25%,_dN 65%.

_qoerimental Water Filtration Facility

At the request of Coolant Testing Operation, and with assistance
from Construction Engineering and Utilities, work was started on an
engineering study of a model filtration plant to be used in conjunction
wi_h the single pass 1706 I_ facilities in a research program on
reactor effluent activity. The merits of modifying one of the existing
1706 filters, as compared to building a ne_ filter bed, is beh_g
evaluated as part of the program of investigation.

I!itrogen Test|

The initial replacement of C02as a oile gas by N2 traderPT-IP-350-AC
occurred _ithout incident in _E Reactor. A gas composition of
about 75% He and 25yoN2 was attained, The purpose of the test is

to evaluate this method of reducing graphite burnout via the C-CO2reactlons.
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Columbia River Flow
,, J , i , L, i ,,, i

On December 21, all Priest Rapids turbines rela_d out, shutting
off all river flow at the dam except turbine flow (about 10,OOO
to 12,OOO cfs) for about t_Telveminutes. It was reported that the
barges below the dam holding dredges settled to the river bed.
Emergency power to operate the gates came from the contractor's
temporary llne.

The dofferdams below the gates were washed out when the gates were
opened and river flow _ras restored. The river gage station one mile
below the dam showed that the flow there held above 36,000 efs.

REACTOR I,'DDIFICATIONIT_OGll_/,i

Oversize C Reactor Tubing

As reported last month, Zircaloy tubing for the PO-tube ov_rl)orod
facility Ims been ordered. The 12 tubes ordered from Allegheny
Lud]um Steel Company have been extruded and tube reduced. After
final sizing and inspection they _Tillbe shippedduring the :_eelc
of January 9. Other Zr and A1 tubes on order are expected to be
delivered about February l, 1961.

Zr-Tube Fabrication i

The l/abC]mng Company scrap recovery process appears to yield reactor-
grac1esponge. It may be desirable to perform further out-of-reactor
a_d in-reactor tests on the material at ]Lanford.

Reactor IIard]rare

During an unscheduled C-Reactor outage December 2(>-27,overbored
clmnnel lh6h was counterbored for the large-size gunbarrels. Installation
of oversized hard_mre uas completed =mudthe tube v_aspressure teste_l,
charged, and is operative. A s%andard sized process tube was used in
the absence of oversized tubes, and a sleeve was installed to fill the
annular space in the oversized _nbarrel which would ordinarily be
filled by the oversized tube.
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[_rellminaryrosults of a study the adequacy of the C
Reactor do_mcomers for proposed flow increases to ll%,OOO gpm
indicated that the downcomer trays should be perforated and the
individual tray vents eliminated. The remainder of the system,
downcomer approach section, and effluent lines appear to be
adequate.

Control Strength Studies

A study is being made to determine the strength of the ball 3X system
in the ov,srboredflooded C-pile. The present methods used are not
adequate to describe the real p]_ical systems and it has been
necessary to investigate more detailed methods. This involves a
_lti-region and possibly a two-_roup calculation.

N_ PRODUCTION REACTOR
, ,

Fuel Testing

IUdr-l: Ten IIIII-1elements _rerecharged on December 8, 1960, under
FT-IP-378-A, to evaluate the effect of different heat treat-
ments on fuel distortion during high temperature irradiation.

IG_R-2and EY_q-4: The charges of KSZ-3 elements _,_ithbrazed end closures
have reached an exposure of about 5_I0_._D/T.

I_I-3: A failure occurred on December 9, 1960, in the T_N-1 elements
b_ing irradiated under PT-IP-309-A and PT-IP-309-A, Supplement
A, at an exposure of about 1730 I._'_D/T.The fuel element
Jacket was circumferentially split Just below the weld bead.
The mechanism of the failure has not been establi_he4. This

was the first test of unbondod, flush-seated cap, _elded end
closures. Loop 3 rrasrecharged on December 15, 19(_, _rltll
four KSF_-3elements, PT-IP-363-A, to evaluate the belmvior
of large diameter tubular elements witllbrazed end closures.

Graphite Procurement

Top and bottom Reflector: Shipment of final bars from Great Lakes

Carbon Corporation plant in Morganto_m, N. C., was made Decen_er 15,
1960.
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Active Core: All of the required 6" x 6" solid bars have been

received from the I,TationalCarbon Company plant in Clarksbur_,W. Va. This represents about one-third of ths number of bars
snd one-half of the total tonnage of bars ordered for the acti_,o
core. All material in general appears to be of satisfactory
quality.

.o.
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TO : P_.,J.IFiles [D DATE:
December 9, i!_3_

r_oM ' R. L. Plum Chief IM/I-71,_91--D_2_

Reactor Branch Rpt. No. II

' suWzcr: i[t)IIT[_,YREPORT IIOV,,I_;P., 19CD

01_.:dTO:GRG l"hls document consists of l_. , _parj,s

OI'.]Ib].T]]IG IZ[PERI,'_.,ICZ

Production

Reactor production established ._ne_1record, e::ceedh_gtlle
previous m_ximum (flay,I?_©) by 0.3 percent. Forecast
production :_ase::ceededby 9.1 percent, %.9 percent at the
six oi_Ireactors snd 13.7 percent at the K's.

Zffic icncy_

Over-ali time operated efficieucy _ms 0_.3 percent (32 l_er-
cent forecast); _4.7 percent at the six oi,_reactors an_J
_)7.0at the I('s. Zfficiency _¢ashiglldue to the effective
utilization of unscheduled outage time to miuimizc scheduled
outage timL_.

PelterLevel

Tilerecord for combined reactor inst._tal]co,?._po,.ror ]._.ve.1.
•,Tasi_creaced 325 megawatts (i!3,2_5to 19,,_qrl).on "'oy-,.,,'....• '7.
The iudividual reactor po:._cr ].cw_l records :tore bl_:rca:'o..I '?)
I,'ega_..mtts at Iq/ ()CHO to 3910), 5_ at 2Z (32,00 to 3.'l_j;), l,:_
at B (1730 to 1775) and 20 at D (1755 to 17[)S).

l'o_er Level Limit

Tl_e primars,limit to reactor .levels _lurin,,: tl_isreport ?er_o,!
Ims been rupture control co,lsiderations. D, DR, and !__?eactors
_¢ererestricted for a portion of the month by bl_l].:outleb
_,_atertemperature limits.
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Eleven ruptures, eight I&E regular, two solid regular and one I&E
enriched were removed from the reactors. Three of tlleI&E regular
ruptures were at B, two at E_ and one eacl_at C, D, and F. Tl,etwo
solid ruptures _ere at DR and the _"_'_ enriched at IfJ

" i.afu_tcnance

-,--t";'_"r"''u....... process tubes _Teroinstalls(l; 7 at D, #Iat i:, .._o t. ", ,_ '
2 eacl_at DR and J[.

jix tube an,1s_ Van Stone _ratcr lea!_ _ere corrected. D a,_,_
lind two tube leal':_ snd DR an:] H lind one each. Four of _11e Va, l _I,;,:_
leaks were at il _id one each at D and F.

A new _OO II.P. motor (No. lO-C) installed in Aug_istruin!or _ioj_ct
CGI-Sh_ "Increased l_ImpingCapacity- 181-C", failed and was
returned to the manufacturer (Lewis-Allen) at Portland, Oregon.
A fault in design of the lubrication system was corrected and
t11emotor returned to service. A sister motor (No. l-C) was
similarly modified.

Vibration of the crosslleaders_nd bhermal]y iu,lucedstress _t t}Io
crossheader riser joints are t_o major rear face piT,ius,,problems
at the old reactors, lt has been proposed to eliminate these
problems by installing flexible joints at tl_eends of tl_o cross-
}leadersand appropriate g_i::lesm_d supports along tile lol,._;tll of
t}_ecrossheaders. Design for a prototype installation st [[reactor
is comT,lete.

lie actor Out ages

Outages for the month of November are as follows:

D I_kCTOI[

]_te Date Outage
1_o:m Up IIours Remarks

I]/6 II/3 I,_.3 Clmrge-discharge an(.1ruoture removal.

II/_ II/8 3.2 fanel!it trip due to plu!,f:J:]_,of cone
screen bl tube 3;._°0,:.

].I/lh 11/16 36.6 I&E regular metal rupt_u'eiu Tube "J.]._,".

]-]./30Still do_.m An _"'_-_.,_ re_cilarmeta]. _;_b._.r,_..tr_ I,_I,_,
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C I _?_L_ACTOR
_ , _

Jat_ Date Outage

_°'31 LUp !fours Remarks__ • ..... _ --- _ , , ,, , ,,= , ,,

IZ/6 li/le 'q_.3 Charge-disc]1_rgeand rupture removal.
_4fochs_mels were cuccessfully over-
bored 0._%0" from the front flange to
the graphite.

ii/ii LI/II O.II Panellit trip due to a faulty gauge.

D R_ACTOII
, , . . . .

'_ !'!,'31-Ii/I 11/2 53._ Clmrge-discharge and le_( testln_.

ll/12 ll/15 (O.O Clmrge-discharge anrlrupture remow_l.

DI[REACTOR

":m ].O/21,-ll/l ll/3 236.9 Scheduled ball 3]{revisions and chute

liner and mattress plate replacement.

ll/17 ll/18 3{o3 Lea]:testing.

ll/18 ll/18 I.O Change venturi on tube O7_7.

!l/1,..q II/18 ].6 Panellit trip due to heat shift.

!]./20 11/21 36.2 _olid reg_11armetal _'upturein tube
I192.

I1/21 11/22 1.9 lhnual trip due to insufficient rods
for control.

11/22 1]./22 I.I Solid regular metal rupture _ tube
2h55.

F RL_C_DR

11/13 11/16 70.1 Rupture removal and c]mrge-discharge.

11/16 11/16 IoO Adjustment of shielding on air c]mnnel
2083.

l!/10 i!/21 3_.I Leak Testing.
t

I, ..... .,ill ;'o:_] I_.-_ regular metal r_1_ture '].u +_:_.,, i. ,t.

• , $SIFIED
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DECSSIFIEDDate Date Outage
Dolnl Up flours Remarl:s

. _ _ , ,

11/7 11/8 3_I._ Ch_.rge-discharge__ following a Panellit
trlp.

" 11/8 ll/8 O._ Unexplained Panellit trip.

ll/8 ll/8 0.2 Unexplained Psnellit trip on ro;_,,h._.

'!el

II/9 11/9 0.2 Unexplained Panellit trip on rou ,,-O.

ll/f ll/9 0.2 " ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

ll/10 ll/ll 32.1 Leak testing following a Pauellit trip.

ll/19 ll/19 0.2 Unexplained Panelllt trip.

ll/19 ll/30 32.3 1_i.cellaneousmaintenance folloxTinca
Panellit trip.

711/27 ll/2 0.2 Unexpla_led Panellit trip on Gauge 37_'".

ll/28 11/29 33.1 Leak testing.

113_ A{CTOI_

II/ii 11/12 _,6.6 Clmrge-discharge end rupture retrieval.

11/27 ll/30 71.6 t!uptureremoval. A re_roundmotor _ran
hlstalled on ;i_2low lift puI_pand t_reo
1706 single-pass tubes _el.e _Isl_alled.

I_,! R_iCTOR

II/ii ll/lh 68.8 Clmrge-discharge follo_qingrupture removal.

l_I/lh 11/14 0.6 ()pentwo Ga_na monitor sample lines.
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J

RES_:U_C!!_J]DD.Z_"?,LOPII_"!T-EXISTING REACTORG

!'ounusual irradiation experi<._nce_.;asnoted daring the month i_ i,h_9q
tu},esof self-supported fuel elements .inC Reactor an,1the I].+,ub_.:siu

, U Reactor. Thirty-_.zotubes of these e].ements,,ererllschargedfrom q
Reactor during t_ Uovember 6 outage without difficulty. The average
e:.mosureof the fuel elements discharged _Tas782 M._)/T.

Thirty-three tubes of test elements irradiated under PT-IP-262-11 in
D Reactor hre being e_,'am_medfor hot-spot frequency at the ]o_-C
i ',etal Examination t,_Facili _. S_,_teenof these tubes _rerechart,-4;zith
bumptred fuel elements, seventeen ,rith normal elements. The eupo,:uros
ranged from .!leeto 12OO _.q)/T. As reported last month, the .!rra_liation
performance _ndicate_ a 30-fold improvement in rupture resistauce at

Cl Or,'!a 9,_jconfidence level or a l_-.foldimprovement at a 7,.,'_ confidence
level for the bumpered fuel elements.

D__umperFuel C]!arging. I[ac]zine

Tileprotot_me of the charging machine for bamper fuel elements failed
to perform satisfactorily durin_ the November 12 outage at D Reactor,
_u_4further modifications are necessary.

-" "ouversion Rs.bio Test

,-,"_.[,a].from three _,441tiona].columns o-.rthe F,-"com.mr:'!o,__I _ ,....._

"'S _......,_.'11ipne'l, to qqrlo;'.. On Ifoveml)er 7 • Tlljs.. mater4,n.], i,_,,...,l_oeq d'-,. u_l..-, ,
:u__ _a_;_ple..taken for ,..n.,]..,.__ _,_J.o._-T]_eresu].t_of.t,1_-,n.nnlv_J.s_',Ill -,ivq
a,l,litionalconversion ratio data on the striped a_d frln_e _,,_r[._f
the E-tjload. The results from the sJ_tglecolumn of the e,._.rllor
dissolutions ]_.avebeen received, and they indicate higher Pu-230
conversion ratio and U-235 burnout than previously assumed. Final
reporting of the E-Iiconversion ratios will a;;aitthe receipt of
the results now being developed birCPD.

;'roc,--t._,_._,b_ th.ttletFittJn[_s

T;_cfo].lo,rinfico_bJmations o:f outlet sizes 1,rivebeen _oi_,rmJ.ne,1%o

be com/,stJ.ble_ril,h requirements for process tube f].o_rpro+,ect_on I),,"
.t I

_,_ 2.:_ne].]..i'b gauge system.



Jtur!yc1r_,,_ingsof pro1_osedinlet and outlet proce_,stube ass_,mhlinr,
for modifyh_ C Rooctor for use of se!f-supporte,1fuel elom_nt_
hsve been made. This concept proviAes that the rear _ssel_b!;,1,n
f_:ad rigidly to the rear tie straps, ,Tithproco,-_,st.ltt_e e".:r,_,nston
,_..1].o:Tert.at the inlet end only. :Teals,l_oth _,._,_and _mter, are
fabricatorlfrom materials other th_.nelastomers.

A,Vl.jtlon...-,Tl.nozzle ca:_s",Tereius't,a].!edon tl_er_._-fn.ne of t.h_,
:71neantor, br._ncinc_the present teta],to Cn, of :_111nh),6s.r_
fl,'.'.T_.per caps ell(9four sre ball cans. The ne:qy rl.qS._.nT1 "_'1 Snnl.q
of both th_. ball _nd flm.n[_er t_mes apDear to be func+,.ion_n_
seIisf,_ctoril_-.

-_ ?,rotot_menos,z'].e _ms Hesigne(_ n.,vl, built for ,lte :rith the
lba].,?._.cer! }}y,lra_llc c]_arL'_gmaclt_ne, lt is si_,,_ fnr Tr-
Pqgc±.orl._u_T,nr S].UF;_,_nrl.lt incor,_orata_the fln,,porca]_
cmrltul)e._n].et s,_.mpl__u_valve _,r'._, tl,echarging machine req_iro_.

i

[
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TW_n,_TT._:_nTT_ PROGRA)_S. .d..:k2 J/.J/.h ._ _ .. 4%_" %Jt-J

.._._,_.ort:later _'z_ .era 3tudies

, Desl.,_nstudies to fk_rtherdoflne the mo_iflcatlons reauir_d for
improvement of tlm expert _mter s_st,emwere conthmed. Tlle
follo_ring items _,Tereaccomplished:

1• Preliuinar3 r desi,_n _.:,_,scomp.!nt_d providing delayer1.
automatic start of th_ 102 Duilding steam driven pumps•

,,.• Roco_mon_e_ sett._mgswere 4evelope_ for tlm surff.,e
sup!?ros,_orsb_ )_. O. R• Rich, Consulting ",ncineer.

The contract :;asextenrlecl_7.ithI,'_•Ric]1to nuC,n,_.,his
services during t1_edesign mhd testing of proposed
ez_ort _.mtersystem modifications,

R_odu__ctionqf Reactor Zff].ucntActivity

On t!_,has.!_of _.ataobtalne,-1,to date fro,,lthe :increasedalum

feed rate ge_t at B 7batter, a _O',]reduction in output of I:'32
and a 70',_ro.!L,ct.lon.t_o ::._i of As_o c_ be realized. Tl_ese
gains are contingent upon increasing the aluminum sulfate fee(]
rat,_in uater treatment to ]i ppm mhd using .O11 ppm filter
aid.

The test at ]!Reactor involv_Ig t_e substitution of aluminum
nitrate in place of aluminum sulfate in the water treatment
process is proceeding satisfactorily. During examina_.on of
fuel elen_nts which had been clmrged under tl_istest, it _ras
observed tlmt t)_ fuel elements _rhichhad been e.uuosedto the
nitrate treat.cd:raterdi_ not have the characteristic iron
oxide fil_!. Thos_ from t!_econtrol side of the reactor did
Imve tl_eclm,ractoristic discoloration, lt is not ]._o_m _;l,eflher
I:,,_:.,_',,_i'_,,,_oc_o'__on film rosulte.lfro,'_the substitutiou of
I,',._ '.Lt,rate J.'>u for the sulfate iou J.u "t'_.e '.ro'Lcr c,r [,o

"' _,_,.... '._',,,t'l.9 ]:at;r tu.rbidi'5_/,. ,Ji_lce tl)e ab,,_,_nc<:,._9...tl,'..s
,i ,,<,L_!,_ "_'/:] a fl_..udamcn't,<L e.,..fec5 on eff_!u,m_'[', ,atsr ac[:.i:,"'.i[.[

"__' _';__ gr,':u_,"_fer, t!._e t,os_ ",.rill1,0 e:n_t_.=med,

DECLASSIF)EID
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C Reactor Overl)ore

Dur.ing the C Reactor outage the ,._eek.of November 7, two front, t'_erl-a.l.

slt,i_!cls were overbored 550 mils _,rith,iual l_orn equil_mont. :\t, tl_..? s,-.r',_
ti,",e on one of tl_e tubes, the ren.r centering f].en2:e_ras cut aur_ t',e

rear 4e-nut,_,e".ttracte(!. Tl_ese, ulq!J]_ethe front ,lo-httr.s,!:ere fr,m,1
to be corrode_! in piace, but not sovozzly. The %_bes _mre ].oft _

air tubes. ])ttr.lng;the ol_eratinC periorl fo].].o:rJ.llF[t1_e outage, oue of
tlte front gunbarro].s tT,._.Smoved fo_mra out of the f],ermal s]tiel.dto

determine the increase hl radiation levels. T]_is proved to be very
moderate.



"," ........ Tubes

!_trnh,_.._e orders liars beun lO.,:.cod .for process tube;, for f,}l_ Do-tube
overbore demonstration for C-Reactor. The particulars of the orders
are sholm belmr:

, = Vendor ...... _ _9 o£ Tube Us. Orc!.ored

Allegheny Lud].um Smootl_Bore 12
Zircaloy- 2

'_i,_geport.,. . Brass jr,_ooth Pore 20
,'.]ircalo;F- 2

.,',.].coa n J.l_be;1.Aluminum 2n
Smoothbore Alum.grom l_

IP,_i PRODUCTION IIE._.CTOR

!'recessTubes

In addition t.o the 67 tubes received from TIa_royAluminum on tbelr
U,-n.eactorpilot proc._sstube order, 27 tubes lmv'ebeen receiv_.dfro_
Allegheny Lud!um. Clm,so Brass an,]Copper Is b_!:jj_dsche,lu].e;to rb he
21 tubes have been recelve,l. TilefJ.rst30 out of the tobal of ,?00

IT-Reactor t,).bss_ the [larveyprocluctionorctl,rhave been shipped on
schedt_.1e.

TI_o initial lots of tubes fron the .pilotor_:!.ors(,21Chase, 27 _.].].o_Ikon..-,
10 ,T_,_.,._..,,j 1,_',_e ali. t-_eon _mpected on-site l_y V,LJ4.gag,e, '" r,_sb ,.lt.ra_on l.c
o.u,1 ]_",;!o t.csts, tIa_roy tubes were al! aeegi'vk.ab]._. Cb._se an" _Llec_lonl,. -
tube_ ali l_o.r_Z:W,].o indications _.n._lsixteen !rove _een reJoct e_', 'fl_.i.rt-_.:.m
of tl,'.,so_rore r_,]ectedon the basis of _el('lfaults araltwo on l..}mbasis
of tl_J_n_ralls.

_,r,_',,':.!teProcurement

Eem-oaossJn_ of .gr.ap}_ite from Oro_..t L_,lces Cs.rbo,_ ",orporatiou to :tr,_rov_
t),,._ furity to meet the +0,2_ dJ.l_ s,_ecificatton lm,_ l_o.on sati_eacJ,ory,
ge_,_,... hs.rs from t!_e last. g-.zs-_uri£yJn7, f.urnace lmats :.:ere foun,_ to
lmve acceptable dih purit,v values J.u the rsmge of +0.7 to +0.8.
L:l_J.p_entof the bars Jm December _:i].!complete the order of tel and
boltom reflector cr,..pn_tefrom Great Lakes.

Fuel Testing

k_,R-1loop is temporarily e_2tZ due te the unsltecnssfulattempt Jn
charging thermocouple and ]_eaterelements on I[ovemberII.

I,_no loop _ms chargerlon I,TovemberII, with four sJmg]n-t]_beolem_.nf,s._1%,-,L. . .

;_ithbrazed en_lclosures under PT-IP-363-A. These elem,entsare ,!esi[._md
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Production

Reactor input production was 0.5 percent above forecast; [_.5
percent below at the six old reactors and 7.h percent above at
the Kts.

Over-all time operated efficiency was 78.0 percent (81 percent
forecast); 75.1 at the six old reactors and 86.5 at the K's.
Efficiency was low at the six old reactors due to water leaks
and a maintenance outage at DR for replacement of chute liners
and Ball 3-X modification.

J

There was no increase in the combined reactor instantaneous power
level or in the individual reactor record power levels.

Reactor Power Level Limits

The primary limit to reactor power levels during this report
period has been rupture control considerations. D, DR, F, and
H reactors were additionally restricted for a portion of the
month by bulk outlet temperature limits.

Ruptures

Seven ruptures, five I_,_enriched and two I&E normal, were removed
from the reactors. The enriched ruptures were at C, DR, F, H and
_], the regulars at H and _I. Two of the enriched ruptures, at DR
and _], failed at only 18 percent of goal exposure. The regalar
metal rupture at H failed at 6 percent of goal exposure.
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Re aet,or Outages __! _ ___

Reactor outages for the month of October, 1960, are as follows:

Date Date Outage

Do,cn Up Hour_.._s RemarksJ

B REACTOR
.... ; |, ,,,

10/4 10/7 76.8 Leak testing, tube replac_,ent, and charge-
discharge completed.

10/17 10/19 59.6 Leak testing and tube replacement.

10/22 10/23 4_.7 Leak testing. A delay of about 5 hotu'swas
experienced when one hopper of 3-X balls
was inadvertently dropped.

C REACTOR

10/9 10/9 0.4 Panellit trip

10/9 I0/ii 39.9 Removal of an I&E-E metal rupture from tube

1656, charge-discharge _id leak testing.

10/12 10/12 0.4 Panellit trip due to pressure increase on
spline cap tube 0890.

10/17 10/22 106.6 Scheduled charge-discharge and miscellaneous
maintenance.

D REACTOR

lO/19 10/22 62.1 Scheduled charge-discharge and tube re-
placement.

10/22 10/22 2.2 Panellit trip.

10/31 Still down Water leak. Chargo-di_cnarge in progress.
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DR REACTOR
L ' '1 _ : i ii J

10/3 10/5 38.4 Completed leak testing and maintenance work
during a period for cooling over-heated
bearings in gas loop compressor.

i015 I015 _ .5 Unexplained trip.

10/6 10/7 32.2 Removal of on I&E-E metal rupture from tube
0681. '

10/24 Still down Chute liner replacement and Ball 3-X modifi-
cation. Five tubes were successfully over-
bored.

F REACTOR
_ .....

I0/i 10/7 157.9 Scheduled charge-discharge and tube re-
placement and maintenance.

10/9 I0/ii 32.8 Panellit trip due to a ruptured rear pigtail.
Miscellaneous maintenance performed.

10/23 10/25 51oh Removal of an I&E-E metal rupture from tube
0778. Concluded rupture removal and charge-
discharge and miscellaneous maintenance.

H REACTOR

I0/I0 10/16 16h.6 Scheduled charge-discharge and tube re-
placement.

10/16 10/16 1.6 Repair of a broken wire which prevented the
movement of two top rows of HCR's.

10/17 10/17 0.7 Correct rear cap leaks.

10/22 10/24 37.8 Removal of an I&E-E metal rupture from tube
3292 and an I&E regular metal from tube
1260.

I)ECISSIFIEI)
@ .
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n:rwAligEO"l_ REACTOR ' '
iii i J__

10/4 IO/7 55.2 Scheduled charge-dischargeo

10/26 10/28 47.8 Charge-discharge following a Panellit
trip.

10/28 10/28 0.7 Unexplained Panellit trip.

_4 REACTOR

10/13 10/15 3.5 Removal of an I&E-E metal rupture from tube
4585 and charge-discharge.

10/15 10/16 22.6 Removal of an I_ regular metal rupture
from tube 2864.

10/19 10/20 39.3 Tripped by overload relay on #6 low lift
pump motor.
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iLAIITTJ_TAIICJ_

'i'u1_el'_o_lacement

One 1,undredthirty-seven process tubes _¢_re inaballed; 74 at F,
37 at II,14 at B, 6 at DR, 5 at O and one at I'_I.

Four tube leaks (2 At B and 2 at II)and five Van Stone leaks (3
at B and 2 at DR) were encotmtered and corrected.

1904-]!.OutfallSt ructure

Efforts were made to repair the 1904-IIeffluent box. These repairs
consisted of rolnovingthe anchor ring from tltet_rooutlet pipes,
removing ali broken and,loose concrete, providing a lea],'.-freesliclin_
Jo._ntbett.;eenthe concrete walls _d outlet ptpes, pouring no:7]nlmito
concrete, and filling voids uuderneatllthe outlet pipes s_l(.!surfall
bo:_by pressure grouting. An additional t_rocubic yards of grout
were pumped under the pipes and box.

Increased Process Water Flo_¢,1OO-K Area
, __ ii i .,, '___ ,._ _ _ • ,,,,i _ - t _ : - -_--_----i.._ - ,

At the present time the existing 900 I._ lo_,_-llftpump motor_ are in
the process of being ret_oundand upgraded to 15OO TIP. One of tlle
unmodified 900 lIPmotors in 190 I_,,rburned out, and a rewound motor
was ._nsta.lledby K maintenance forces due to the emergency nature of
the _ob.

_ielding Studies

The high temperatures in the IGlbottom thermal shield have been fotu+d
to be caused by partial flo_ stoppage in the thermal cooling tubes°
Follo_ringclearing of these cl_umels, ]qlbottom thermal shield.
temperatures have been equivalent to those at J_.

PH_SJ_ITRF_CTOR TECI_IOLOGY

R_ar Parl.'.erFitting Overbore

F,ight Parker flttSzgs t.rere bore<lout on F reactor dur._ng+,lt+ ()ct+,ol,er
3 outage in a Ik_rtherdemonstration of this ap!)roacht_._ar,1a mo+lest
flo_ increase. The bumper slug cl_argingmacl_ne Ims boon revised
s_d repaired. Equipment for broachSng B-D-F front nozzles to
accomodate bu_er shgs was placed on order.

Foll_ring the cast iron overbor_tg test at C, a ne_r _uubarrol of a
design prototypical of that for major overboring in form but not
size ;,+asinstalled in the bored-out channel. Installation _volvod

++eldinga nm_ insert 'tothe centering flange _.riththe programmed

welding equipment.

DECLASSIFIED"
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DECLASSIfiED"
A new front nozzle, including the captlve-venturl pigtail and c_,ec1:-
valve concepts, and designed for si_.elass than 200 rolloverbore,
was installed for test. It demonstrated a 6.9 _pm fl_r increase
over standard equipment.

Remote Rear Tube Closures

_¢o dummy nozzles, to pez_it simulated remote operation of rear face
r_

valves with the roving actuator, were installed on I_ reactor October ..
Just prior to startup on October 27, five channels were flush dis-

charged with remote equipment, in a test for trajectory and equipment
function. There are now 20 remotely operated valves installed (l_l
Nar1:V flapper valves and sLx ball w.lves) and two types of seals
are under test _._itheach type of valve.

The _radiation of self-supported elements in 6o rile]en,,z._.r_:_!o//
tubes in C Reactor and in ten tubes in 7]Reactor continue,!,:ii:,_ou[',
Indldent during the month.

The phase of PT-262-A relating to relat'1.ver%Ipture res.!st_nceof
bumper slugs Ims been completed. The results of the test s1_r a
factor of 38 improvement in rupture rosistance at a 9_j confir_once
level, or a factor of l_ io_.rove_mntat a ,9,.coufidence level.
Analysis of thermocouple data has led to the follm¢ing conclusions:

1. A tlmee-rail bumper element is mlperior to a four-rail
model from the standpoints of heat transfer and hydraulics.

2. Top-of-tube corrosion can be reduced .incomparison
vit]l regular I,I_eleme/Itsby bumper induced turlmlence.

3. ]T_er elements are i_ortant wit1_the use of bumper elements
to further reduce corrosion by improved u_ing.

).. .Idditionaltheruocoul_loprobe dat_ are needed I:,,_1,_ctl_or,'_.fb_e
t1_ed.e_reoof temperature unbalances in t]_ont, lmlus _:i.t,'_
lx_,m.per s]mgs.

._-IT ' ' !._bloUOllve rS "Aon

CI'!) r_ported this mont!_ ±,1_..,__.t,in a_t,!it,ion to t,!_e one co!,.v:!, ,_ ....,'_g,,'
rej.,orte_l, s the ot]_er t_.ro colut,ms diesel.rod Jn June, lO,'O,l_n,1,uo ',,.,
adequately samp].od,and plutonium concentrations cre'motbe obta.t_e,l.

At this time, only one column from the I.,-_Tconversion ratio test (a
striped central zone column) ]ms been dissolved and adequa%e].y
sampled. It is un_]ergo ing 8na.!.ysis.

,?P.ocompleted tritium e.':%r_ctlonon %,!Io96 enr.!e},e,11,1-_.].p_.oces.in

September and the results ]tarebeen rol-,nz.tedin DP,.',....."_I-.I.90.Tire
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results are given be: a s r pea column and a blar_et colurm:

. , . , .. ,. ..

These values are higher than our previous assumed yields, _Hllch
_rerebased on extrapolations from natural llthimm, sell4 Li-Al
slugs. Careful theoretical analyses will be ma.deto trmls.],atotln

, slngle-column yields shmm above, plus the Pu data being developecl
into values representative of the entire E-N pile Ws behavior.

Reduction of Reactor Effluent Activity-- J k_

_le effluent-s_mpling facilities at both B and I[ reactors _¢ere
modified during the month to eliminate the relQ_se of solid material
from the sample lines during sampling. The AsYO _d p32 concentrations
in effluent samples from the test sides of the reactors were _..O%
and n_,g,respectively, of tl_t on the control si_los. TAn tests are
n.lmedat determining the effectiveness of reducing effluent radio-
activity by the su1_stltutionof aluminum nitrate for alum:InLul
_u].fatein the u,ater treatl:leutprocess.

],?O-I)RProcess Pumps
_-_ .._ _ -_-- -- - _ -_ _ 7 ___ - . ,

."_ne].rprotot_q,,eprocess pump _ms installed in 190-]N[on October 21',
].260. Tillspump _.m.spurchased from Ingerso].lRand _uriu_ tl,ql.i._e
De Laval _rashaving trouble producing satisfactory proce::npu_:!pn,_n
order to develop a satisfactory alternate. This pump _7i.].Ibe :In-
spected periodically for one year for indication of damag_n_ cavi-
tation or other failu_'eto determine if tllepurcilasespecifications
are met.

jJafetY Control- 3tudto= ,

° ,_1_,_operational tout of. the poorer-rate noter autl_ort_,o,_ 1,_- P'l'-It'-2#,l.-r:
_ _ , _._.',. b' . _ •_,'rassuccessfully carried out _ming tt_e October 22 st_rtLIp at I) _._..-to.,

All s_. of the poison-displacement colu_zs sc]_eduled for the nrotot;_q_e
system at lq! reactor have been installed and are being us_.4 to somo
eztcnt for operational control.

Reactor Confinement

1OO-F - Acceptance testing Izasbeen completed. Ti_oreare about
thirty punclz-list It'-,,msto be cleaned up.

IO0-C - Acceptance tostinL:l_asbeen completed. Co_p!.et,ton nf
f_zal puncl_-listitems and general cleanup of t!_ area
is in proKress.

' DEC   IFEJ]
jECLAS$1FIEDeL leS
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llmse [[II- Venti3.at,lonModifhoatlons _na The-line

Tl_e )llgh-efficlonoyfilters supplied by I1'Ine3afety App].i.e,.nnco
Company failed to pass the Immidlty test requirements. .ml_n
vendor has been notified and requested to supply replacement
filters for one area by November lh, 1960, and to complete

, the replacement for all areas by January, 1961.

1OO-F - Tie-ln of confinement facilities has been completed.
The exlmust air hs now routed through the filter
building, although no filters Imve been installed.

]l:l'tCTOR IDD IFICATION PROG.n//I
__a _::___ u :-----u m n :u " _:-- -

Overboring Developments
_ .... : _ : 2__,___ _._j iJ llm

_tuabortive attempt _rasmade to overbore five F reactor chnnnels
200 mils during the October 3 outage. The attempt fail.cdllhen a
carbide insert was broken loose and destroyed the cutters.

' A second attempt was made to do the same thing at DR rn_,ctoron
October 27, this time with _.,.rl.recl.success. Drill.Ingtimes on the
five channels ranged from eight m_nu'besfnr the first two cl_mme.],,_
to 3.5 minutes for the ].ast. This experience tends to confirm the
hypothesis that previous difficulties in drilling reactor graphite
occurred not because tlm graphite was harder than the gas-bakea
graphite used for laboratory work, but because insufficient pre.-
broaching of the reactor process tube channels caused the pilot
to bind and owrheat. The pilot is a fluted guide that is attached
to and pr._cedesthe overboring cutter. For the DR test four of the
five c.hannels_ere broached in a separate operation to a nominal
1.7)L< diameter prlol to bortnF', (I.7_!_"is the ori_Inal i.d. of
'bl_ech_me]., but th_ hole becomes sl.iglltlyell l.pticalover the
_ars of reactor operation). The fifth channel, Irhichhad passed
r,. !.7!5"plug gage lintnot,a 1.720", _ms overl_ored_;i't,h ,_1,77/"
,linmeter pilot, and no prcbz'oa_h_ng. It _m.s on this el,ann,,1!.i,.,t,
._nan attel_t to dei'ermine ]lol_ fast +.l_.el_orJmg_.!ght l:n ,_,,_,.,, til,:
dr'illingtime _as 3._ minutes. T]_efive overbored c)m.nn_l__mrn
fitted ,.rithstandard a]aminum process tubes, as _o oversized z%ml
if _t available. Uranium cores for this fuel are on hand, but
The aluminum caps and cans have net yet been delivered.

On October 20 at C reactor the first on-pile o_rborinG of the cast
iron thermal shield _¢asperformed. The gunbarrel l,rasremoved, tl_e
centering flange bored out, the cast iron shielding do-nuts removed
and the thermal blocks and inner cast iron do-nuts were overbored
about 200 mils.

;:aterialsand Fabrications
-- ---.-_-.c -_ i _-_t _ _-..., __ u.._...--b_..._m_

In supporl of the C-Reactor overbore rler_nstration,procurement actions
l,._vnbeen initiated for tubes from A].leghenyLu4].um,qte_](',o,,pnny,
Bridgeport Brass Company, Alum'autoComp_-'Lnyof America, talc! I'ojWIO].,IS
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i

I_tal 0o_pany. _e orders include smooth-bore zircaloy tubes,
smooth-bore aluminum tubes and ribbed aluminum tubes.

 Toz leTest g

Five reamed nozzles from D reactor have successfktllyundergone
prossure, torque and impact tests. The end caps and weldo4 lug

' rings failed upon application of a 180 ft.-lb, torque _,_ithiu
1-20 cycles, id_ilethe one coat, stalnleos steel lug tested
withstood 50 applications of the above torque _;ithoutfailing.

IIi_- TemPerature Irradiations

,.,i:,heavy-_,_alled,zircaloy clad, single-tube elements being irra_1.!,_.to,.l
in f_-3 loop under PT-ID-309-A have reached an exposure of 1305 IY/I)/T.
TI_oelements should reach the scheduled e_osure of 2500 H'ID/Taro_md
February l, 1961. The purpose of this test is t_,_ofold,to Aeter_line
t1_nbehavior,of an element similar in geometry to mn }f,PR-slz_dinner
tubs, and to provide irradiated tubular fuel for in-reactor failure
testing in the ETR.

_n night nat_Iraluranium tube-in-tube elements under irradiation In
17H_-IIloop to eva.lu_tehot-headed end closures have reached 1925
]_:D/T. The coal exposure of 2500 r[_)/Tis erpected to be reaclted
near Jan,la_j l, 1961.

Tube Deliveries

T[arveyAluminum Comp_uy Ims delivered.57 more IIPR tubes, making the
on-site total 67 from the pilot order.

_-Clean Pl:_sics_eas_cmonts

FCTP.r_oasuro_ontsof "I'_.iruflnit,y"and.e_onontial p.'{.].or.,n,_.,*,uro_,ent,'_
of n 2 lmvo 1_eoncomp].otedand preliminary results ]ravebo_r ol*_.n,,,_
f,,rkh_ _zot,cold, open lattice values. The "lC_finlty"' _!_.,_,,roA
r,,,, ll,q opon :zet laSt!ce is 1.O75 + .OO5 T]te ,,,ct buc],Tlt__, .! 77 ". • _, _,, , ,

'"'_,tcl,'s, _Tl_ich _Then combatted'_ith a "K .infinity 4' of 7 _vi'" "'.-,1 'r,
r. ,,._.._ntton area of 6'.',0 + 50 cm2 ....... ' ....
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• UNITED SI..£ES GOVL...NMENT

TO , PE"_,IFiles ____I_I_D! _ _ DATE, Octo'b,.rt ll,, 1960

_:RuM I R.L. Plum, Chie£_ HAN-74591--_)_
Reactor Branch Rpt. No. 9

susj_cr: MONTHLY REPORT FOR SEPI_BER, 1960

SY_,_OL: OR :GTO :GRG IrH_s _ocuM_NT CONSsSI'S O_ :s

PRODUCTION
1

Reactor input production was 8.2 percent above forecast

(0.9 percent above at the six old reactors and 18.4 percent

above at the K reactors). Forecast was exceeded due to high
time operated efficiency and average power levels at the K
reactors.

Overall time operated efficiency was 83.0 percent (80.2 at

the six old reactors and 91.6 at the K reactors).

There was no increase in the combined reactor instantaneous

power level or in the individual reactor record power levels.

Power Level Limitations

The primary power level limits at C_ KE and KW reactors were

based on fuel element failure control, and the power levels

at B, D, DR, F and H reactors were primarily restricted by
bulk outlet temperature limitations.

Rupture s

Three ruptures, two I_ regular metal and one I&_ enriched were

removed from the reactors. The regular metal rupt_res were at

C and D; the enriched at DR. The enriched rupture failed at ll

percent of goal concentration because of charging machine damage.

This represents the best rupture experience since.November, 1959,

and 66 percent lower than the previous best month's experience
during 1960.

Reactor Outages

Reactor outages for September are as follows:
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Date Date Outage

Down U_ Hours Remarks

8/27 9/3 177.8 Charge-discharge, hzbe replacement, high
tank flushing, rear face decontamination
and downcomer modification.

9/4 9/4 1.2 Tripped due to insufficient control rod to
achieve turnaround.

9/11 9/12 42.8 Water leak.

9/18 9/20 38.2 Water leak.

9/20 9/20 1.7 Replaced two front connectors leaking at
fittings.

C REACTOR

9/4 _o/8 99.1 Scheduled charge-discharge, leak testing
and miscellaneous maintenance.

9/23 9/25 48.6 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 1486 and charge-discharge.

D REACTOR
_ L J

I

9/4 9/5 38.6 Water leak and charge-dischargeo

9/12 9/18 157.7 Scheduled charge-discharge, tube replace-
ment, ball 3X modifications and downcomer
modification.

9/2h 9/25 36.2 Removal of an I_ regular metal rupture
from tube 1960 and charge-discharge.

DR REACTOR

9/8 9/ll 8)4.5 Charge-dlscharge and tube replacement

9/19 9/20 35.6 Water leak.

9/25 9/27 )40.6 Removal of an I&E E-metal rupture from
' tube o68h, and charge-discharge.
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F _ACTOR
_ , _ ,

8/30 9/3 93.2 Charge-discharge, high tank flushing, and
leak testing.

H REACTOR

9/6 9/9 57.3 Charge-discharge _id high tank flushing.

9/13 9/_ 35.8 Waterleak.

9/S5 9/15 0.2 Panellit trip.

9/29 9/29 0.2 Panellit trip.

KE REACTOR

9/9 9/ll 39.7 Leak on front header of KER Loop 3, charge-
discharge, and the installation of the
foundation cooling syst2m.

_ REACTOR

9/6 9/8 35.7 Panelllt trip and charge-discharge.

9/29 9/30 h5.6 Scheduled charge-discharge.

Bf IASSIFifD
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i. Eighty-eight process tubes were installed (74 at B, 7 at

DR, 3 at B, 3 at H and one at KW).

2. Five water leaks were corrected (3 tube leaks at B, D,
and H, and two Van Stone leaks at B, _dd DR. '

3. At F reactor the No. 5 process pump motor failed September
2 during motor startup. It was repaired by by-passing the
failed cell and returned to service on September 7.

4. A block discharge was made at DR reactor on September 8.

5. Installation for reactor foundation cooling was completed
at KE reactor on September le.

6. The coil in No. 2 pump motor burned out at DR on September
ll. This coil plus one each in the other two phases were by-
passed and the motor returned to service on September 13.

CURRENT REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

Ex_ort_ Water System

A report has been received from G. R. Rich, Consulting Engineer,
following his evaluation of the export water system. His recom-
mendations are that (I) the use of existing surge suppressors
continue but that their operation be modified for pressure
actuation rather than electrical activation, (2) additional slow-
closing air valves be installed near the pump discharge manifold,
and (3) testing continue to determine the need for additional air

relief valves. Additional detailed information has been requested
from Mr. Rich, since his recommendations were not sufficiently
detailed to permit design of the proposed modifications.

Reactor Control

At D reactor, with the use of a new spline coiler, a 60-spline
startup was carried out with a net loss of only five effective
hours. Spline coilers are targeted for the other old reactors
by March l, 1961.
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Four poison displacement columns, out of the six-column

prototype system, have now been placed in the KW reactor.

A study has been carried out to determine the incentives of

using bumper slugs in the E-N program. The results indicated

an appreciable gain in the use of bumpers for the E-N loading

over and above the large gain predicted for use of bumpers

with natural uranium, and GE has proposed delaying the E-N

test until the H reactor is modified to use bumper fuel in early

CY-1961.

Shielding Studies

A 50_ reduction in neutron dosage rates was observed on the

B pile front face following replacement of steel shielding in

dry columns with high-density concrete. A similar study at C

pile indicates a potential reduction of 30_ in the front face
neutron dose rates.

Process Tube Examination

Tube 3370-B, a ribless aluminum tube, was removed for inspection.
The corrosion in the tube was very uniform. There was no evidence

of ledging-type corrosion or hot spot areas caused by warp or m_ s-

alli_:nedslugs. No scratches caused by the supports on the slugs
_ler_ noticied in the tube.

Reactor Effluent Water Investigations

The effluent treatment tests at the D retention basins, where the

effluent water is being passed through a bed of aluminum turnings,

have advanced from tests which largely duplicated laboratory work
to tests at higher flow rates. The initial tests showed the same

efficiencies for reduction of critical isotopes as did the labor-
atory tests. Dose rates from the sides of the tank increased from

300 mr/ht to 800 mr/hr when the flow rate was doubled. This

indicates that the efficiency for detaining the shorter lived

nuclides was not reduced by the change in flow.

A half-reactor test at 100 H substituting aluminum nitrate for

aluminum sulfate in process water treatment was started September
16. This test was intended to demonstrate the amount of reduction

in the output of phosphorus-32 that can be achieved by removing

more than 90% of the phosphorus and half the sulfur from the

DECLASSIAFO
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influent _rater. The feed rate _ms increased from 12 p_ at the
start of the test to 25 pl_non September 21. Since that time
the pH of the process water on the test side has been controlled
by adjusting the aluminum nitrate feed. No difficulties in the

• _ater treatment plant 6r in reactor operation have been encountered.
Therefore, it does not appear that addition of nitric a_id for pH
control will be required until spring.

Another half-reactor test was started at 100-B on September 16.
Because of the uncertainty surrounding the importance of sulfur
as a precursor to phosphorus-32, and in order to demonstrate the
effectiveness of conventional and less costly aluminum sulfate
to remove critical isotopes, this test duplicates the test at
lO0-H except that the sulfur iu ths influent water is not reduced.
The feed rate of alum on the test side was increased to l0 ppm
on September 16 and further increased until it reached 20 ppm on
September 22. It will remain at that level for the duration of
the test. No difficulties have been experienced and none are
anticipated.

No results have been obtained on the two above mentioned water treat-

ment tests. It is expected that approximately one month's oper-
ation will be required in order to reach equilibrium conditions in the
process tubes.

ADVANCED REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

N Reactor Fast Flux

An estimate of the neutron flux above 1 mev in the NPR was made as

a guide in programming experimental irradiaB$ons of Zr in test re-
actors. The figure being used is 1.35 x l0 A nvt/yr at 4000 _W.

NPR Physics Measurements

Physics measurements made in the PCTR in support of the NPR produced
a value of the neutron diffusion length and a value of koo. The
diffusion length of the NPR graphite was found to be 83.0 cre,a
factor about 1.6 times the length one would obtain with the same

.graphite minus the void holes. The koo offthe condensed NPR lattice
(i.e. void holes removed) was measured to be 1.069. This result
indicates that the NPR must be enriched above the anticipated level,
but,subsequent experiments not yet reported, yield a higher and more
encouraging value of koo for the mock-up lattice.
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Exponential pile measurements were made on 1.0_ enriched NPR
fuel elements in light water. The results are useful in
determining nuclear safety requirements on the handling of
irradiated NPR fuels. The mln_mum critical mass was about four

tons, occurring when the outer tubes alone were immersed in
water. The minimum critical mass for complete tube-in-tube
elements was measured to be 5.3 tons.

Graphite

Observation of the processing of bars for the NPR core by
National Carbon Co[npanyrevealed that the product is of high
structural quality. Ohemical analysis and dih purity va]ues
of the first two shipments show that the material also meets the
specification for nuclear purity.

Expansion Hardware

A number of front and rear nozzle assemblies designed for 200
railoverbore have been received and subjected to preliminary
laboratory testing. One front assembly _rhlch incorporates a
check valve was tested to obtain an indication of potential
charging damage to be expected in charging fuel elements through
the check; no damage was found in preliminary tests. The front
assembly was also tested for pressure drop and found to exhibit
less than half the pressure drop characteristic of the present
hardware.

Horizontal Control Rod Overbore

The ceramic sleeves for one K reactor horizontal control rod re-
ceived from the Coors Porcelain Company have been return_.dfor
additional machining. The feasibility study for overbor!ng the
horizontal control rod channels to accommodate an ovdrsized sleeve
has been completed, and overboring is considered feasible.

REACTOR FUELS

Projection Fuel Testing

Five columns of self-supported fuel elements (including spider
support design) were charged into ribless alumint_ntubes in B
reactor, bringing the total to nine columns in reactor.

,[IECLA'SSIFIEIJ
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No additional installation of zirconium tubes was made in C
reactor. The total number of ribless zirconium tubes in C

reactor is 69.

Twenty columns of solid-rail bumper fuel elements were charged
" into D reactor during the September Ii outage. Ten of these

columns contained four-rail slugs. Also charged _re ten columns
of three-rail slugs in which the rails between the tube _ibs
were omitted to permit the use of poison splines. Thez_ocouple
probes were inserted in the downstream dummy patterns of six of
the three_ms_tlcolumns to determine the effect of this design on
temperature uniformity in the coolant.

The irradiation of four tubes of 1.47% enriched bumper elements /
in D reactor was terminated September 24, 1960, without rupture.

/The material received an average exposure of 975 MWD/T. The
factor of improvement over normal I&E geometry fuel was 38 with
a 95% confidence level.

High Temperature Irradiations - KER Facilities

The heavy-wall, slngle-tube elements in KER Loop 3 continued
tulder irradiation without incident to an exposure of 970 T,_D/T.
The test will provide information on the b,_h_viorof am element
similar in geometry to the inner tube of an NPR fuel e_m,,nt_ 'rod
it wil± in addition provide some irradiated fuel for in-reactor
failure testing.

The eight natural uranium tube-in-tube elements in KER Loop 4
continued under irradiation without incident to an exposure of
156o

Bumper Slug Charging Machine
i

The bumper slug charging machine was used in an attempt to charge /
bumper slugs in D reactor, but it failed because of greater-than-

/

expected tube curvature. The machine stalled after charging 18
slugs in the last tube attempted, and it was broken in an abrupt
stall with 130 lb. air pressure.

Nickel-Coated Fuel Elements

Aluminum-Jacketed fuel elements coated with
nickel continue to resist pitting attack or flaking of the

nickel in ax-reactor mock-up tube tests. Exposure times for these

elements total ll-1/2 weeks in 165-C process water or 12-1/2 weeks
in 120 C process water. Defects made in the coating before exposure
have not been enlarged.

J

e
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PLANT _,II_OVEI_NT PROGRAM
i L [ _ __ I I iii_ __

The General Electric Company now considers that overboring
is feasible in C and H reactors. Development of tools and
machines capable of cutting steel and cast iron components
within the reactor has been instrumental in the decision to

attempt overboring these two reactors. This equipment develop-
ment has likewise widened the range of overboring considered
for ali reactors. ,

The optimum overbore for C reactor is presently calculated to
be approximately 0.5 inch on the tube diameter, A production
test to overbore 20 tubes this amount is planned for C reactor
for December or January.

Overboring

Several tests of a machine designed to bore out the cast iron
thermal shield and in-board do-nut have been made which demon-

strate weakness in the mechanical feed part of the equipment.
The existing machine was designed to permit a 200 railoverbore
at C reactor. Modifications are being designed for it to permit
its use in a preliminary 550 mil overbore test. A contract has

been negotiated with Norfin, Incorporated, of _eattle, to build
two new dual boring machines as second generat:on prototypes to
be used in a planned 550 rolloverboring test at C.

The increase in fuel size to accommodate the larger process tube
would involve some modifications of on-site and off-site fuel

fabriaation facilities. The project proposal to overbore C pile,
install zircaloy tubes and self-supported fuel facilities with
necessary supporting modifications is estimated to cost approxi-
mately $10 million.

The work proposed for the reactor areas toward increased production
will henceforth be referred to as the Reactor Modlfiaation Program.
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Reactor Fo_er Level Limibations

The po_r levels _.bC, F, KE_ and KW reactors _#erellmite,1by tube
po_rer,b._sedon ruptttrecontrol. Po_r levels at the BI D_ DR, and
H reactors were limited by bulk outlet water temperature.

Production

Reactor input production was )I..Opercent above forecast_ ll.2 per-
cent above forecast at the six old reactors and 5.9 percent below
at the K reactors.

Overall time-oper._tedefficiency _¢as84.5 percent (81 percent fore-
cast); 86.5 at the six old reactors, and 78.7 at the K reactors.
Efficiency was low at the K reactors due to ruptures_ KE.Rtest
facility trips and unusual maintenance. A new production record was

achieved at Creacor, exceeding the previous C reactor record by3.5 percent.

Twelve ruptures, six IC._e_triched,t_.roI_._regular, t::o_0]:14
reL%11ar_d t_._oI_R _re removed from the re!._ctors.'!'bl,0_,, _r fi},,_

L0.._enFiched rupt,_es _._re_%tD (including two _.rJ.t}1].I17_,_,;_Ich!,,,_,iI;
(_ a z'un-bo-rupt_urepro_luctiontest) an(1.one e.ach'trC, _ ,._,_
I[!l. '['he two I_,_z'egul_r rupt, ures were at IT '.m:l IOq,_t'.I_e t,'_() _ol.I.,l
"eC_].ar _t I_. A railed ther,noeouple slug _s remove,1 f'_'om I','P[I .l.o_p
i_ and a suspecte_!ruptture,o,s yet unidentified, from [3ZH].cop2.

Reactor Outages

Outages for the month of August are as follo_._s:
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Date Date Outage
Down Up ...... tlours , Remarks

" 8/6 8/8 42.7 l:'anellittrip due to a loose Jumper on Row
35. Tube 3090 was replaced due to a water
leak and charge-discharge work was performed.

8/27 Still Do_ Scheduled charge-discharge, tube replacement
and do_mcomer modification.

C REACTOR

8/10 8/12 42.2 Removal of an I_,E_-metal rupttu,e from tube
3578 and charge-discharge.

8/12 8/12 0.3 Unexplained Panellit trip.

8/13 8/13 0.5 Two unexplained Panellit trips.

8/24 8/24 0.2 Panellit trip on tub_ 3285, _Tobably due to
the spline cap insert working loose.

D REACTOR

8/1 8/1 0.7 Removal of an I&E E-metal rupture from tube
0770.

8/7 8/9 56.5 Removal of an l_.EE-metal rupture from tube
2060.

8/9 8/10 18.8 Removal of an IC_EE-metal rupture from tube
2262.

8/21 8/22 34.1 Tripped by po_rer-supp]yloss while attempting
to restore power to annunciator system. Charge-
discharge work _rasperformed.
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DR REACTOR

Date Date Out_ge
Dozen Up Hours

%

t I7/3 8/2 35 2 Concluded charge-discharge and maintenance
following rupture removal.

8/7 8/7 0.7 Trlpl_d by loop 1 when the building air com-
pressor failed, dropping the air pressure below the
loop trip point.

8/7 8/8 30.7 Concluded a small charge-discharge and maintenance
during period of insufficient reactivity follow-
ing loop trip.

8/11 8/12 18.0 Tube 2165 was replaced due to a rear Van Stone
leak.

'/].2 8/13 1.5 Manual trip for temperature co_tz.ol,r_t,ll,,
4055.

q/i3 8/].3 1.2 Repaired a leak in the front connecto?:on tubn
0677.

8/_9 8/19 0.6 Unexplained flux monitor trip while flush_tg
poison.

8/26 8/26 0.6 Leak in inlet hose connector on No. 8 }ICR.

i

REACI'OR

q/12 8/14 68.4 Manual trip for temperat_trecontrol, leak testilt[;,
_d charge-dlscharge.

8/14 8/14 2.0 Unexplained P_lellit trlp.

-2/30 Still Down Scheduled charge-disch%rge and h_h-tank flush-
ing.

Q
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DECLASSIFIED.....
H REACTOR
J ii L J

8/11 8/15 95.5 Removal of _u I_E regul_r metal rupture from tube
2558, charge-discharge and les]_testing.

8/].6 8/16 3.0 Changed V_nturis _n six tubes.

8/16 8/16 0.2 Tripped _hen FCCF tube 0986 _rasvalved to low-
" flo_ prior to Jumpering the Pm_elllt gauge.

I_ REACTOR

8/3 8/_ _I.I Removal of an I,%EE-metal rupture from tube 15_8
_id charge-discharge.

8/_ 8/I_ 0,3 Une_cplalnedPauellit trip on tube _I.

8/5 8/5 0.6 Tripped by lo_-flo_ on I_R Loop 1 during a pump change.

8/5 8/5 0.4 Unexplained Panellit trip.

8/7 8/9 31.7 Removal of a rupture fl'omI_R Loop 2.

q/lO ,,/_0 19.9 n mov_l of an I,?_]_reh_lar metal rupI:,1_r_f_',_i_5,,,b,_
3271.

_/_°l (_/,°2 P8.9 R_moval of a rupttu'efrom [_R Loop i.

8/P3 8/P3 2.1 Removal of a solid regular metal rupture from
tube 4844.

L

8/24 8/25 30.8 Removal of a solid regu],_rmetal rupture from tube
_9_3 and charge-dischargo.

8/27 8/28 31._ Panellit trip on tube 5085 due to a ruptured
spline cap seal.

1_,_REACTOR

_/9 8/ll 80.0 Scheduled charge-dlscharse _n(lInst_:.ll_tionof
ne_ No. i L[o_r-llftpump motor &ud impeller of gre_te_'
pumping capacity.

8/19 8/20 31.1 Removal of an I@_EE-metal rupture from tube 0885,

_/23 8/24 31.6 Removal of a small boSt from No. 13 cross-he_ler
screen# detected by hbnormal Panellit rea(lings.
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Equipment Experience

I. Seventy-four process tubes were installerl;66 at B, fo_,r_ _,
t_to_t DR and one each at I_ and K_,;.,

2. Seven _ater le_s were correcbedj five t1_beleaks (t_o e_ch _
H and F toldone at B) and two Van Stone leaks (DR and F)

3. A new No. 1 low-lift pump motor and impeller of greater pt_npin
capacity were installed at KW.

I_. IG_reactor was shut do_m on August 23 to inwstigate an abnormal
Panellit pressure. A small bolt was found on the No, 13 cross-
header screen.

PRESE_-REACTOR TECIETOLOGY

Effluent and Influent Water Treatment Studies

The aluminum turning test _rasinitiated in early AuG_Istat D Area.
The test tank is located near the 107-D basin. The tank contains

about _ tons of aluminum turnings. Reactor effluent water is pumped
from the 107-D basin into the test tank by a crib pump at a rate of
500 g-pm. Preliminary restultsagree with the previous l_boratory
studies made by Silker. It is anticipated that there will be signifi-
cant results by October or November.

The follo_,rlnginfluent _.r,_tertreatment tests are either in progress or
in the late planning stage:

B Area - Increase alum to-J25 ppm to reduce the phosphate concentration
in the ws,ter.

C Itrea- R_duce the amount of dichromate additive to one-h_,lfand ob-
serve the effects on the amount of radioactive chromium effluent.

i

U- H Area - Substitute aluminum nitrate s_idnitric acid for alum and

sulfIu_icacid to reduce the sulfttrcontent of the influent, which in
turn should reduce the P-32 content of the _ffluent.

I_R Loops - Single-pass addition tests. For example, add FOI_to seeif P-32 increases.

I_ Single-Pass Test Tubes A test to determine whether quachrom gluco-
sate will inhibit aluminum corrosion in filtered process _raterhas
been st_ted in the Single-Pass Mocl_ipTubes, employing concentrations
of 1.8 and 0.17 ppm quachrom glucosate. Concentration was chosen to
be the same as the present process _¢atersodit_ndichromate concentration
and the 0.17 ppm concentration _as chosen because this concentration
results in a chemical cost competitive with 1.8 Pl_n sodium dichromate.
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lt is planned to construct a miniature water treatment plant (in-

cluding delonizers) at K_ reactor for use in the single-pass KER

tubes, lt is hoped that this facility will be operational by the

early part of CY-1961.

Projection Fuel Testing

Five columns of fuel elements with end-spider supports _ere charged
into ribless aluminum tubes in B reactor this month. One column

of fuel elements with _elded rail suppo_,ts was also charged.

A total of 69 zirconium tubes are now in plac_._in C reactor,
charged _Ith self-supported elements.

Testing of bt_nper fuel elements continues in ribbed tubes in D re-

actor. Visual examination of the first natttral-uranitun b_nm_r ele-

ment discharged from D reactor at an exposure of 417 _TWD/T revealed
no corrosion film pattern (hot-spots), As a comparison, five hot-
spot patterns were observed in a control column of I$_ material

discharged at 421 _4D/T.

Accelerated testing of the btunper geometry under production test F_-
IP-262-A continued at D reactor. _¢o failures in the standard I&E

geometry (1.47% enriched material) occurred as predicted at 20 and

21 operating days (tube exposure at failure was approximately 21 _,_rD).

The remaining two enriched control columns were discharged. The fotu-

bumper columns remain under irradiation, demonstrating a steadily in-

creasing factor of improvement in rupture resistance as the expoBure
increases.

Nickel Plated Fuel Irradiations

Two cohmLus of nickel plated fuel elements were discharged from DR

reactor on August 1 at an exposure of about 425 _[WD/T. A cursory
visual examination was encouraging in that no nickel spalling was
observed.

IIi_h Temperature Irradiations - I_R Facilities

,\m_,r_e of fuel instrt_nented _ith thermocouplez x,,_,zcb_.r_,,le_ i_,;,,-_

l, _._I,o[_P, loop i. The charge eonsiste_ of a co.e.._,'tru_,l_,:_re'_.1_,y-2
.],.e.l'_eted rod with thermocouples imbedderl,in rho ur_%ui._m. ".!:h_ _b-

.}_etive of the test _as to me%sure the effect of film bu.1]._]upoI_ l_.t

transfer and Interna_ fuel temFeratures, The loop operuted nor,_a]ly
through August 19_ when the loop was subjected! to au interng,l (lecon-

ts_ination process. Following the startup on Auzust 20_ oper,%tlon con-
tinued for approximately 24 hours. Two ruptt_re indications were
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observedand a shutdo: l_:asnecessary.Observationof the,thermo-coupleelement revealed water entry had occurred somewhere at the

end of the rod where the thermocouple weld and the aap w_.ld were

located. The detailed point of entry and _he cause of failure have

, not yet been determined.

Loop 2 of the I_R facility _.ras charged on August _. On August 7,
failure indications were observed and the fuel elements were dis-

charged after three days of reactor operation. Location and naturo.
of the failure have not been determined.

Six he_vy-_alled single-tube elements, t:ro with capped J_cket defects,
are being irradiated in KER-3. The elements have attained an ex-

posure of 540 _,_D/T.

The eight natural uranium tube-in-tube elements being irradiated in

KER-4 to evaluate ho_-headed end closures have attained an exposure

of 1210 I,_rD/Tin 288_C coolant.

High-Tank Investigations

Production tests have been issued _hich provide for cleaning the

B3 F, and H high-tanks and lines.

FoL[r si_nificant changes have occurred recently in the D reactor

high-tank cooling system, (a) _lescallng of the high-tank and associ-

ated piping produced a 36% increase in the high-t_%n/: flow, (b) a
low-flint calibration test has removed some of the previous un-

certainties in flo_r measurements in the r_nge of 63000 to 12,OOO L-p_I,

(c) a high-tank bleed system previously installed permitted periodic

bleeding at a rate of about I._0 glom, (d) a high-tm_ !iquid.-] ,-v,:. ].
measuring system is no_.rin operation. In c0n.Junction uith ite,a (c)
it allows control of the high-tan]: _rater temperature.

DR reactor Bulk Coolm_t Prog:'_:

Work has continuod to assess the effect o C ch._mte[_in :.:.%t_rflo_.Ton
temperatures in the effJ.uent piping at t]:e rear ._ace of DR reactor.

Test data were obtained on Au&_Ist 12 for various flo_.rm:d power con-

ditions. Strain Gauge readings are, in the rm.r state at least 3 not

consistent with previous d.ata. A study of the internal consistency
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of model data and model prototype correlation methods indicate that
the present model may nob be adequate for predicting pressure con-
ditions in the effluent piping.

" Coolant and Heat Transfer

The effects of heat transfer tests of the eccentric positioned fuel
element _lth a process tube _¢Ith75% eccentricity reduced the boil-
ing burnout heat flux by 60_.

Non-Fissionable Charge Monitoring

Trip limits have been established for a direct reading pressure
gauge to be used in flow monitoring of tubes containing non-
fissionable charges. Use of these gauges is expected to reduce
spurious scrams and the need for frequent pressure checks on these
tubes@

OverborinG

Tests of new overboring cutters finally indicate the possibility
that a crooked channel cm_ be straightened, or at least sharp
changes in its direction smoothed. This conclusion follmrs a
demonstration on a one-channel mockup of the F reactor distortion.

The reactor overboring program is being reoriented to demonstrate a
500-mil diametrical enlargement rather than 200 mils. A demonstration
at F area indicated that a crooked channel can be successfully
straightened by overboring.

Equipment Development

Seven flapper valves _¢ereinstalled on KE reactor August 8 but
four of them leaked _rhenpressure was raised, and three _zere sub-
sequently removed. The les/_ageseemed to be caused by rough nozzles.
A seal is being developed _zhichrill seal against a rough surface.

orfin, Inc., was the successful bidder for 100 flapper valves at -
96.00 per valve. It is estimated that the delivery will be com-
pleted about October 15.

The balanced hydraulic charging machine is being fabric,ted in the
technical shops; it is about 85% complete. This machine is designed
to feed one slug at a time from a K-type magazine 3through a flapper
check valve into the reactor during operation. Testing is scheduled
around the middle of September.

a
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The charging machine for three-bumper slugs has been f%brlc_f_1

_nd assembled, and testing is tLuder_r_,yin the 105-D building.
Completion date of testing is Soptember 2.

E-N Studies

C_Iculational methods now available are not sophisticated enough
to compute the neutron multiplication ratio for a uranium-lithium
striped charge. The principal difficulty lies in calculating the
thermal flux distribution in the fuel targe5 column. Experimental
axial thermal flux traverses have been obtained along subject
columns. Attempts to compute the radial distribution do not _leld
the proper poisoning effect on the lithium _s required to match
test pile measurements of reactivity. The computed flux in the
target m_terial is much lower than is indicated by experimental
axial traverses. Further investigations of the physics of a
striped uranium-lithium load are being carried on.

Control Efflcienc[ Studies

Prototype displacQmnt columns (short columns of fuel elements in a
reactor tube which may be moved upstream or do_rnstreamfrom the

control room) have now been installed in columns 1485, 4)P85, 3069
and 3079 of K_.!reactor. Two additional columns remain to be installed
in the 6-column prototype system.

A Justification and development study on automatic reactor control has
been prepared in rough draft form. Quantitatively, this Justification

is based on a conservative estimate of increased operating efficiency.
Qualitatively, it is based on the secondary benefits from more pre-
dictable control and on the need for doing the development for distri-

butional control at Hanford, since the Hanford reactors are Imique in
geometry and size.

Shielding Studies

_I_ximt_ntemperatures of the B3 Dj DR, F, o_idH side _n(1top 8hi_l_ss
have been kept $ithin the recommended range of less than 120 C this

summer. Decreases in these m_ximum shield temperatures from 1958 and
1959 are due in part to increased fringe poison use, and in part to
the effect of increased helium concentrations.

Graphite Burnout Monitoring

Burnout samples were discharged from 3478-D on August 8 after 426
operating days. Samples near the rear gun barrel showed an average
weight gain of 0.01% per 1000 operating days, while samples from the
front and central sections showed average loss of 0.68% and 1.6%
respectively. This is an example of graphite mass transfer within a

process channel. Carbon suboxide decomposition was evidenced by
dark deposits on some of the es.
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Preliminary investigations of the use of enriched metal diamond

loadings for increasing local graphite temperatures during oxi-
dation testing are under way.

_W PRODUCTION REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

Ph_sic_s

Reactor physics work in support of NPR resumed follm_ing receipt
of the uranium tubes (.9_Io_U-2B5). PCTR exl_riments _rerecom-
pleted in the dry condensed NPR lattice at room temperature.

NPR Reflector Graphite

The GEH 1B-5 experimental capsule containing NPR reflector graphite
has been completed and _ill be installed in the N-5 corner of the
ETR during the Cycle S2 shutdmm (about Sept_mber 19). A holder
_as attached to the caps_uleso that flux monitors Can be inserted
and removed while the experiment is in the ro_ctor. Flt_ measure-

ments using bare and cadmium covered Ni and Co-AI _ires are being mad_
in N-5 and N-14 during Cycle Bl (August 8, 1960).

All of the NPR top and bottom reflector graphite to be made by
National Carbon Co. has been received. Four heats of the material
to be made by Great Ls/_esCarbon Corp. have been rejected on the

basis of lo_ nuclear purity (dih purity values below +0.25).
J

The first extrusions through a special 6" x (_"die have been made
by Great La/_es. The process differs from the normal e_rusions
in that the normal reduction is made in only one direction and
further that a streamlined vane is included in the reduction throat
of the die perpendicular to the direction of the reduction. The _n-

ternal st_rfaceof the bars showed a marked intensity of f].o_]in_,
•rhich hopefully indicates that a high degree of preferred orientatlon
h__,sbeen achieved. It is hypothesized that such highly oriente_lb%rs
_rillcontract less in the two short dimensions under irradiation than do
bars with a lo_r degree of orientation.

Fuel Design Analysis

De_tailedresults of the latest available data and theory on fuel
performance has led to changes in the nominal cladding thicknesses
of the _FPRfuel elements. Improved performunce _ill be obtaine_

by increasing the cladding thicltuesson the outer surfaces of the inner
tubes of the fuel element. The cladding at the surface is subject to
strains estimated at twice that experienced by the next most critical
surface. Theseresults lead to the follo_ringNPR fuel dimensions_
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Outer Tube Irmer Tube

Overall OD 2°404 inches 1.253 inches
Uranium OD 2.354 " 1.173 "
Uranium ID 1.808 " •I_9 "
Overall lD 1.758 " .439 "

Other results obtained from the IBM-709 program include (assuming
the reactor operating at full design power):

Average Central Tube Inlet Coolant Temperature 366°F
Average Central Tube Outlet Coolant Temperature 543°F
Central Tube Flow 80,000 lbs/hr.
M_'_imum IIeatFlux 490,000 btu/hr/sq.ft.
Pea/_Urani1_nTemperature 430°C
Cladding Surface Temperature , 556°F
Active Zone Pressure Drop 97 psi

(_ COOLED PRAETOR PROGR_J.I

n_sics
!

Lattice physics _,rork on the Gas-Cooled Reactor Program was concluded
with the issuance of three final reports.

Gas Loop

The PRTR Co,s Loop (Project CAH-822) piping fabrication by Struthers-
Wells is estimated to be 98% complete. The preheater and several
valves remain to be installed. The installation specifications for
the Gas loop have been for_rardedto J. A. Jones Co.

EGCR Oxidation Prototype

Txropreliminary runs have been made to determine if the prototype
would ignite at about 600°C. In each case a heating element failure
Just prior to admittance of the air caused the runs to be made _¢ith

the power off. In the first run the graphite temperat_ve, T was" • O "G3
570 C and the inlet air temperature, T^, was 25 C. In the second ,

O -- O " _ ....
run TG was 625 C and TA x¢as180 C. Combustion did not occur .Ineither
ease. Hox.rever,the normal heat losses in the system may exceed the
heat evolved by oxidation. In order to eliminate this possibility,
modlfleatlons have been completed _rhiehpermit a low powl_rto be maln-
tained separately to the outer ring of heating elements. The temper-
ature difference bet_reenthe inside and ouZsic]eof the bloel-can thus
be maintained at zero during burnout experiments so as to make the
system entirely adiabatic.

n RiAgl FnTM
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" DATH, August 8, 1960
To , Files ,..-

//_/_/_' '_;,_./6"

, R. r_. Plum, Chiefj_6/_ HAN-74591 /.)A/_.Reactor Branch "
,w," - Rept. #7

, 8uB_'_, MOntHLY REPORT FOR MONTH OF JULY3 1960

SYMBOL: OR :GTO :GRG:H/_I
D41ge5

Sel

PRODUCTION

Reactor input production was 0._ percent above forecast; l°l
percent below forecast at the six old reactors and 2._ percent
above at the I(reactors.

Average overall time operated efficiency was 79.3 perc_lll;(.q9
percent forecast); 78.3 at the six old reactors an_lS2.h ;trl',ll(_
I(reactors, Efficiency was low at the old reactors due to the
replacement of process tubes.

There was no increase in the combined reactor instantaneous
power level or the individual reactor record power levels.

Ruptures

Eleven ruptures (four I&E regular, three I_._E_ two solid regular,
and two KER test elements) _re removed from the reactors. T_o
of the I&T_regular metal ruptures were at B and one each at D and
I(W. The three I&E E-metal ruptures wel'eat CI D, and DR a_idtl_
two solid re_ullarmetal ruptt[reswere at C and H. A thermoc,,uple
slug failure was removed from IG_RLoop No, 1 and a tube-in-tube
failure from KER Loop No. 2.

Reactor Outages

Reactor outages for the month of July are as follows:

bUI,UUl | I L,I,/
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' n, ei,4 SlFIEgDate Date Outage

_ _ IIours ks

B REAOTOR

, 7/10 7_3 55.8 Removal of a stuck I&E regular metal rupture
in tube 1265, and charge-discharge.

7/23 7/25 h6.4 Removal of a stuck I&E regular metal rupture
in tube1383.

7/26 7/28 35.1 Tripped when No, 8 pump was lost due to a
burned-out motor coil.

0 REACTOR

7/9 7/11 59.4 Removal of an I&_ E-metal rupture from tube
2072, charge-discharge, and raw-water export
line tie-in.

7/24 7/28 98.O Sehedtuledcharge-discharge and installation
of 50 zircaloy process tubes.

7/28 7/28 2.5 Removal of a solid regular metal rupture from
tube 2252.

7/9 7_5 135,5 Scheduled charge-discharge and tube replace-
merit.

7/21 7/21 O,2 Panelllt trip due to a ruptured Bourdon tube
on gauge 1779.

7/21 7/22 32.3 Temperature control follmqing a Pm_oilit trip.

7/22 7/22 0.5 Tripped by a 190 po_lerfailure while attan_b-
ing to put a pump on the line.

7/29 7/29 0.2 Pane]lit trip due to a ruptured Bourdon tube
on gauge 3695.

7/29 7/31 33.6 Removal of an I&E E-metal rupture from tube
3660, and miscellaneous maintenance.

7/31 7/31 0.3 Panellit trip due to a stuck toggle valve
plunger.
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6/30 7/2 33.6 Oha_ge-dlsoharge following a Panellit trip.

7/12 7/14 45.9 Panellit trip due to a stuck I&_ E-metal

, rupture from t_be 0677, and charge-discharge.

7/31 Still down Removal of an I_ regular metal rupture from
t_be 266_, and charge-discharge.

F P_0TOR

7/12 7/19 178.O Scheduled charge-discharge, tube replaoament,
and maintenance.

7/20 7/22 45.6 Water leak.
C

H REAOTOR
..... i III I

6/26 7/2 155.9 0onoluded scheduled charge-discharge, tube
replacement and Ball 3X work.

7/2 7/2 O.3 Unexplained Panellit trip.

7/14 7/17 76.6 Removal of a stuck solid regular metal rupture
from tube 2352, charge-discharge, and leak
testing.

7/17 7/17 I.O 0hangs Vent_ri on tube 2456.

7/20 7/23 l_8.1r Leak testing and charge-discharge.

7/26 7/26 0.4 Installation of a holding plate on the front face

cap of tube 4371 when one of the tkree lugs
was found to be missing.

ICERF_AOTOR

71'3 7/6 71.9 Trip due to a rupture iu _R Loop 2, and
charge-discharge.

7/7 7/8 24.2 Tripped due to a rupture in I_R Loop 1.

7/15 7/16 32.0 Temperature trip on KER Loop 4 heat exchanger.

7/16 7/16 4.6 Tripped by m_Ifunction of water cross-tie
by-pass switch.

i
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I_%G_R (oont td. )

7/17 7/18 _6.5 Panellit trip oaused by loss of No. I low-lift
pump unit due to high _pera%ure on _the motor
winding.

%

_N RI_O_R

7/4 7/7 70.h Panellit%rlpdue 4o an _ regularmetal
rupturefromtube 2974.

7_7 7/19 32.1 UnexplainedPanelli%trip. ah_r_e-disoh_r_e
and mil_oellaneo_sm_intenanoewereperformed.
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EqulpmentExperienoe

(i) 163 processtubes were installed_76 at F, 50 at 0, 30 at D, 5 at
B, and one each at DR and KW. The tubes installedin 0 reactor
were riblesszircaloy_raisingthe total number of tubes of this
type in 0 reactor to 69.

(2) Three water leaks were correctedj_o van stone leaks and one tube
leak. The Van stone leaks were at F, the tube leak was at H.

(3) The exportwater tie-in for N Area and th_ new centralfire station
was completedduring a dual reactor outage at the B-O reactorson
July ii.

(4) KE reactorwas scrammedJuly 17 by the loss of No. I low-lift
pump unit, which relayed out because of high temperaturebn the
motor windings.

(5) At EW reactorfoundation coolingwas placed in servicefor the
first time.

(6) B reactorwas scrsmmmd July 26 due to a grounded coil on the No. 8
pump motor. This coil was bypassedand the No. 8 pump unit returned
to servicefor the startup.

REACTOR POWE_ LEVEL LIMITATIONS

The primarypower level limit at 0, F, KE, and ]_4reactorswas based
on fuel element failure control (tube-p_er limit). P_er levelsat
B, D, DR, and H reactorswere restrictedby bulk outlet temperature
m strictlons.

DECLA SI:"
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2 o0P  OGRAMS aIA
EngineeringL L J

Coolant and Heat Transfer
• ...... _.

Transient heat transfer experiments were run with a full scale mock-

up of I&E fuel elments in a K process tube to investigate possibilities
of cooling by boiling following a loss of pu_ping power. An initial
analysis of the data indicates that such a cooling method might be
quibe successful.

Reactor Technolog7

Measurements of radiation dose rates at the front face of B reactor

indicate that the principal neutron dose is coming from dry tubes
which are currently shielded _ith steel plugs. It is estimated that
the neutron dose would be reduced by a factor of two by using concrete-
filled plugs in place of the steel plugs. A further reduction by a
factor of about four could be obtained by shielding the front face with
i-_ inches of polyethylene. These conclusions apply to four of the

present production reactors. A report (IM-66117) of the work is be_
prepared.

The first block discharge cycle at the DR reactor sh_¢ed production
roughly eq_ivalent to that of the staggered discharge method, lt
would appear at this time that any disadvantages of the block method
_st be compensated for by improved maintenance utilization rather
than increased production itself.

The operational 0barge Discharge machine _as removed from the C-
reactor work area and stored in the 185-B building pending decision
as to its disposal.

O_verboring

Channel ll92-F was overbored 200 mils during tl_ July 9 reactor outage.
The experience in the graphite boring _¢as similar to that in an

earlier successful boring in DR reactor. The front of the graphite
channel contains alternate hard and soft _2eas in an apparently
random pattern, and considerable chattering of the drilling rig
results. D_cnstream graphite is similar but less severe, where_n
the graphite in the center of the pile cuts easily. The no,T _1_--
ment performed very well, but there are indications i_,_pn_er mn_ I_,_
less than optimum, lt is exqoectedthat tiletime re_].ro,_ for t}_n
overborlng operation will be behceen twelve _,o_¢enty minutes°
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Reactor Fuels
J | L T

 oject± Test

Two additional columns of end-spider m_oported fuel elements were
, charged into B reactor. Normal charging forces were used, tending

to substantiate the suspicion that oversized fuel-element projections
were the cause of high charging forces reported last month.

Dingot Uranium Testing..... _ : _ L __

The final report of the analysis of the initial seven tubes of
irradiated dingot uranium fuel ele_nts will contain the conclusion

that dingot is not inferior to ingot uranium _ith respect to
dimensional instability.

Materials.,.Deve..lop_nt

Graphite

High Fast Flux - Calbulatlons are under_ay to determine in a qualita-
tive LmVmuner_the fast flux obtainable on graphite samples located inside
a highly enriched uranium oxide fuel element. Preliminary results are
encouraging in that some ,_ainin fast flux (E_ 1 mev) can be achieverl
over that presently available in test holes. Further work will define
better the upper limit.

Graphite Distortion at B and F Reactors - A traverse thr_1_h the top
center o£F re actdr indicated a f_ther increase in elevation of the

top of the inlet and outlet humps and the low point in the center
depression. Iu total the depression has risen approximately 0.25
inch since the traverse taken in September, 1959. Power level in-
creases at F during the last year have required increased helium con-
centrations to maintain graphite temperatures within process standards.
Data onpower level, temperatures and helium concentrations are under
examination to determine if lm;-temperature expansion of some of the
tube-block graphite has occurred. Traverse data at both B and F

reactors continue to indicate that the bend in the inlet hump for the
top four rows of tubes will become sufficiently severe to require a
change to four-inch fuel elements next year. Continued manometer

traverse and probe length data will be gathered to permit orderly
preparation for the use of four-inch elements.

Zirconium
u

Corrosion Studies

Zircaloy-2 Corrosion Hydrogen Pickup in 3[i0ocFlo_ringWater. A number
of samples were removed from the 340oc flowing water corrosion test
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after six months of exposure in order to determine the effect of

refreshed water on corrosion product hydrogen pickup. The percentage
of corrosion product hydrogen pickup for the samples ranged from 1._

.1,o. This is considerably less than values of 40 to 55% forto9

corrosion by water or steam in static systems. The results indicate
hydrogen pickup is less at the higher velocities and refreshment rates.

The annealing and pickling of the Bridgeport Zircaloy-2 C-reactor
process tubes has proven successful and all treated tubes have been
successfully installed in the reactor.

PhYsics

Operational Ph_ics- , ,, ml _ IL - _

- Central spline caps were installed at F reactor and a
spline operational test was carried out at B reactor; all

reactors except DR and H are now making at least partial use of
the poison spline system for operating control flexibility.

Control Efficiency Studies - The semi-annual summary of potential
_ins sh_s _ 3-f01d improvement in startup efficiency at the K
reactors during the second quarter of CY-1960. As a result, the
production efficiency was approximately 6% higher than previously.
These improvements resulted largely from the use of poison splines.

Critical Mass Studies
_ , ..... _-_ _

E-I_tal Stora_ - The limits on storage of unirridiated 0.9h7%
U-235 urani_ slugs _ere revised to allow 300-hole pallets to be
stacked three high. The change is based on experimental data and
the fact that both a flooding of the normally dry storage area
plus redistribution of the E-metal into less-safe geometry would
be required for a critical mass incident.

T he0retic_a! p_ ics

A refinement was introduced into the interpretation of neutron re-
thermalization data by the use of a neutron diffUsion coefficient

which depends both on the neutron temperature and on the graphit3
temperature. This realistic model produces values of relaxabion

length which are up to one-thlrd smiler than those produced by
the constant diffusion coefficient model previously used. L_cewise,
the new model gives higher values for the rethermalization cross
section than the old model.
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New Production Reactor
, , , . - .,

NPR Process Tubes - A decision has been made to add siS.iconup to
250 p_m to tHe-Columbia National Zirconium sponge used by ILarvey
Aluminum Company in fabricating the production order of NPR tubes.
This addition is expected to improve the corrosion resistance of
these tubes.

NPR High PressurB"Tube Rup_t_ Tests - Assistance was given Process
Design for schedullng four additional tube rupture tests. The re-
sults of our study indicate that it will take approximately two
months to perform these tests, During test performance other
activities, particularly those concerned with loop operation, will
be seriously curtailed. The Process Design section of GE will make
the final determination of the test schedule.

KER Testing - The thermocouple train being irradiated in I_R-1 to
ev_da_te Tilm effects was discharged on July 7, following indication
of a fuel element failure. The enriched tubular elements providing

heat to the lbop had reached an exposure of 1,O30 MWD/T, _rhileanatural uranium thermocouple element had reached 435 _D/T. The
location, nature and cause of the failure ha_e not yet been deter-
mined.

The four enriched tube-in-tube elements in KER-2 were discharged
following failure indications at an e_posure of 3,150 _*JD/T(138
days operation, 272oC coolant). The failure was a longitudinal
split in the Zr-2 Jacket on the outer surface of the inner tube of
the upstream fuel element in the charge.

Fuel Design Analysis - Studies of the effects produced by the
vari6us comb_tT6_ns of cladding thicPauesseson the surfaces of
_R fuel elements have been carried out. Computer results indicate
that, outside of added zirconium costs, no other losses of
appreciable magnitude would result from increasing claddin_
thickness to 30 mils on any or all of the four surfaces of the

22 lb/ft NPR element. Slightly higher coolant pressure drops are
offset by slightly higher conversion efficiencies, while increases
in fuel temperature and heat fluxes are negligible.

Graphite for an e_ponential pile m6cl_p of the _R _ss received
and assembled. Measurements are being delayed by lack of the outer
ur_miu_ tube of the fuel element. Delivery of these elements is
no_rsix months behind schedule.
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4000 PROGR_ REACTOR DEVELOPmeNT

EGCR Oxidation Hazard Evaluation
I -- _ z _ -- u ..... L -- III I -

Construction of the EGGR oxidation prototype has been completed.
, Testing and calibration is now in progress. Preliminary testing

has demonstrated the unit will provide an adiabatic vessel.
Temperatttredrops from 3OOOG to IOO°G required 6½ hours with
50 Ibs/hr of air flowing through the annulus. With no forced
convection this temperature drop was about IOOC/hr (at 3OO°0).

The gas loop (Project CAH-822) Phase A package remains 95% complete
awaiting new heater tubing and a few valves. No significant
improvement in blower test performance has been reported by
Brlstol-Siddeley. The in-r@actor test section is essentially
complete and it is being prepared for test.
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TO r'Process Engineering and /- DATB, July 12, 1960
Manufaoturing Divisio_ _les./

..'','.
_OM ; R. L. Plum, Chief jf/_i/C. '_ "C;c'" "'" I_I-74591--__

Reactor Branch _(// Rpt. No. 6

suBjmcr,MONTHLY REPORT FOR MONTH OF JUNE, 1960

SYmbOL: OR :G_O:GRG:HAH

Pro,_ctlon
D_,.lq).a.q_.,

Reactor input production was 12.9 percent above forecast; _I.1
percent above at the six old reactors and 25.7 percent above at
the K reactors. Forecast was exceeded, particularly at the K
reactors due to high time operated efficiency and average power
levels. June production was essentially equal to the May record
when adjusted for one less day.

Overall ti_e operated efficiency was 84.4 percent (81 percent
forecast); 81.5 at the s_-,old reactors and 93.2 at the I(
reactors. _le high efficiency at the K reactors is attributed
to exceedingly good operating continuity. KE _rasdo]m once
_urlng the month on schedule and _ once, containing an outrage
_ ich started late in _y.

There was no increase in co_ined reactor instantaneous power
level or the individual reactor record p_er levels. Record
production _as achieved at KW exceeding their previous record
by 5.9 percent.

Hine ruptures, five I_ regular, t_roI_ enriched and _7o solid
regular metal, _tereremoved from the reactors. _¢o of the I_,E

regular metal ruptures wsre at H and one each at B, C, and F.
The two _olid regular metal ruptures _.rereat DP.and H snd the
two I&E enriched ruptures were at C and D.

Reactor Outages

Reactor outages for June, 1960 are as follows:

0 '
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) ftrAOl AarorM

Date Date Outage

Down U_2E_ Hours Remarks_ _

" 5/30 6/2 72.5 Ooncluded rupture removal. Charge-discharge
and tube replacement.

6/2 6/2 0.8 Panellit trip.

6/7 6/7 0.2 Panellit trip.

6/7 6/9 45.4 Panellit trip. Insufficient reactivity.
Oharge-discharge and miscellaneous maintenance.

I

6/26 6'/27 29.6 Panellit trip. Insufficient reactivity.
Oharge-discharge and maintenance.

C REACTOR
u± _ _ - '

6/3 6/5 43.8 Scheduled charge-discharge.

6/5 6/5 O.7 Panellit trip.

6/6 6/6 0.2 Panellit trip.

6/6 6/8 30.6 Panellit trip. Insufficient reactivity.
Miscellaneous maintenance.

6/8 6/8 0.3 Panellit trip.

6_8 6/20 29.2 Re_novalof an I_ 9_-metal rupture from
tube 2456. Charge-discharge.

6/20 6/21 17.8 Removal of a stuck I&E regular _etal rupture
from tube 1889. Charge-discharge and tube
replacement.

6/28 6/28 0.3 Power loss relay trip when a p_p _as being
removed from service at 190 (due to the
failure of a wear ring on the impeller
assembly).

6/29 6/30 30.0 Temperature control and tube replacement.
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D Reactor

6/9 6/11 48.7 Removal of an I&E 94-metal rupture from
tube 3964. Charge-discharge.

' 6/12 6/13 31.7 Temperature and pressttreincroaso ou tube
1074 when a spline cap insert became un-
screwed and _lasheddo_mstream.

IR Reactor
- - _ - ....

5/28 6_ 101.3 Concluded rupture removal. Charge-discharge
and tube replacement

6/1 6/1 0.4 Tripped by low flouron the _R-I loop.

6/2 6/2 0.2 Panellit trip _;hen a Jumper was inadvertently
removed from gauge 2973.

6/17 6_19 38.0 Removal of a solid regular metal rupture from
tube 2155. Charge-discharge and maintenance.

6/30 Still dozen Tripped when a wire be_,_eenPanellit gauges
was inadvertently remowd _¢hile attempting
to remove a leaking gauge. Insufficient
reactivity.

F Reactor

6/2 6/3 35.3 Removal of an I&E regular _tal rupture from
tube 2471. Charge-discharge.

6/20 6/21 38.7 Scheduled charge-discharge and maintenance.

6/24 6/26 48.0 Leak testing. Tube and Venturi replacensnts.
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DECLASSIFIED
5/30 6/I 30.2 Completed leak testing and tube re[,l_o_1_ollt,.

6#i 6_ 0.8 Loose rear cap on tube 43_7.

6/1 6/2 17.8 Removal of an I_ regular metal rupture from
tube 1583. 0barge-discharge.

6/3 6_ 29.5 Removal of a stuck solid regular metal
rupture from tube 3553.

6/7 6/8 35.6 Leak testing and Charge-discharge.

6/16 6/18 34.4 Removal of a st_lak16E regttlarmetal rupture
from tube 2178. Oharge-discharge.

6/18 6/19 26.4 Leak testing and tube replacement.

6/26 Still do_n Scheduled charge-discharge, tube replacement,
and Ball 3X work.

I_ Reactor
---- ,

6/6 6/8 58.5 Scheduled c)mrge-disclmrge.

I_,£Reactor

5/31 6/2 46.7 Charge-disclmrge following Panellit trip.

Poactor Fo_er Level Limitations

The primars_p_¢er level limit at ali reactors except liwas based
on fuel element failure control at present goul exposure. IIr_actor
po_er level was restricted by bLulkoutlet temperature limitations.

_upplementary Control_ - ii _ i i _ -q _ _ll l

Use of supplementary control systems (poison splines) reduced average
startup losses at C, DR, H, _ and I_iJreactors to about 0.2 equili-
brium days equivalent productlon, representing an improv_m._ntof about
0.4 days from the average 1959 startup efficiency for these reactors.
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The first tl_ee of the initialten ool_u_nsof end-spldersupported
' fuel ele_mntswere charged intoB reactor. IIigherthan normal

chargingforceswere experiencedand an investigationof the t_o
coltmnsremai_ingin storagefrom the same shipmentrevealed over-
sized fuel elementejtherefore,it was concludedthe first _Iree
columnswere also oversizedand could have causedthe higher
chargingforces.

Preliminaryvisual inspectionof the first columnsof self-supported
fuel elements irradiatedto 12OO _D/T revealedno unusual corrosion
patterns.

Dingot UraniumTesting|, ,l -- _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J_, ,,, ,,, _

Analysis of the seven tubes of alloyed Dingotmaterial discharged
from D reactor at an averageexposure of 795 _'ID/Treveal_d:

laI Dinner is not significantlyhigher in averagewarp Ingot.th_
b) Tube fillingcapacity for Dingotwas not statisticall_
differentfrom Ingot.

The Zircaloy-2Jacketednatt_raluranium thermocoupleelementbeing
irradiatedin KER-I under PT-IP-314-Ato measure the temperature
effect of curd film depositionin pH IO coolanthas sh_n neglibible
filmingat coolant temperaturesup_to 288°0 _¢itha surfaceheat
flux of about 0.35 x IOO D/hr. ft.2. No filmingresulted from
severaltamperaturecycles.

The four elghteen-inchenrichedtube-and-tubeelementsbeing
irradiatedin _I-2 under PT-IP-292-Ato a goal of 3500 X_D/T
have attainedan exposure of 3085 _JD/T in 27OOC coolantat an
averagespecificpo_er of 123 hTJ/ft.

The eight naturaluranium Zircaloy-2Jacketed tube-and-tubeelements
being irradiatedin ]_R-4 under PT-IP-3OO-Ato evaluatedhot-headed
closureshave attained an e_q_osureof 805 _D/T in 288oc coolant.
The elements are scheduledto a goal of 2500 I_/T.

CeramicBall Tests

I_-65547,"DevelopmentTest IP-330-A,Pile Test_ugof Ball 3X
Candidate_Laterials,',was issued on June 13. This _2 _ill permit
irradiat_ug(for 30 operatingdays) samples of ball 3X candidates
in the l_Jreactor and determining(I) rate of poison burnoutunder
irradiation,and (2) post-irradiationactivityof the smnples.
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_ent_-s_x pieces of N materialfrom the small-scaleE-N test
at IO_-H were shipped to SRO about June 17.

" Oritical_ss Studies
..... J,L__ .... _ .........

A method has been devisedwhich will permit the calculationof
safe spacingsfor b_uldlesof fuel elements. The answers should
be conservativeand will be used to replace the previous calcula-
tions.

IlazardsRevie_t

Tltoanalysis of the NPR cold water_ startup,and f].oo(]inC ac;c].(]._nL.s
_lascompletedand issued. The latest revisedvalues of control
strengthsfor botllthe horizontalrods and ball 3X systemsuore
included in _q-64755, "N ReactorHazards Review of ColdUa%er,
Flooding,and Startup Aocldents."

NPR Transient_Response

A preliminaryanalysis of the NPR has developedto the point that
an analyticalestimateof the transientresponsehas been obtained.
For a small step in reactivitythe maxlmlm po_mr is reached in less
than one second and quickly settlesto within one percentof final
power. A _O percent over-shootis obtained. Since the peak is
reached so quicklyand also due to good dampingcharacteristics,
the power response to reactivitychanges is expectedto be excellent.

ZirconiumTube Procurement

BridgeportBrass Companyhas preparedIii C reactorprocesstubes
which are within specificationsin all respectsexcept possibly
corrosionresistsnce. The corrosiontest results have not _t been
received. One additionaltube has been preparedwhich is within
specificationsexcept that the wall is 1 railbelow minimum speci-
ficationsfor 23 inches at one end of the process tube. This tube
has been offeredto us for ,$550and will be shippedwith the other
tubes. It is technicallyacceptablefor use in-reactor.

HarveyAluminum Company has shipped18-20 C reactorprocess tubes
which are scheduledfor deliveryonsite on June 30.
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Increased Grap!_Ite_TemperatureLimits atI12_-L flu :.-

The startup of DR reactor on June 1 and operation to the sl_tt-doy.m
on June 17 _as conducted under the provisions of IToductlon Test

, IP-325-AC all_,_Inga ti_m-welghted increase of the graplllbot_ul,-
erature limit to a _m_xi_umof 65000 even with a helium concentra-

tlon in t11ereactor atmosphere as lo_ as 20 percent. The higher
temperature _,msallowed under test to gain reactivity tl_ough higher
moderator temperature in place of a number of tubes of enric_md fuel.
The burnout of the graphite under startup of this sort is being
monitored with inserted test pieces of graphite. The weight loss of
these pieces will be measured a/tct _.rostart_ps.

Overbored Nozzles - C Reactor

Fluorescent-penetrant testing of the first of the overbored nozzles
prepared for use with the 300 zircaloy tube fac:_ity in C reactor
has .indicatedan unsuspected porosity, lt has been concluded that
tl_efirst ten tubes currently being installed in C reactor should be
hand-charged _._ithself-supported fuel elements and standard nozzles
installed. _Is will provide perhaps two months v time for more
complete evaluation of the suitability of tlm reamed nozzles for
reactor use and for the evaluation of potential alternates.

Zr Thermal Fatigue Tests

An equipment failure in the testing equipment has resulted in a
h_o-_,_eekdelay in the steady-load thermal cycling program. T_st
results to date indicate no fatigue failures in more th_ 3000
thermal cycles be_¢een 200 and 8OOOF at stresses up to 35,000 psi.

Zr Sponge .LS_ec_icat±ons

IlarveyAluminum Company Ims been granted permission to iucrease
the _s_xi_umlimits of silicon in 'thesponge used for _PP.process
tubh_g from 1OO parts per million to 190 + 60 parts per million.
The additional silicon was authorized on the basis of data which
Indlcate that:

(1) The short term corrosion characteristics of the fabricated
tubing would be i_proved sorle_lhat.

(2) _Btallographic examination of the fabricated material iudicato_
that the additional silicon _ould result in more unifo_n dis-
tribution of alloying materials in tl_ezircon_nm matrix.

(3) _Iodata indicate unfavorable results from such silicon addition.
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Nm Grapll t,e

The inquhy for bids for supplyingabout tons of grapl'Aitorn.r
the front and rear reflectors _ud tru_io sleeves for th_ IIPR has
been sent out. The bid reply date i_ July 18. This is the ].ast
lot of graphitefor the NPR for _¢hiohan order is to be placod.

Shieldiug StudiesMill L ii i--T _ j

Film readings indicatethat front face neutron lesJ_age,which has
reached an operatingdose rate as high as 30 mrem per hour in some
cases,passes through the iron rings and donuts around the gun
barrels; no neutronmoderatingmaterialsinterruptthe travelof
the neutrons throughthis region. Square polyethyleneplates,which
would moderateand scatterthe escapingepithermalneutrons, are
being consideredas a short range relief; these plates would clip
onto nozzle caps t]ms forminga transparentwall which should
provide only negligible interferencewith normal front face
personneloperation.

Naval Reactors cancelledthe IO_PL-120-SBlist and all further test-
ing in the H-1 loop. Determinationof the ultimate dispositionof
the loop is in progress.

E qui_nt Exper_nce

l) Eighty-fourprocess tubeswere installed;67 at H, lC at C
(zirconium),4 at B, 2 at D, and one at l_q.

2) Five processwater le_cs were corrected,four tube and one
Van Stone. _:o of the tube leaks _mre at IIand one each
at B and C. The Van Stone le_c was at II.
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Heat Transfer and__Te_erat_,re_ffects__

Transient heat transfer experiments _ere continued _:itha full-
scale mockup of I&B fuel elements in a K process tube. Oatm

" concerning flow rates and fuel temperatures were obtained for
conditions simllating a sudden decrease in front header

pressure as would result from loss of high lift pumps, loss
of line connecting pumps and reactor, or loss of a front
riser.

Neutron attenuating measurements as a function of temperature
have been completed for iron-serpentine concrete with a
density of 265 lb/ft3. The measured fast neutron removal
cross section decreased by about.12 percent 'afterprolonged
baiting at 320°C as compared with the as-cured material. The
gamma dose rate through four feet of this concrete increased
by a factor of three under the same conditions.

There is a period when the p_er level has not decayed to as
low an equivalent heating value as the fl_ rate; hence, a
period of inadequate cooling _ill result. The objective of
the e:_eri_ents _ms to determine the _mgnitude of front header
pressure reductions which could occur without resulting in fuel
element m,_dprocess tube meltd_m during the inadequate cooling
period oi _ne flow reduction-power decay transients. I]uclear
heat generated and 5 percent of original po_;erlevel for
sensible heat removal from graphite stack are used for the
calculations.

Freliminary ana!_is, for a tube p_Ter of IOOO I%Iand outlet
temperature of 125oc, gave no excessive heater rod tempera-
tures and complete recovery of adequate cooling was obtained
when the header pressure was dropped doom to hO psi_. For
higher po_ered tubes, 1500 191and 2000 kq_,the header pressure
required for adequate cooling _.zas80 psig and 150 psig,
respectively.
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"_-.-.rTube Closure

_>::, protot3qcel_.rk V f!ap_r valves were _.sta!led on the
r_ar face of !O5-]_ on ,_une7 for obser:ation. A requisition
for 1OO I:m_rkV flapper valves and !Cv3ball valves has been
issued.

ro on p!n e .

T]_ second X Area sp!Lne coi!er _:as Lns%-.!!edLn }(Eand
used June 8 _tartu_,. About ht _pliz_esof ICO were removed
from th_ reactor using a coi!er.

::atcrialsDe%_!op_cnt Operation... ... ....: _ ,,,,,, :

Ceramic Balls for 105 !!P_eactor

Ceramic balls poisoned with samarium oxide rove been selected
for NPR use.
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Pile Gas Problem

Investigations of possible gas recovery and purification schemes
is in progress. Efforts are now being centered on comparative

, economics of three different proposals:

i) Treatment of gas from startups and large purges only-
including a 20,000 cubic foot gas holder capacity.

2) Treatment of entire circulating stream to remove 02 and CO.
3) Additional treatment to keep N2 within limits,

Pr.eliminaryspot estimates of recovered helium gas range from
1/2# to 1-1/2# per cubic foot with purification equipment cost
of about 5,000 to IO,OOO while prices of IO,OOO cubic foot lie-gas
holders are quoted at $3,000 each.

Mechanical .DevelopmentB

Basic test work is almost complete in }SxlraulicHorizontal Control
Rod.

IL_terlals Development - 2000 Program

Netallurg_ Programs

Corrosion Studies

Hydridin_ of Zirca!oy-2 in Simulated NPRStac k Gas

_o groups of Zircaloy-2 coupons were exposed for 53 .daysJn },nlium
gas contaminated with 0.05 percent H2 and 0.03 percent CO. This cas
was prepared by passing tank helium over NPR graphite at 8OO°C where
the traces of water _ the gas were converted in pert to }1_<]rocen
and carbon monoxide [ ,e Zircaloy-2 samples were held at 350°C and• _ lh

300°C while the gas flowed over them at a slow rate. Hydrogen
analyses of the samples indicated no detectable hydrogen pickup in
h3 days on either autoclaved or etched Zircaloy-2. From this test
it was concluded that the system of 0.05 percent Ho, 800°C graphite

and 350oc is a much safer operating zone than the _% _ llOOeCgraphite, and 40OOC Zircaloy-2 system which resulted hydridlng
failure in 53 days in earlier experiments. It is planned to con-
tinue the experiments for several more months to establish tlmt the

system is not hydriding at a rate undetectable for short exposure,
but still unacceptably fast for the designed NPR tube life.
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Zirconium-Hydrogen Reactors

Zircaloy-2 reacts with hydrogen rapidly at 500oc in the absence of
any protective film on oxide-forming reagents. A chromium plate

, by a vapor deposition on Zircaloy-2 is being evaluated.

In one test, utilizing a°_w_@_ chromium vapor-deposition process,
the very thin (0.005 rail)coating slowed d_n the hydrogen absorption
rate in pure hydrogen at 5OOOC approximately lOO0-fold. Evaluation
and study of protective mechanism is continuing.

Reactor Program- Coolant Systems Development- -- -- , _ _ ---_ L • _ -- _ • ,_ ± • _ , , __ -

.,  m at,ion o_fK Loop 1 Z,
Samples cut from three different locations along the _ube have been
examined metallographically. All three samples exhibited substantial
recrystallization including one from the low-flux shield region _hich
leads to the tentative conclusion that this _rasnot irradiation-

induced. Hydriding was estimated at less than 50 ppm.

One small pit approximately lO mils in diameter and 3 mils deep was
found _hich had not been reported previously.

Rea,:tor _terlals
_ --- , i , ,

properties of NPR Reflector Graphlte

The highest degree of preferred orientation yet observe_ in a
production lot of reactor grade graphite as determined by coef-
ficient of thermal expansion measurements is indicated by ore-
liminary results on the Great Lakes graphite being supplie,_for
the NPR reflector.

Sample Location and Ratio of Transverse to
Orientation With Re- =W x 106 _x 106 Parallel CTE's

spect to Extrusion _is 25 to IO0 25 to 425 25 to lO0OC 25 to 425°C--L V _ L - _ - II ' ..... ' ' _ - _ -- __ L ,

Center of Ear Transverse 3.00 4.48 8.33 5.O9
Center of Bar Parallel O.36 O.88

Edge of Bar Trensverse 2.83 3.90 6.95 I,.07
Edge of Bar Parallel 0.47 0.83
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The highest ratio previously observed was in KC graphite with a
ratio of 4.05 for samples cut from the center of the bar measured
between 25 and 425oC. Similar tests on AGOT-LS are in progress.

• .NPR Reflector Graphite Irradiation at ETR

S_les of NPR reflector graphite have been prepared and _asured
for the GEH-13-5 controlled temperature experimental capsule to be
installed in the N-5 corner of the ETR. The capsule is designed
for a sample temperature of 550°C and a fast neutron flux (E>_ev)
which varies by a factor of three along the length of the capsule.
The experiment will consist of four sample positions with three
wafer samples per position. Each sample cut will have two NPR
graphite samples and one CSF graphite standard.

Annealing of Unlrradlate_dGraphite

Unirradiated graphite which is annealed at temperatures above about
?OO°C undergoes some small growth. This length change is not
associated with the much larger growth observed during relief of
compression set, and may be related to the "freeing" of a graphite
sample from a large bar. However, the mechanism of growth is not
certain, and if full size bars also slightly expand this might ex-
plain the observed initial growth of graphite in reactors, such as
C and K which have always run hot.

Cubes, 4" x 4" x 3-1/2", of CSF and GL-IO (needle-coke) graphite
were heated in a hydrogen furnace to 90OOC snd held for two hours.
The length changes measured varied from'+ .005 to + .O1 p_rcent and
are believed to be the maxiw_uneffect attributable to annealing.
Consequently, it is not now concluded that thermally induced ex-
pansion is important in initial reactor graph. A quantitative
discussion of this experiment is found in I_-65815, "Thermally
Induced Length Changes of Graphite Cubes."

Effects of Acid on Graphite

Dichromate-sulfltricacid solutions have been used to cloan various
aluminum reactor components. There has been recent interest in
possible effects of this solution on graphite in connection _ith the
dleaning of the Pneumatic and General Purpose Facilities. Four
graphite samples were soaked in a weak dichromate-sulfuric acid
solution for one hour then baked for one hour at 150°C and one hour
at 25OOC. X-ray examination showed a O.1 to 0.2 percent increase
in Co for the four samples. There should be no serious consequences
if a small amount of this mixture is spilled into the graphite.
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GraPhite_ Studies

, EGCR Graphite Irradiation

The experimental capsule, H-3, con%_ii_%_ EGCR prototype graphite
_as successfully irradiated in the ¢::f.ne_alElectric Test Reactor
during cymle 13. Ali nine thermoco,_pi4,Sopera%ed satisfactorily
during the cycle. Average sample temperatures along the capsule
are: 350, 5OO, 650, 750, 750, 65OOC.

During the cycle 14 shut-down now in progress the capsule and guide
tube had to be removed from the reactor so a loop facility tube
could be worked on. The capsule was reinstalled with no apparent
damage•

GraRhite Combustion Experiments

_eriments have been conducted on laboratory scale samples (cylinders
up to 8" length and 7/8" dlameter) to test the model proposed to
evaluate graphite combustion conditions.

^,_r_omentbeh,_eenobserved and calculated temperatures has l)e,_n _,ood
(_+PO°C). These tests will continue on several types of graph!to to
H_te_rminethe effect of graphite reactivity on the ignition tempera-
ture.

Chlorine has proven very effective in control of runaway graphite
oxidation. The addition of 2 percent (by volume) chlorine has
elevated the graphite ignition temperature over 150oC and the
successfully controlled combustion when the graphite temperature
exceeded 1OOO°C.

Coatings Evaluation Studies

Several siliconize{]- SiC samples irradiated at 50000 to an e,_posure
of several thousand _,_._D/ATare being tested. The samples are heated
to 960 to 1OOOOC in flowing air until loss of _¢eight indicates fail-
ure of the coating and attack of the graphite substrate. T_.7osamples
tested showed no attack.
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Therma!Cyol gStudiesono

Three graphite rods coated with siliconized - SiC have been thermal
cycled over a temperature range of 2OOOC to 1OOOOC in flowing air
at 6 cycles per hour. Another rod is cycled three times per hour
between 20000 and 12OOOC. Coatings applied to selected graphites
such as Great Lakes carbon Company's "A" grade showed no significant
change. Coatings on usual reactor grade graphite developed severe
circumferential cracks with a resultant high weight loss in the
graphite substrate.

Project ,C._t-82,,2.,

The Phase "A" package remains at approximately 95 percent co_lete.
Progress pa_ent to this extent has been requested by Struthers-
1_ellsand will be accomplished by the end of the month. The Uast,lloy-I
tl_besfor the electrical heater, the main delaying item, have boen
reordered from a ne_zsupplier after a history of rejected tubos from
Carpenter Steel.

After experiencing repeated unsuccessful test _mns of the blowers,
Bristol-Siddeley reports the first bl_er has now been running at
6,000 rpm at 250 psi and 250 C. No new delivery date has been
quoted.
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FRODUCTION

Record reactor input production was _.h'/_abovn t;tlr" l,r_\,io_lq,,,,_.,_.
mum _chieve(l during .}'o.,u._ary,1760. _he pro'hlc+_on forec:mt _m.._

exceeded by lO.5_j with the six old reactors b_Ing h.h'_ above and

the K reactors 19.7c_ above. Forecast was excec,,]eddue to high tJm_
operated efficiency ,Ja_claverage operating lev_].

Ov"r'1].l-tJ,"_-ol_er-_tr-',1. ,_ff.lciency_ _,,'.Is ;I5 .2_. (g_",-:, fo_'ecast ) ; ,q2..,,
at the six old re'_ctors an-I 91.P__,at the I[ rea_t(u,s.

Thr, re _:_s nr_ Incre:x_e Jn the combined reactor t'_.qt,.u_t,'.uv:,_,q j._,,.,,_.
].eve]. or in :[ndJvi,]u_l reactor r_eor,l powe" ],,v,l.s. Iu,livt.l,,.,_

re",etor ]'rod_et.ion r_eoz'ds vere '_,eh:teved '_A, B _,,_,_ I[_,, _H_e.,-, j,,...1 .....
hiLhs _.._re exceeded by 5,5 m_d 1(_.1_, r'..'.ut,,ct.tv_,l.y.

'["'!_. rlll_httl'On (POLLY I..":l'_reLm]_r, rive I&P, e_lrt( ]}.... 1 ,.u_,I ,_,_ l[,._!l .,ni.

o].",',_.nt) ,.z_,,.,. r_meve,l fron! the r:._mtors. The I',_m .r_k?_!,tr ',,"_,',.I
_",td;ures _.z,;]:'e td; D, _ lT azi,l. ['J] Three o.C til,- 1.... lr'h,,,1 l'J ,', f, ':_,_',,2 " 2 ' r_ • ._ . , ,. ,

'_.t C and one r'[tch ,tC B. L%II_l. SR. 'l.'tl r_ n_.,_b,,r oC ,,lpt_lros "lllrln;; _'"y ' 't._ _, '
]o'.'er ghcku the pz'_v:!.ous thr(:,_mont]_ aver:t!Se.

R," :tcbor,. Out'a_.,,_s

P,e:.mtor outages for the mo_rth of U_,.y _'e as .ro31.ors:
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_
B Reactor

,,

, Date Date Outage

Do',rn Up Hours Rem_'ku

]/lO 5/10 Tr:lpdue to fau_Tyrelay in elnergency.l.'O_r,,r
circuit.

5/10 5/12 I,laintenancecompleted aF_,erIn_ufflc:tont
react',ivity.

5/12 5/12 I.i Repair of a faulty the1'mocouplein tube 2875.

5/12 5/12 O.3 Panelllt trip due to ml oscillating gauge
on Row No. 17.

5/30 Still Do_.nl Removal of a stuck I&l_'_• _-metal rupture in tube
0967.

(.' Reactor

./:_ 5/4 32.O Removal of an IE-E1_-mnL_lrupt_u'e in tube
2287. C"narge-dlscharge.

5/5 5/6 35.9 RO......val of an I&E E-met._lrupture in t;ubc
278u.

5/14 5/14 0.4 High Panellit trip on ,:.;auge3962.

5/20 5/21 31.8 Removal of an I&E l_-,le!:alrupLure froH t,lb_.
1792. Charge-discharg,..

D Reactor

5/1 5/3 64.3 Removal of an I&P,regu,_r metal rupture in
tube 1366. Charge-dlschsmge.

5/13 5/14 38.3 Repairs of ruptured export water line.

5/28 5/30 36.0 Miscellaneous mainbenallceand ch-_rc'.....1I,_cll',.r,Te.



nR R_,actor
- - u , , i

4/30 5/2 34.2 Removal of an I&E regular metal ruptttre

from tube 0774. Charge-discharge.

' 5/13 5/14 41.7 Repairs on ruptured export water llne.

5/20 5/21 35.8 Repl_ cement of leaking tu?e 2672 and further

idak testing,

5/22 5/22 0.6 Replacement of front face nozzle cap on 0764.

5/28 Still Dovn Removal of an l&_ E-met'_,lruptm, e from tube

3858 and charge-discharge.

F Reactor

5/16 5/18 _6.O Removal of an I_,_re_l]'u' metal rupture

from tube 2887 and ch&rde-discharge.

q/on,/_ 5/21 36.O Removal of tube 0977 whlch had a _pl:It r_:tr
Van Stone.

',,_ 5 22 0.4 Tripled due to m'._]thlncl_nn off _I,-, r,1, ,,,,1 ,.,

•rhich emlned a ].oas off ,h_. 7 ptu,,p ,_I t),."1 '_
Bui hll ng.

II Re actor

5/11 5/11 0.2 Panellit trip.

5/11 5/13 46.5 Removal of an I&E regnllar metal rupttkre from
tube 3171 and charge-d.lseharge.

5/24 5/26 47.6 Le..a_testing m_d char_,_-diseharge.

5/26 5/26 1.3 Panellit trip when a rear face cap c_m_e ]oose
on 096 3.

5/26 5/26 0.9 Tightened a loose re_r cap on 2279.

5/28 5/28 0.2 Leo]King rear pigtail on bube 0490.

5/28 5/30 34.5 Severed rear pigtail on tube 0490.

5/30 Still Do_m Water lea]_,.

BEg    t:ikU



I_ Reactor

5/14 5/16 48.0 Removal of a s't1_ckIC,_Eregular me_al rul',_ure
from tube 1661 and charge-discharge,

5/16 5/16 2.2 ]lig_hactivity trip on Loop 3 due to a ruptLu_e
in tube 3565.

K_'YReactor

5/3 5/4 18.8 Bec]_nantrip and insufficient reactivity
Removal of a solid r_gular metal rupture
from tube 0484.

5/17 5/18 33.3 Panellit trip due to rolling gauges a_id
charge- (lischarge.

5/31 Still Do_.n_ Panellit trip on tube 0280.
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E _UXl_,m_ EX_,RIENCE

i. Sixteen process tubes were installed; 12 at DR_ two at H and
one each at D and KE.

%

2. Five tube leaks ancl three Van Stone leaks were correcte,l. Three

of the tube leaks were at DR and one each at B and C. Two

Van Stone leaks _zere at il_id one at F.

3. On May 18rh# the 2-C relay in the emergency electrical power
system failed at B re.%ctor. This eause,l the emergency alter-

nator to come on, bucking the BPA voltage. The resu].t_ng volt-

age fluctuation in the instrtunent power supply caused a scram,

and the overheatin_ required replacement of th_ relay and con-

siderable wiriug. This relay was origin%l _quipment I and it

failed primarily because of old ace. The system has been re-
stored to normal.

I_. Both D and DR were shut clown r,lay13 due to ].e:Lksin the r"_w
water line.

5. On I,I'_y 13 one off the 103-D pump motcu',,] r._:l].ecl. ,turin.,.' "i motor
start. The d_nage,l motor ts beind shipped off-slte for rep:.tir.

C]uu'ge Scaters

P_qulpment to take the place of" the eh_u'glnu_m_chine 4urIT_(_rh- f_1_l

piece sea tlns portion of the cycle has been _!r_llvere,lto qli %z'_as.

The seaters were operatdd during recent KF,, KW, D, and D[_ out,%ges.

Safety Control

The operational ex_}rience tests on the sub-critlcal monitor system
have been successfully completed for all eight reactors.

Control Efficienc_

As a result of nearly _k111 spline usage, th_ avera!_e non-eq_lilibri_un

loss for C and I{ re.%ctors for ApriI al1(lMtly _ras 0.28 of an equilib-

riums14.%y. This comp:%res _rith one f_lll _lay ,_,v,_'aL,e ]os._ p_" r.t_-h_,I
in the fottrth qu,,_'terof CY-1959, _ p._rlod repre_,_nhln__ _,,,,_-r__,,,

st_.rL,._p,_, _md 0.7 of a day lo_s per si;_.u'tup f'o.r th-.-', t),_',-,,, ,',_', ,._,' ,. ,
".t_.r:[t_S the first qu:_rter of CY-IO60_, ,t per:l,-_,l _.,}),_n .,:[-,1....I1_,_:,...,,,. ....... .:
being exp_mded at the 11 reactors.



The average flattening efficiency during CY-]..960as measureO

by total ECT has averaged about 2 percent higher than the 1959

average; spline usage and the block discharge at DR have been

major contributors.

Reactor Power Level Limitations
,, ,,,,, , , i, , ,, ,,

The primary power level limit at all reactors except IIwas tube

power based on rupture control at the goal exposure permitted by

the available metal supply. H reactor power level was restricted

by bulk out.!et temperature.

Reactor Fuels

Pr.ejection Fuel Testing

Twenty tubes of collapsible bumper elements and twenty tubes of

control elements were charged in D reactor on May 13_ under _T-

IP-262-A. Each tube of bumper elements is paired _rlth a tube or

control elements to assess comparative behavior. One !,'._.iror t,_be_

is scheduled for discharge at 400 L.._,"D/T_two p'.._irsat nO0 ._':',/[_/T

3a_d the balance at 13200 r._,DD/To

An organization for scope design to convert one r,._ct,_rf',_.,,,,',;:,f

bumper fuel elements is being formed. Project represent%tiv_,_ l_u,.,
been appointed.

Dingot Urunium Testing

The remaining monitor tubes of alloyed dingot material uere _is-

charged from D reactor at sm exposture of 800 MWD/T. The elements
are being examined. No results are available y_t.

KER Te sting

Eleven natural titanium Zircaloy-2 jacketed1 tubu]..o.re!_,'1_nts I.47 .i,,c:,

O.D., 0.40 inch I D , with different beta heat treatments, ore z,[zc:l , ,-
2 Jacketed seven-rod cluster element_ an_l one 0.89 inch alum,tev

natural uranium Zircaloy-2 Jacketed rod in a Zircaloy-2 sl_eve ::er_

charged in F_R-3 on flay ii, 1960. Shortly after the re_,ctor st_rte,_

up on May 163 neutron activity was noteO in the loop. U'he n_utr,_

monitor indications increased in severity until the r,0._ctor:ras shut

do_m with a neutron monitor trip approximately ten ho_rs _ft_r st.%rr-

up. The elements were discharged ana a':eawaiting ex?.min_.tlon to

determine the cause of failure. The loop was not rech.%rgea.

E-N Load Analyses

Disc_ssions have been held with Savannah R_ver r,_rso:_,_]z,_r,_,_
the separation of the mint material _li.-.ch'_.r_e,l-from *he ree_nt sm:,.ll

sca].e'E-N test. Because of the short tJr,e since _llsch_rc_, % c:_1or-
imetric method of tritium d._t_rmJn%tion %ppears not t:) b_ feasible.



,gtraight extraction on a laboratory scale will be requlre_.
Accuracy of the results of the tritium determination will

probably not be better than 2%.

, Metal Coefficient Measurements

An analysis has been made of scram transients for reactors with

I&E loading, yielding an average metal coefficient of -.075i-_h

or 1.875 x I0"653 ( As a co1._paris6nthe Giant program ylel_d
a metal coefficient of -.0641-/!n Further investigations will be

made including evaluating th_leffect of delayed neutrons on the

analysis of scram transient tests, iU.timately the metal co-

efficient _rill be of use in refining miscellaneous a_fety and
operational calculations.

Pu-238 Buildup

Calculations of the Pu-238 concentrations at various exposures

were completed. Results are given below:

Exposure Gms Pu-238/T Gms Pu-238/T
Natural U E-Hetal

0 0 0

200 1.45 + .22 x lO"3 1.47 + .22 x lO "3

500 14.6 + 2.5 x 10-3 15.0 + 2.5 x 10-3

800 43.9+ 7.3x 10-3 46.0+ 7.5 x 10-3

i000 74.3 4 12.4 x 10 -3 78.4 + 12.6 x 10-3

Graphite Temperature Limits

Ff-IP-312-A and _T-IP-325-AC providing for ,mn increase _n grap.hlt?

temperatures at K and DR reactors 3 respectively, were pr_pare_
and approvad during May. The K reactor chs_uge was of .Im,,_e,]_%te

advantage during startup and the increases _%re expected to be
utilized in DR during the present outage.
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De contsmination

C Reactor was decontaminated for the first time with an internal-

external chemical flush. Using essentially the same system used
- successfully at the lCreactors, the entire rear face of 105-C

was decontaminated on April 20, 1960. The flush took approx!:.mately
18 hours to accomplish, but it saved almost half of an estimi,ted
five-shift maintenance sbhedule. Exposure to personnel was reduced
to less than a quarter of normal,efficiency was improved I00_, and
a ntmber of comments by craftsmen and supervisors indicated a marked
morale boost.

PIPLSICS2000- 4000 PF,OGR_,!

A new filament design has been used for the ion source of the

heavy-element mass spectrometer to provide isotopic analyses in
support of the Critical _._ssLaboratory, Plutoni_unRecycle Progrcm,
and other programs of Nuclear Physios Research. The new filamcnt
design gives greatly improved yields of heavy metal ions and enhances
the performance of this spectrometer for plutonium analyses.

For plutonium compounds in aqueous solution or other hydrogeneous
mixtures, a quantity of special interest is the limiting concen-
tration for which koo becomes _mity. Providing the H/X ratio can
be maintained at values for which koo __ unity, no other restrictions
_rillbe required to insure nuclear safety. _xperiments were begun
in the PCTR for determining the concentration at which koo = _nity
for a plutonium nitrate solution. The initial solution concentration
of Pu in the buffer t_n_kwas 6.5 gm Pu/L, but this concentration

appears to have been too low (koo .'_--0.86)toproperly analyze the
experimental results. Further measurements are being made with
higher Pu concentrations. The buffer tank has been refilled with

Pu solution at a nominal concentration of 8.5 gm Pu/L, and with
core tank concentrations in the range of 809 gm/L.

The digital computer code APDAC-I (a PCTR l>ataAnalysis Code-I) has '
been placed in production use. This code pro_Tidesa rapid and
f].exiblemee_qsfor _nalyzing the raw data obtained in [i,_.... tr' re_se• ' _r i

experiments by the foil acti,rationtechnique. TheI_:[ncip,_]_,d,_,ul;_r,;.
to the c_,stomerof this code over usual data reduction cod_:s,,re:

1. Data are recorded directly on special ['orins,('romwlli_:hinptt
cards are pu:Iched,thus minimizing errors.

2. _ complete statistical analysis of the data is _qde. Use of
the code will permit a decrease in the o_ount oF proCessionaL
personnel time n_eded for data analysis and an increased effi-
ciency of utilization of the experimental facilities.



FISSIONABLE t,IATERIALS- 2000 PP.OGEAM

Coolant Sys_ems Development

In-Reactor Single-Pass Testing

The slx KE slngle-pass tubes were recharged. _ tubes are now
testing the corrosion of standard alumlnum-Jacketed fuel in 7.0 pH
process water with 1 ppm dichromate inhibitor, two In pH 6.5 2 ppm
dicromate, and the other two tubes contain regular unwelghed
production elements.

Structural Material Development

C Reactor Zircalo2 Tubing

Fabrication of 200 smooth-bore Zlrcaloy-2 tubes for C reactor is
nearly on schedule. One hundred snd seventy tubes are expected
to be ready for shipment on the ne_#delivery date of J1tlyl, snd
the remaining 30 should be completed by July 15. Includec_in this
_ro_,.p_,rlllbe four to slx tubes made sm extra fl_refeet long f'or
corrosion tests In K reactor.

J
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Production

Reactor input production was 7.O percent above forecast; 3.1
percent above at the six old reactors and 13.2 percent above at

the K's. Forecast was exceeded due to improved average power
levels and nonequilibrium losses.

Overall time operated efficiency was 81.6 percent (82 percent
forecast; 80.8 percent at the six old reactors and 84 1 percent
at the K's).

The combined reactor instantaneous power level was not increased.

The individual reactor power level was increased 5 megawatts at
DR (1830 to 1835). New input production records were achieved

at D and DR reactors, exceeding previous records by 5.4 and 3.7
percent, respectively.

Ruptures

Eleven ruptures, seven I&E regular, three I&E eILriched and one
tube-ln-tube, were removed from the reactors.

Three of the I&E re_,lar ruptures were at F, two at C and one

es eh at B and KW. The three enriched ruptures were at C, DR a_id
KW and the tube-ln-tube element was in KER loop No. 4.

Reactor Outages

Reactor outages for April, 1960 are as follows:
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Date Date _utage "
Down Up Hours Remarks

4/4 4/9 125.3 Scheduled charge-discharge, tube replace-
ment and Ball 3X work.

4/9 4/9 3.5 High temperature indicated on tube 2180.
Investigation revealed a faulty thermocouple.

4/26 4/29 73.5 Removal of a stuck I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 0668 and charge-discharge.

C REACTOR

4/1 4/1 0.6 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 2588.

4/9 4/10 32.6 Removal of an I&E regu]s_ metal rupture
from tube 1275 and charge-discharge.

4/13 4/ll O. 3 Panellit trip.

4/11 4/13 32._ Panellit trip; insufficient reactivity. Miscel-
laneous malntenauce performed.

4/19 4/25 147.7 Removal of a stuck I&E E-metal rupture from
tube 1380, charge-discharge and scheduled
maintenance.

D REACTOR

4/10 4/13 61.1 Water leak and charge-discharge.

"  UFIEO
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DR REACTOR

4/i 4/2 37.1 Water leak.

" 4/12 4/14 37.8 Charge-discharg, and miscellaneous main-

tenance following a trip originating with a
transformer failure at 190 Building.

4/30 Still Down Removal of an I&E E-metal rupture from tube
0774.

T...REACTOR

3/28 4/1 83.6 Removal of a stuck I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 3873. Charge-discharge and tube
replacenent.

4/3 4/4 33.8 Removal of a gtucl_I_ regular metal rupture
from tube i16_.

4/8 4/10 38.0 R_moval of a stuck I£E regular metal rupture
from tube 1569 and charge-discharge.

4/26 4/28 40.8 Removal of an I_.Eregular metal rupture from
tube 3683 and charge-discharge.

H REACTOR

3/31 4/4 83.8 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture from
tube 1464 and charge-discharge.

4/4 4/4 0°8 High pressure Panellit trip.

4/4 4/4 0.2 Panellit trip due to poison only par_ially
flushing from a ball valve tube.

4/18 4/20 54.6 Water leak and charge-discharge.

4/23 4/24 34.9 Leak testing.
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KE REACTOR

4/I 4/2 37.I Tripped due to loss of No o 6 high-lift
pump and charge-discharge.

4/8 4/9 Sl.5 Unexplained trip of HCR's and charge-
discharge.

4/23 4/25 43.5 Tripped by a rupture in KER Loop 4,
and charge-discharge.

4/26 4/26 0.6 Tripped due to a faulty thermocouple on
Loop 4 heat exchanger.

4/27 4/29 29.8 Trip caused by a faulty grounding circuit
in the Loop 3 heat exchanger temperature
measuring system, and insufficient re-
activity.

KW REACTOR

4/6 4/7 34.4 Removal of an I.&E,E-metal rupture fro,,
tube 2548 and charge-discharge.

4/28 4/30 56.9 Removal of a stuck I_¢ regul_r meft'_.1ru],tur_:
from tube 1385 and charge-discharge.

[]
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F,quipment Exl_rience

(i) Sixty-three process tubes _ere installed; 48 at B, three at
D, four at DR, two at F, five at H and one at KE.

(2) Three tube and three Van Stone leaks were corrected.

(3) One of the CG-600 pump impellers at 190-C (Byron Jackson
pumps ) incurred failure of a shaft interstage seal ring
during operation, forcing shutdown of the unit.

(4) At C reactor the rear ball val_reswere removed from the

iii tube OCD facility and thermocouple leads were replaced
on ro_m 68 through 75.

(5) An unscheduled outage at DR reactor was caused by the failure
of a 13.8 KV/440V transformer which also caught fire.

(6) While attempting to replace No. 2 HCR at KW approximately
three feet of the rod end broke off at the step plug. The
rod was left out of service for later replacement.

(7) Class "A" overhsalson No. 3 and 4 KE river pumps and No. 2
and 6 KE high llft pumps and motors were completed.

i

Present Reactor Technology

Projection Fuel Testing

The first two col_nns of self-supported fuel irradiated in C
reactor ribless zirconium process tubes _leredischarged during
the outage of _&_rch10, 1960. Exposure at discharge was approxi-
mately 775 _rD/T. Goal exposure for these colLumuswas specified
at approximately 200 _5_D/Tabove the normal variable goal. A
replacement charge of 20 tubes of bumper elements to be charged
under PT-IP-262-A-FP is under preparation in FPD.

Dingot Uranium Testing

l_burmonitor columns of dlngot uranium _re discharged at about
400 _WD/T for special measurements. The examination of these
monitor columns revealed no significant difference between the
dingot and the control ingot material with respect to either
warp or diameter change.
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KER Testing
l

The process tube in Loop No. 1 was replaced. Leak problems _re
solved and the loop is currently charged _rlthdummies on a shake_
down cycle prior to charging fuel elements.

On April 23, a failure occurred in the en.lched tube=In-tube

elements being Irrad_latedin KER-4 at a coolant outlet temperature
of 280oc. _xposure at the time of failure was 1070 _F_D/T. Dis-
charge of the elements _2s accomplished without difficulty and
observations revealed no failure on the ouBer surfaces of any of
the elements. Radlometallurgy ex_alnatlon will be carried out as
early as possible.

SS Accountability

The program devised to predict isotopic concentrations as a

function of exposure has been modified slightly. The expression
for the effective resonance integral is now:

!: ( l-.,. " -'- ( *-
where

-W/_A = 2.81 barns cM = I _ X IO (

B = 24.7 barns ({3 - {.I_ lO- _I/_C_

The concentration of Pu 242 in natural and 0.946 preeent enriched
uranium was calculated for various exposures. _he concentrations
appearing below are for K reactor with a 38 piece natural I&E
charge and a 46 piece enriched I&E charge. A Pu 241 capture
cross section of 500 barns was used.

t,_gD/Tonof U Pu 242 in _ /Ton of UGrams

Natural U

I00 O.001
200 O.001
3O0 O.0O4
400 o.o15
500 o.o3o
600 0/056
700 o.loo
800 o.166

9oo o.253
lO00 o.371
ii00 O.512
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Enriched U

7o0 o.040
800 o.068
900 o.183
I000 0.150
llO0 O.2_17

Ceramic Ball Strength

Sufficient 305 pile tests have been completed to permit deter-
mining the concentrations of samarium and gadolinium required
in a ceramic ball to provide the same control strength as the
boron steel - c_.rbonsteel mixT.urepresently used at the K reactors.

532 gms/cc of ball, gadolinium oxide
1445gms/ccof baZ!,samariumo_ide

Zircaloy Tub.es

As reported last month, Bridgeport Brass Co. has completed the
initial fifty smooth-bore C reactor Zircaloy-2 process tubes.
Harvey Aluminum Co. has packaged for shipment 32 additional
tubes. With the receipt of the Harvey tubes, a total of 95
smooth-bore C reactor tubes will have been received.

Earthquake Studies

Authorization has been received to continue the earthqus/(e
vulnerability studies _rithLockheed Aircraft Corporation and the
Holmes and Narver Company to a total level of $5_2,600,and the
completion date has been extended to June 15, 1960.

Graphite

The first 18 dlh purity sample bars from top and bottom reflector
graphite _mre received from National Carbon Co. in April. The
dih purity values ranged from +0.46 to +0.53, which compares wlth
a minimum requirement of +0.25. Bulk density of the sample bars
averaged 1_68 as compared to a specification requirement of 1.71
+.03.

The first six dih purity sample bars from top and bottom reflector
graphite were received from Great Ls/(esin mld-_pril. The dih
pLurityvalues ranged from +0.38 to +0.46.
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Reactor Effluent Treatment

Design of a small scale test facility at lO0-K Area in which the
development study of effluent water treatment will be carried out
was begun. The tank will be about 3 X 6 X 20 feet with facilities
for sampling the bed medium and water at intervals along its
length. Water from the lOT-KW tank will be passed through the
tank and dumped back into the KW effluent line.

Pile Physics Assistance

Startup efficiency at the K reactors continu_.dto sho_ra 50-70
percent improvement through use of splines. Both C and H reactors
remli_d a 50-60 percent decrease in losses per startup, C reactor
w:Lthinitial spline application and H reactor with more aggressive
procedures utilizing the PCCF system.

The new germlnol graphite thermocouple stringers presently in-
stalled in B and F reactor, permit continuous observation of the
front-to-rear flux distribution in good detail.

Equipment Develol_ment

The machine for charging self-supported fuel elements was delivered
to 105lC reacto'c. Modifications to the ._chlne mounting on the
elevator are in progress to facilitate a quick exchange between
this and the standard machine.

The analog-to-digital converter, _rlthsolid state circuitry, _2s
installed in 105-B Area and is operating satisfactorily except
for one minor exception which the vendor is correcting.

Two out of five in-core chambers ordered from Anton Electronics
have been received.
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Experiments were run to investigate the conditions required to
sweep out steam from a BDF _rocess tube when boiling was initiated
after temporary flow interruption during shutdown conditions. It

was found that, depending on tube power, single phase flow could
be recovered upon removal of the flow blockage. However, if the
tube was boiled dry, flow could not be resumed without an increase
in front header pressure.

A mathematical equation _rasderived to express the outlet water
temperature limits for Hanford reactors as based on thermal hy4maullc
considerations. The equation is based on a considerable _mount of
exl)erimentaldata, and it is expected to save time in detezTululng
limits as compared to the graphical method now in use.

The final formal report (HW-64774) on the shielding propert._esof
ferrophosphorous concrete as a function of temperature has been
_itten. The total dose rate (due to both neutrons and gamma)
through four feet of this material in the as-c_ed condition _ras
fo_n_dto be due primarily to gamma leakage. After prolonge<1heating
at 300°C, the princii_alcontribution came from resonance neutrons,
due to loss of water.

An interim report entitled "Effect of High Temperat1_re,)n_,_asonite",
(H1,J-6h868)has been written. There was no appreciable damage to the
masonite below 160°C. The kindling point in air was found to be 245
- 265°C.

Met allurg_" Program

Ssmp.leExchange With Harvey Aluminum

A cooperative test program to help resolve differences in the results
of corrosion tests of Zircaloy-2 has been initiated _rithH_rvey
Al_tminum. A series of ll2 samples have been prepare_ conslz_,_v_or
_0 samples of sheet stock Zircaloy-2 and 72 samples cut from o _;pp
i_;besrecently received from Harvey Alt_nlnum. The s_ples i__-_b--u
,_ivided into four parts and will be handled as fo]lo_rs:
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Part A - Etahed and autoclaved at _anford

B - Etched and autoclaved at Harvey Aluminum
C - Etched at Hanford; autoclaved at Harvey
D - Etched at Harvey Aluminum; autoclaved at Hanford

Weight gain data and visual appearance of these samples are expected
to establish where Hanford and Harvey Aluminum testing methods differ.

Structural Materials Development

NPR Process Tubes

The Hanford position on interpretation of the corrosion test speci-
fications for NPR process tubes has been clarified in a letter to
vendors. Some confusion and difference of opinion has been apparent
in sample preparation, particularly _ith respect to the _nount or
met-,alto be removed from the surface. The thin layer of rlicturbed
n1_al at the surface normally does not r_ct favorably in :,,e_:_rozLc11
t_st. For this reason about 0.002 inch of metal is normally _'eTnow_(1
r_om the tube surface before it is placed in sorvic@3 and corrosion
test samples from the tubes are similari,l_vtreated.

Zircalo_ Retubing Program

Good progress is being made in the fabrication of the 200 Z_rcaloy-2
smooth bore tubes for C reactor scheduled for delivery by June 15.
Proposals have been received from three vendors for the trial of a new

fabrication process for producing these tubes on subsequent large
orders. Development cost _ill be borne by the vendors.

Seventeen Zircaloy-2 BDF internally ribbed tubes meetl.ngall speci-
fications have been fabricated tradera development contract. Due
to a change in plans and designs, all further development mud pro-
duction on ribbed replacement tubes has been terminated.

E22 Loop _[o.1 Tube

The ICERLoop No. 1 Zircaloy-2 process tube _rasdischarged dt_ing the
mor,_h. This tube contains four defect areas (t_o pits, _nd t',_osmall
protrusions) and t_roareas of scratches. Examination of these defects

U l,,UIJlUUil iLU
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OECI.ASSIFIEO"
in Radiometallurgy will be s_artedin ear-y May. Five samples of

the tube from the front and rear edge of the moderator, and the

1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 positions in the moderator will be subjected to
flattening tensile and burst tests, and metallographlc examination

for grain structure and hydride needles.

Radiomet allurgi cal Examinations

!.47_ Enriched I&E Fuel Elements (P4_-404)

The self-supported elements that were irradiated under I_9-IP-274-A

for approximately 800 I,G4D/T_2re received for examination. The
entire outside surface of both pieces was covered at the time of

discharge with a heavy black scale _hat is usually found associated

with hot-spot type corrosion.

The black scale had been largely removed by a chemical treatment

after discharge# leaving a rough, orange-peel surface on the al,_-

inure can wall. There _as no evidence of any accelerat'ed attack on

the alumint_n such as _¢as found on the two non-supported elements

examined previously.

'Pne bond layer on both the outside can wall and the inner sp:Lr_ have

been found to be crg cked and separated in many places. ;[Icro cracks

in the uranium emanaling radially from the inner bore were found.

Severely Corroded Process Tube from 105-DR (R/t-401)

A sample from a 2S aluminum process tube _hich failed in channel

1265-B, seven months after it had replaced an original tube, was _x-
amined. _qe tube had been attacked on the upper side of the do,mstream

end of the slug charge. Visual examination disclosed crave pitting
attack which had penetrated the tube wall in two locatlous in the

four-inch long sample. The attack included about two inches of th_ c_r-

cumference of the tube. No heat effects _rere noted and the metal qum]_ ty
was consistent with co_nercial grade 2S aluminum.

HATERIAIS DEVELOI%_f

Van Stone Inserts

Tests have established a satisfactory design ,-,hdmaterial eor the Vmn

Stone insert. The detailed drag,ringsand specifications have been com-

pleted and forwrarded to Plant and Industrial Engineering for a full-
pile _ppli cation,
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Decontamination
h

The IO5-C reactor was decontaminated April 20, 1960, in an 18-hour
period prior to the start of planned maintenance work (removal of

" OCD ball valves and replacement of thermocouple loadings. This
was C's first decontamination. A decontamination factor of 3.2
was obtained, effectively doubling the utilization of the craftsmen.

(Turco 4306-B _as the flush, 5 gpm/tube at 60°C).

VSR Gas Seals

An effort to improve the service llfe of the I(reactors vertical

safety rod gas seals has been completed successfully. Improve_1
materials and methods of holding the seals in place have yielded
fourteen months of service, Nrlthgood indication that they wi]l
provide adequate seal for another year. Previous seals became
badly worn in a month or two.

Operational Leak Detection Via Condensation lh_clei Methods

A reactor as system mock-up is currently being constructed to evalu-
ate the operation characteristics. Estimated completion date June
i.

Slug Position and Tube Marking STstem

A means is desired by which the irradiation _nd canning history can
be quickly determined for any discharged slug picked up in the storage
basin. Document FM-60468 covered the economics of the various pro-
posals, the method adopted includes serial marldng and dating of the
pieces in the 300 Area Canning Operation, a photographic record of
the charges as they ge on the elevator# and IBM cards for a complete
record of each piece.

_cchanical Development

_;_trlydevelopment _.rorkfor the expansion program _.r_sdirec!_1 to_._r_1.
evolving a ne_,rconcept for front-to-rear crossheadcr process t,_bc
fitting assemblie_ and related hardware. Currently G_ is cons_rlerlnc
fastening the rear tube assembly solidly to the reactor and t_k:[ng
the small amount of zirconium 'tubeexpansion with the front assembly.
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The ]_rototypecharging machine for charging self-supported fuel
elements into smooth bore zirconium process tubes at C reactor
was delivered to the reactor.

" A development design was 60_ complete for a charging machine to
charge bumper fuel elements into ribbed process tubes in support
of a production test for this fuel element design. The difference
between this charging machine design and the one for self-supported
fuel is the requirement for orienting the bumper slug to bridge
the tube ribs.

[_easttreme_tsof the fission cross section in the lo_st energy
r_sonances of U-236 and U-238 gave values significantly low_r
them predicted by nuclear theory. The value for U-236 was lou by
_ f%ctor of I00.

Preliminary values of koo and f for two plutoni_un fueled gz'aphite
!_._ticeswere obtained from PCTR data. The plutonium _as a l.n
w/o a_loy with alumlntml.

PCTR measurements requested for the EGCR were completed on schedule.
The last experiment done was a measurement of koo and f for uraniLun
oxide rods enriched to 2.6 percent U-235. Analysis of the data ob-
tained has not been completed.

2000 Program - Production of Fissionable _laterial

Reactor Materials

Hot Test Hole Irradiations

T_o CSF graphite "rlo-nuts"have been irradiated in the 2C test-hole
at KE to determine the contraction characteristics of graphite unaer
stress. A graphite plug was inset:tedinto the hole of one "do-nut"
with the preferred orientation of the plug rotated 90° from that in
the surrounding do-nut. The transverse thermal expansion is.about
twice the expansion parallel to the grain at the irradiation temDeratttre,
producing a compressive force on the plu_ in the transverse direction
during irradiation. A do-nut without a plug inserted was also _rradlate(l
for comparison. After 1674 _$rD/ATthe unstressed do-nut ha_ torrfqeta]
.02% in the parallel direction, _rithno change me%surec1 in the transverse
direction. The contractions measured on the stressed do-nut were .03_,
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@
in both the transverse and parallel directions. The contractions
measured for the plug _ere _-.05% in both the transverse and
parallel directions. Because of the combined effects of thermal
expansion, irradiation contraction3 and probably initial irradiation

" expansion_ the stresses are difficult to analyze; however, it is ap-
parent that the contraction rates were altered by the stress-inducing
do-nut arrangement.

4000 PROGRAM- REACTOR DEVELOt]',I_',_ (GAS COOLED REACTOR PO_R PROGR/_,{)

Graphite Studies

Graphite Burning E_riments

Graphite burning experiments are being conducted to aid in ew_luation
of potential hazards to the EGCR. In the preliminary work 1/2 inch
diameter graphite samples in a one inch I.D. quartz tube are being
utilized. The graphite is not heated except by the gas and the com-
bustion.

Graphite was found to ignite at 750°C in an oxygen stream of 2.0
cfh, burning with a blue flame. Oxygen fl.o_rand temperature were
varied to determine the effect on the combustion. Combustion continued

unless the oxygen flow di-oppedto 0.2 cfh. The reaction was very
flow sensitive and insensitive to oxygen teml_rat_e variation.

Maximum Gr%phite Temperat,_.,1 •
o2 Temperature (0C) Flow cfh At Cen_er of Saml_le(:' _

500 2.0 990
700 5.0 1300
700 2.0 990
7oo o.5 825
750 2.0 990
800 2.0 " 990

EGCR Lattice Prototype il
, ii

The full-scale prototype EGCR lattice tait in w1:lichthe final burning
experiments are to be conducted is nearing comT_letion._Instrumentation
has been installed, and essentially all equipme_lltincluding the needle-
co_e graphite is on site. I

J

,
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EGCR Graphite Irradiation

Construction of the EGCR graphite _rradiation capsttlehas started.
Mock-up tests for the assembly configuration, and calculation of
predicted sample temperatures have been completed. These temper-
atures are estimated to vary bet_men 300C and 700 C along the
length of the capsule. The temperatures were confirmed within l0
percent by the mock-up tests.

Based on the mock-up test, a configuration similar to the GETR
H-1 capsule will be used. Four quarter-cylinder samples, 1 inch
in diameter and 3-7/8 inch long, fit into graphite sample holders
_hich are screwed tightly into molybdenum centering discs attached
to the aluminum cooling rings. The cooling rings are swaged into
the aluminum can. A cooling tab has been added to the center of
the support rods to prevent the rods from melting. Flux monitors
of nickel, iron, and cobalt-aluminum are located in holes in the
cooling rings. The capsule has been sealed and is being prepared
for shipment.

It is estimated that the actual costs of $835,000 for loop constr_Iction
in FY-1960 will underrun by approximately $50,000 to $1003000 because
of a delay in delivering the Bristol Sidely primary loop blo_ers and
PRTR construction completion date slippage of two months. A firm
shipping date of the.blowers depends upon blower tests in Conventry,
England. The completion of the loop in FY-1960 at a cost of _35,000
can still be done. Every possible method of costing this money in
FY-1960 will be used.
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PRODUCTION

The reactor monthly production forecast was exceeded by 3.0 percent
at the six old reactors and 10.3 percent at the K's for a combined
average increase of 5.9 percent.

Overall-time-operated efficiency was 80.9 percent (81 percent fore-

cast); 79.9 percent at the six old reactors and 83.8 percent at
the K's.

Power Levels

The individual reactor record power level was increased 50 mega-
watts at DR (1780 to 1830).

Rupture s

Fourteen ruptures, eleven I&E regular, two I&E 94 metal and one

solid regular, were removed from the reactors. Three of the I&E

re,]ular metal ruptures were at ICl, two at D, t:_o at F and one

e%ch at B_ C_ DR cu_,lII. The two _TP:E94 metal _ailures _zerf__.t C
an,l DR and the solid regular at KE.

I:: Lctor Ot:ta_es

l:_'_ctoroutages for the month of March are as follows:
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Date Date Outage

3/3 3/6 '74.2 Leak testing.

3/13 3/14 37.7 Removal of a stuck I_ regular metal

rupture in tube 2184. Charge-dlscharge.

3/22 3/23 36.0 Panellit trip when rear pigtail broke
off of tube 3667. Charge-discharge and
miscellaneous maintenance.

C Reactor
, ,

2/29 3/2 49.7 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture in
tube 3087, and charge-discharge.

3/'2 3/2 0.5 Panellit trip due to an oscillating gage.

3/2 3/2 4.0 Poison discharge.

3/4 3/5 30.5 A heat imbal_nce caused by VSR #35 dropping.
Charge-discha_ge.

3/17 3/19 35.5 Removal of an I&E 94 metal rupture from
tube 0566. Charge-disch_.ge and maintenance.

3/19 3/19 2.5 Repair of two faulty thermocouples.

3/29 3/31 33.5 Removal of a stuck I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 2567. Charge-discharge.

D Reactor

3/3 3/5 34.3 Removal of a suspected It_,w.regular metal
(mixer) rupture in tube 4187 and charge-
discharge. The rupture was not confirmed.

3/21 3/25 85.5 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture in
tube 3563. Charge-discharge and maintenance.

3/25 3/27 35._ Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture in
tube 1463, and maintenance.

Q

DECSSIFIED-



DR Reactor

Date Date Outage

_U2_ Hours Remarks

3/9 3/I1 38.5 Leak testing.

3/22 3/23 _4.1 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture in
tube 3877. Charge-discharge.

3/25 3/26 32.0 Removal of an I&E 94-metal rupture from
tube 0859.

F Reactor

3/1 3/3 48.3 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture in
tube 2369 and charge-discharge.

3/3 3/3 3.7 Panellit trip due to a tubular dummy in the
nozzle at the rear pigtail.

3/9 3/11 52.1 Leak testing and charge-discharge.

3/28 Still Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture in
Down tube 3873 and charge-discharge.

H Reactor

3/2 3/5 67.1 Leak testing and charge-discharge.

3/11 3/12 34.1 Power failure caused by the failure or r!_.?
process p_.r_p at F. Charge-discharge ,_nd
maintenance.

.3/12 3/13 2.1 Panellit trip due to a llokevalve being
partially closed.

3/15 3/17 41.6 Leak testing and charge-discharge.

3/31 3/31 0.5 High pressure Panellit trip on tube 1464.

3/31 Still Removsl of an I&E regular metal rupture in
Down tube 1462_.



J

KE Reactor

Date Date Outage
Down Up Hours Remarks---.-._M,m.

p

3/10 3/12 49.0 Panellit trip due to the failure of a pump
servicing single pass tubes 4557 and 4863.
Charge-dlscharge.

3/19 3/21 30.0 Power loss trip. Charge-dlscharge.

3/23 3/24 30.9 Removal of a solid regular metal rupture
in tube 2044. Charge-dlscharge.

_ Reactor

3/11 3/13 66.2 Removal of an I_E regular metal rupture in
tube 2060 and charge-discharge.

3/13 3/14 21.2 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture in
tube 2562.

3/15 3/15 6.0 Poison discharge.

3/17 3/18 38.0 Removal of an l_tE regular metal rupture in
tube 3557 and charge-discharge.



Limit s

Except at DR reactor, the primary limit to all reactor power levels
at the end of the report period was based on fuel element failure

control at the goal exposure currently in effect. DR reactor power
level was restricted by bulk outlet temperature limitations.

EQUIl_,_,I_fEXFERI}_.NT

Tube Replacement

Fifty-five process tubes were replaced, 35 at F, ii at D, three
at KW and two each at B, DR and H.

Water Leaks

Ten water leaks were corrected (5 tube les]_s and 5 Van Stone leaks).
Two tube leaks were at H and one each at B, DR and F. Four Van
Stone leaks were at F and one at B.

4500 H.P. Primary Pump Drive Motor Failures - lOO-F

Three 4500 H.P. motors at 100-F area failed during the month be-

cause of insulation breakdo_.m. The reason for the insulation break-

do:m is not definitely knotm, but these failures were similar ill

nat_tre to three previous failures that have occurred on CG-5_,_ n_l'ors.

The problem has been under study for some time, -_,nda reco:_m_u,l_,]

-e.b,tion to the General problem is expected to be receiverl _'r',",:!le

',_,,,_,_'alElectric Comp-luy's Apparatus Department withiu a f_,,_"_,,_!::..

",_ of the above mentioned failures caused rela_; action on th_ 9_f)

kv system between the 1OO-F and IO0-H areas, resulting in the opening

of a circuit breaker in the IO0-H substation with interruption of

B.P.A. service to that area. All emergency power equipment in IOO-T!
area responded in a satisfactory manner.

Block DischarGe at DR

The uniform low exposure of the central core loading following the
block discharge at DR reactor resulted in a new high ECT of 16OO aud

the achievement of a new po_0rerlevel record; the previous twelve-month
average ECT was 1520.



Reactor Fuels

,ProjectionFuel Testing

" Irradiation of self-supported elements in B and C reactors con-
tinued without incident.

r_r_ntytubes of bt_nperelements prepared for charging under F_
IP-262-A-FP, "Evaluation of Projection Fuel Elements for LIse in

f,

_!bbed Process Tubes, were rejected as a result of support
attachment weld penetrations. These penetrs.t_onsbecame :_pp%rent
during examination after autoclaving, and upon metallographic examin-
ation this condition was found to be general.

Dingot Uranium Testing

Irradiation of fuel under PT-IP-280-A-FP, "Irradiation of A]l,oyed
DinGot Urs_ium Fuel Elements," continued during March. Fo_,_of
the 12 control columns were discharged at a goal exposLtreof bOO
_,D/T for special measurement and to check for early stability
effects. Results of these measL_rementswill form a basis for the

coal exposure of the remainder of the 30 tons still under _rradiatlor_.
The only measurement performed to date on this metal is for _arp, and
these results indicate no significant difference between ingot and
dingot.

A rupture _ras sustained i_ one of the lots of alloyed dingots charged
under I;2-1P-280-A. Examination of the failure, classed as a "slcle
other" did not indicate a failure mechanism related to the ditlgotcore.

Alternate Component Vendor Evaluation

Fuel elements fabricated using aluminum components provided by Hunter-
Douglas Division of Bridgeport Brass Company were charged _Inder
authorization of I_f-IP-171-A-FP, "Evaluation of Al_ninum Caps and
CeuusFrom New Vendor." Successful irradiation of this material will

include Hunter-Douglas in the list of "qualified" component vendors
currently limited to ALCOA and Harvey Aluminum Company.

Advanced Reactor Fuel

IBM Design Analysis

A revised and rewritten IBM program for calculs,ting fl_uxske_r__g
and step by step analyses of fuel operating conditions in the process



tube has been completed. Results for a 22 lb./ft. NFR fuel
element show that, in the absence of corrective action taken by
the appropriate use of horizontal control rods, the _uel power
density tends to peak upstream from center approximately _ to 5

" feet at a level insignificantly higher than for the usual
symmetrical cosine distribution.

Reacto_• Physics

Reactor D_namics

Preliminary results of a dynamic analysis of the NPR indicate
that the present design possesses satisfactory dynamic stability.
The estimated amplitudes of power over-shoots associated with small
sudden rod movement are within satisfactory limits.

Reactor Engineering

Flow lh_otection

Analyses of the possibility of boiling burnout in K reacto_ process
tubes for various tr_Isient conditions were completed. The con-
clusions reached were that no burnout will result from B,P.A, power
loss or from loss of a single lo_r-or high-lift pump. Thc analyses
also _howed that significant po_,rersurges could be toler_tel on
either 5-or 6-pt_npoperation _,zithoutencountering film boiSing in
the process tubes°

Corrosion

Data on the effects of up to 0.20 ppm turbidity on fuel jacket
corrosion rates obtained from P2-1P-233-1 have been analyzed. The
data show that turbidity levels up to 0.2 ppm do not effect cor-
rosion rates.

Two charges of fuel elements _fhichhad been coated with a water

soluble silicate coating were irradiated in C reactor for IO days
under the terms of PT-IP-308-F° The coating caused no detectable
Ill effects and did reduce the degree of rib galling. The main
part of the test will now be changed to determine long-term cor-
rosion effects°
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FISSIONABLE _t_TERIALS - 2000

Thermal Hydrauli c Studies

, K Reactor Cross-Tie Limit

The K reactors sre provided with a complex coolant cross-tie system

through which a reactor that has lost its coolant supply may be
provided coolant from the other reactor. A problem of concern is

the case where a BPA outage to both reactors is followe.d by the
failure of the emergency electrical system of one of the reactors.

In this case the emergency coolant from one reactor is small and

the coolant supplied to the other reactor may be insufficient to

prevent fuel element and process tube melting even thougjl the re-
actor is scrammed almost immediately after the outage. It is

desired to provide a reactor power level limit to provide adequate
cooling for the above condition.

For a postulated case of any emergency shutdown of a K reactor, the
following may be said:

i. If flow and heat generation rates are such that bulk steM,

generation occurs for any length of time after the reactor is

shut down it i_ likely that excessiw fuel element temper_turr_
will result. One of the main factors contributin[_ to ox(_ess!,?
temperatures with bulk steam generation is the llkel ihoo,l th,,l

most of the cooling water will pass through the lO;Trr t1?1_eS_,'I

leave the upper tubes deprived of coolant. Calcul!Lt_on Of ill:

certainty and the extent, if any damage, are very coT_p]._c:zl_e,[
and the results are subject to considerable error.

2. The analysis of shutdo_na cooling con<litions can be performed

with oonsiderable confidence if flow and heat generation rates
are such that no bulk steam generation occurs after the reactor

is shut down. For s_ch cases, initial operating levels for the

reactor can be accurately established to provide any degree of
. protection desired.

Shielding Studies

Neutron Attenuation Measurements

The following table summarizes the measured removal cross-sections
obtained recently in the Shield Facility:

DECLASSIFJEJ]



TM

Measured Fast Neutron Attenuation (cre"II

Bake Temp. Ferrophosphor_us Ordin_ry_ Iron-Serpentine Iron-SerpentBne
oC _ 3OO lb./ft3 150 ib/ftj 265 lb./ft3 210 lb./ft

As C_ed O .131 O .0780 O.124 O.ii0

J

]oo O.121 0.0735 O.113

2o0 0 .ll7 0.0721_

3o0 - o.7o2

320 o.114

The Argonne Laboratories neutron recoil counter is expected to be
used to evaluate several different resonance energy neutron fluxes
at Hanford.

Gamma response calibrations up to 80,000 R/hr. on nine aluminum
shell ion chambers for use in the shielding program have been com-
pleted.

DesiGn and Component Testing

_._R Charging Machine

Development of a quick disconnect magazine end cap has been start-
ed.

MetallurgF' Program

Corrosion Studies

HFdrlding of ZircaloF-2

Significant concentrations of hydrogen will be formed in the NPR
stack gas if water leaks into the stack and contacts the hot graphite,
and even the normal steady-state concentration of hydrogen in the
stack gas may be on the order of 0.i percent. Consequently, the
rate of hy_riding of Zircaloy-2 by molecular hydrogen is being studied.
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Copper Removal From F_xtrudedZircaloy Surfaces

A test was run to deterr.ine:thitherZircaloy :rouldpick up
hydrogen during removal of the copper coating with nitric acid.
None of the tested samples exhibited any signs of hydriding.

Etching Process for NPR Tubes

A continuous etching process is being developed for possible
application to NPR process tubes.

Reactor ProGram

Coolant S_stem Development

r_R Decontamination Studies

A section of carbon steel piping from KER Loop 1 _rasdecontamin-
ated with lO_ Turco LtS12(inhibited phosphoric acid) using a
single-pass technique. After 19 minutes, the activity was re-
duced essentially to zero.

For decontamination of the NPR primary loop system after a rupture_
it appears that the last procedure is one using three steps:

a. Peroxide - carbonate - bicarbonate.

", b Allr_line permanganate/

c. Some inhibiged acid.
!

Structural Materials Development

1

Burst Tests on KER Tubing

Three unirradi_ted samples, with about 70% cold work, _rr.__ bur_t
tested at 300°C. The primary purpose of these tests ',u_,_ to ev_lu-

ate at elevated temperature I the mechanical end-closures clesigne_1
for room temperature testing of irradiated tubing. Tl_eburst ,:lata
are listed below. These tube samples are nearly equival.entin size
and fabrication histroy to the Zr-2 tube now in KER loop.

Test No. Temperature °C nu_,_ing Pressure_ psi % Elongation

1 300° 8 300 6.6

2 275° 8350 5.8
3 300° 3350 5.8



NPR Process Tubes

Pilot quantities of NPR pressure tubes have bee_ inspected by
, Zyglo fluorescent penetrant dye and ultrasonics with test results

as follows :
No. of Tubes No. of Tubes With

Test Tested Indlcations

Ultrasonic (0.003" Scratch Standard) 19 ll
Ultrasonic (.005" Scratch Standard) 17 1
Fluorescent Penetrant (Outside) 18 13
Fluorescent Penetrant (Inslde) 18 9
Weld Radiography 12 5

Further testing showed that surface conditioning to about 0.002"
of metal would eliminate most defects and 0.005" would eliminate
all surface-defect indications.

Retubing Program

A total of 63 smooth Zr-2 tubes for C reactor have been delivered.

Of these tubes yet to be delivered, 36 are awaiting f_,lalin,_p_c-
tion and two are in the final processing steps. T_,o _.,1.1.1ti_l
iOO-tube orders have been placed for June 15 de].iver_?'.

PHYSICS - 2000

Exponential pile experiments continued on a rnd-and-_ub_ r1_!
element and a tube-in-tube element. The tube.in-tube e]e,_.._rlh

was measured in an 8-3/8" lattice in a 6 x 8 foot pile. T_l_
same lattice had been measured previously in a 6 x I_foot pile.
The 6 x 8 foot pile gave an extrapolation length of about one
inch as compared to a 1.7 inch value obtained in the $ foo_,pile.
The preliminary buckling value appears to be about ten micro-
bucks less than measured in the 4 foot pile.

A preliminary value of koo = 0.985 has been obtained via the PCTR
for the lattice discussed above (8-3/8" lattice spacing, 2.5" x
2.0", 1.66" x 1.1" tube-in-tube element).
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Analyses have been completed on PCTR experiments designed to

develop a technique for measuring k for lattices Where koo
is less than unity. Three technlque°s° were tried. They resulted1

in koo values for a partiQular lattice of 0.9_9, 0.9111,ar_(10.939
with _l uncertainty of + 0.002. The reasons for the spread1be-ta
tween the top and bottom values are not understood.

Instrumentation for the Critical Mass Laboratory was finally
shipped by the vendor on March 30.

ttn_ eA paper by D. G. Foster, of Na-BE Neutrons in Water and
Kerosene" has been rewritten at the suggestion of a reviewer
for Nuclear Science and Engineering. The results were re-analyzed
using a better theoretical model for the asFmptotic flux. Final
experimental values are in excellent agreement with theory.

Subthreshold fission measurements have been completed on the 5.2re on oo
49 + 9 barns. The fission width is (2.0 "_:_) x 10"5 ev@

The mass spectrometer used in the Iotopic Analysis R and D Program
operated at about 90 percemt efficiency during the month.

2000 Program - Production of Fissionable Material

Fast Flux Monitoring

The results of Ni activation in 1573 DR indicated that the _nte-
grated fast neutron flux per MWD/AT in an annulus tube facility is
approximately one-half that in a cold test hole. No accurate ab-
solute value can be reported since the fast flux spectrum iu the

annulus tube is not known, l'_ estimate which is probably good towithin 50 percent is 2 x l0 • nvt I Mev / _D/AT). _letthermal

flux values were 1.3k x i0 7 + 0.2 nvt/(_;D/AT) using Co acti-
vation, and the Cobalt cadmiu_ ratio was ].3.0+ 0.5, where the
limits of error are the exl_rimental deviations from the mean value.
These fast flux measurements show that the temperature coefficient
of the rate of radiation do_nagein graphite below 300°C is actually
less than reported in m_-47776and other Hanford documents pr._sent-
ing the work of annulus tube irradiations.



F!ux Computations

Fast neutron flux calculations for C, K and N reactors have been
completed using a multi-group, one dimensional, diffusion type
code. The results may be summarized as follows:

I. The ratio of the integrated fast flux/(_.B_D/AT)at K to that
at C is 1.3.

2. The ratio of the integrated fast flux/(_B_D/AT)in the NPR
to that in K is 2.2.

3. The theoretically derived, absolute value for the integrated

fast neutron flL_x/(MWD/22)at the Y test hole in C is 4.6 x
lOlo nvt ( 1 Mev).

A document, HW-64393,is in preparation which will include the re-
sults of these calculations in greater detail.

Conversion Factor for Y Test }Iolei C Reactor

Since most of Hanford hot Zest hole data have been obtained at the

Y test hole in C reactor, the knowledge of the fast f]l_xin that
facility is necessary to intercompare rates of damage in off-site
irradiations wi_h the old Hanford results. The final, best _sti-
mate for that conversion factor is 5.0 x i016 nvt ( 1 _V)/(LI'dD/AT).
This result was obtained using the shape of the fast flux sloec_rum
from the computations cited above and a theoretically derived_
energy d_endence of the activation cross section for the Ni5U
(n,p) CoPOreaction.

Graphite _Burnout Monitoring

Samples discharged on January 25, 1960, from the center of channel
1960-C were hightly pitted and showed a burnout rate of 35 percent
per 1OOO operating days. Emission spectroscopy analysis of scrap-
pings of the pitted areas indicated the presence of trace to moder-
ate amounts of iron, vanadium.,and silicon, while gamma spectro-
scopy showed the presence of iron. The high concentration of im-
purities in the pitted areas was confirmed by auto-radiographs.

The catalytic effect of imptu_itieswas demor_strated in t;b_ ]',_,,l'-
xtory, where the burnout rate of treated sor,Iples (,._n,d,'._(l_',',-.,',iI_hl

0
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.OO1 M solution of ferric chloride and vanadium sulfate)lWasO5three times greater than that of control samples (3.8 x

gin/ginhr. at 600 C in dry air). The treated sample shotred

development of pitted areas, while the control sample was
oxidized evenly.

Samples from 3066-KEwere discharged on March 20, 1960 after
thirteen months exposure.

_OOO Program - Reactor Development (Gas-Cooled Reactor Power
Fro_r_

Fabrication of the in-reactor section is 20 percent complete.
About 55 percent of the required material has been received.

Graphite Studies

_GCR Graphite Irradiation

D'_slgns for three possible EGCR Graphite sample configurations

have been completed which incorporate four quarter-cylinder,

2_-inch long samples held together as a unit. Mockup te_['s of

these designs have been initiated to aid in confirming heat transfer

calculations made for the three configurations.

Radiation Damage Annealing

Very recent work shows that the contraction of graphite which

occults dtLring high temperhture Irradlation can be altered by

annealing at higher temperattu_es. The dimensional changes during
annealing seem to be associated with a removal of interstltla]

_rom between the lattice planes with a resulting f_rther contraction

in the C° lattice direction but a growth (recovery) in the Ao
dire ction.

Thermal Oxidation

Samples of British nuclear grade graphite have been oxidized in

flowing COp. At 750°CI the specimens lost weight at a rate twice

that of CSF graphite. It was noted that the material was coarse in

structure, evidently with large coke particles.



Metallogra_h Studies

Typical samples of each available raw coke have been polished

after impregnating with epoxy resin. Pictures at 50 x and 250x

are being made on the metallograph with brl_ht field, polarized
light and sensitive tint plates to reveal characteristic details.

Samples of CSF, TSGBF and GL-10 (needle coke) graphite have been

prepared with polished surfaces parallel and transverse to the
s_ho.!ebar extrusion a_xls. No outstanding characteristics have

been found which might distinguish between areas related to coke

particles and areas of graphitized binder. Samples of c_ici,led
coke have bsen prepared for comparison with the raw cokes and
graphite s.
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PRODUCTION

Reactor input l_OC],ictionxras 0.7 percent :_,bov_. forec_tst; 4.3 per-
cent be].ox,rat 'c/i:.esix old reactors and _.2 percent above at the
I_reactors.

Overall-time-operated efficiency was 76.5 percent (82 percent fore-

cast); 75.3 percent at the six old reactors '_nd 80.4 percent at

the K reactors. _fficiency was low due largely to the large ntmlber

of ruptures and small increases in outage time for water ]e_,: cor-
rection and production tests.

The combine_ reacher instantaneous power levnl was not i.ucrease_].

Record power levels at the individual reactors _,,_ereincr_:_,seso.tD

reactor (1685 to 1730),_'/),I)(1710 to 1765), 0R (1710 to ]7_0), F

(1815 to 1825), II (1825 to 1890), ICE (3730 ';o 3800), m_,1 I_.I(5_q.10
Iso 3840 ).

i Ruptures .

Twenty-one ruptures, seventeen I,::Ere_'l.'_r, _,hree sol.i(;L'_,cular,and

one 18_E E_ were removed from the reactors. Five of 5he 18:E r_Ga_lar

metal ruptures x.rereat C, 5 at H, 3 at l_, 2 at B, one at ICE and one
at F. Tx#o of the solid regular metal ru_,tu)es xFere at ICE _d one at

II. The 18_ E rupture was at kq_. A fai].ed nl.uster fuel e].emnnt was

removed from No. I [CER Loop on February 7.

O 0
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Reactor Outages

B REACTOR

Date Date Outage

' Down U_ Itours _ Remarks

1/31 2/2 ' 38.8 Removal of an I_ regular metal rupture from tuba
1575 and miscellaneous maintenance.

;

2/2 2/2 3.1 Investigated the high water exit on tube 1564.

2/9 2/11 40.1 Panellit trip and charge-discharge.

2/11 e/Ii 21.6 Removal of an I_E regular metal rupture fr(:m
tube 3880.

2/26 2/29 73.9 Removal of a stuck I_E r_su].ar me tsl rupt_re
from tube 3284 and charge-discharge.

C REACTOR

2/4 2/5 39.9 Removal of a stuck l&2,re/_lar metal rupture
from tube 2875. Seven zirconium tubes were
installed.

2/6 2/7 29.2 Remova_of a stuck Ie_E refpllnr metal mIpturr:
from tribe 2276.

2/7 2/7 4.0 Poison discharge.

2/].0 2/12 63.5 Removal of a stuck IC_ r<,,_11armetal rupture
from tube 1478 and chargc,-discharge.

2/13 2/13 3.1 Poison discharge.

2/]II 2/3.5 28.5 R_moval of a stuck !°.]_r_':?_l_,r,_l_t'_],a,T,l,,,-,,

from tube 0765. Ret_Ibed 511.1"ooch_,nnel_;.

i /,/15 2 ]-5 .9 Pmaelli_ 5rip.

2/29 Still Removal of an I_:E re_11a! _ota]. ruFtm',,

Do_.m from tube 3007. Cha..rge-di_charge is :l._t l:,ro(jress.
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D IU]ACTOR

1/31 212 45.2 Temperature centro],due to a faulty ball
valve on a PCCF tube. _iscellomeous main-

tenance worlcperformed°

2/21 2/24 65.9 Scheduled cilarge-discharge,tube replacement
and trlp-out tests.

DR REACTOR

2/I 2/I .4 Panellit trip due to a faulty light sect:ct
in the PCCF control system.

2/1 2/3 45.4 PCCF charging machine _uug up while attempting
to discharge ball valve tube 2173. Completed
leak testing.

2/3 2/3 1.4 High pressure Panellit trip.

2/4 2/4 .7 Unexplained trip on No. i safety circuit.

2/11 2/13 37.3 Charge-discharge following the correction of a
loose Venturi assembly.

2/13 2/13 .3 Panellit tripl probably due to solid altL_i_u_
charge se_ting in the tube.

2/18 2/23 127.6 Loose Venturi on tube 3467. Charge-discharge
_d lesJ[testing.

2/24 2/24 1.5 Continuation of trip-o_tttesting.

F REACTOR

2/1 2/6 134.9 Scheduled charge-disch_.rge and maintenance.

2/6 2/7 29.2 Manual trip due to insllfficientcontrol rods.

2/25 2/29 80.7 Removal of a stucl_I&E re_]ar meta], rulttu'e
from tube ].985. Cqqarge-discharge.

i I, ISSIFiED"



H REACTOR

2/8 2/10 36.4 Removal of a solid regular metal rupture

from tube 0755 and an I&E regular metal rupture

" from tube 0770° Charge-discharge.

2/10 2/10 1.O Investigation of by-pass indications in the

safety circuit.

P/11 2/ii .2 Unexplained Panellit trip.

2/i1 2/12 33.0 Removal of an I,SE reg_ll_r metal rup_u
from tube 3661.

2/13 2/13 3.8 Removal of a stuck IC_E regular metal rupture
from tube 0884.

2/13 2/13 .3 Panellit trip due to a rear pigtail failure.

2/16 2/17 32.6 Removal of an I@_E regular metal ruptttre from
tube 2978. C_arge-dlscharge. (Ik_rther in-

spection of the metal discharged from tube

0770 (due to a suspected ruptttre) on 2/P,/60
confir_.:_.dthe presence of an I&E re_.].ar metal
rupture,

2/17 2/17 1.6 Low pressure P_mellit trip due to a rear cap
leak on tube 2370.

P/17 2/17 2.8 Low pressmze Panellit trip due to a rear cap
leak on tube 2675.

2/22 2/24 31_.3 Removal of a stuck I_.E regul!._r m_t_,.! _',:_t_u'_
from tube 2673. Ch._.rge-disch_..g_.o

I_ _EACTOR

.l/31 2/2 -,).3 Tripped due to a fa_l.ty d_p valve oI_ Ig_[_T/_'I_
2_ and miscel]._eous maintenance.

2/7 2/9 32.7 Tripped due to a suspected cluster fuel ele-

ment failure in Loop io Charge-dischmrge.
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reACTOR( ont.)

2/21 2/22 33.1 Removal'of a solid regular metal rupture
from tube 5556. Charge-dlscharge.

2/22 2/23 7.1 Removal of a solid regular metal rupture from
tube 4645.

2/23 2/25 37.9 Water lea/_ testing.

2/25 2/25 10,9 Indications of a water leak on the near side.

Tube 4651 was found to be leaking and was
replaced.

2/25 2/25 .7' Unexplained Panelllt trip.

_./27, 2/26 .7 Removal of an I&2 E-metal rupture from (_ul'_
1151.

IZ,; I1_ACTOR

2/5 2/6 34.5 Remova_tof an I#'_ regular metal rupture from
tube 3_90and charge-dlscharge.

2/23 2/25 60.2 Removal of an I&E regular metal ruptt_re

from tube 2459 and charge-discharge.

2/26 2/26 22 6 Removal of a stuck T_,,,• .LL.:,.,re _lar me_al rupbure
from dhannel 2483.

2/27 2/27 4.7 Poison discharge.



Equipment Experience

i. Seventy-nlne aluminum process tubes were replaced.

' 2. Eleven tube les/_s and two Van Stone lea/_s were corrected.

3. Vertical rod channels 41 and 58 at C reactor were boroscoped

and found blocked by displaced gr_phlte at 12 and 19 feet from

the top of the unit.

_. Dual area trip-out tests (_T-IP-301-1) were successfully
completed at D-DR reactors.

Reactor Fuels

ProOectlon Fuel Testing

FT-IP-274-A charged into B reactor at the enel of November, Sss

designed to demonstrate the relative performance of rib-supporte_
_Id self-supported fuel under identical irradiatialconditions. The

fuel used was 1.47 percent enriched uranit_m. On December 23 and

30, control column failures were sustalnedj and on December 30, the
remaining two control columns were discharge_. The test m_t',eri'_]

remained in reactor until its discharge on F_bruary 9, x,ritho,,t9,
failure, Statistical evaluation of the test InSicated that _ Factor

of improvement in rupture resistance of 30 h'_ been demonsl;ratr4 '.%t

a confidence level of 95 percent. Visual ex:'mination of the elements

showed no hot spot corrosion patterns as compared _¢Ith 13 observed

(in addition to the t_,rofailures) on the con l,rol elements. Oprratin_

conditions for both test and control material Jnc]urged specific i.,ower

above i00 l_,r/ft._calculated surface temperatures up to 150CC and for

the test material exposures above 850 M_D/T.

E-N Irradiation

The 20 remaining central zone striped columns under Irrad_%tion at

H reactor are scheduled for discharge during the next outage.

KER Loo_ Irradiations

On February 73 1960, a failure occurred in the 1.6 percent enriched

Zircaloy-2 Jacketed cluster elements being irradiated at a cool aut
temperature of about 230 C in I_R Loop ]. The exposure at f'_A]ure

,,.ras2520 I_'_D/T. Cause of failure has not yet been r]e1_erl.lu_,1.



Reactor Fhysics,

Zirconium Tube Hazards Review

, A review of the possible hazards associated with the use of ztr-

conit_ tubes in the old reactors has been completed. Th_ results

of the study, which will be documented immediately, are theft the

zirconium process tubes in thomselves will not worsen the safety

status of the Iianford reactors. In some cases, instea4, improve-
ment can result. Higher melting point process tubing _lill contain

fuel elements subjected to inadequate cooling for a longer period

of time. Also the thinner process tube wall allows a greater lati-
tude in fuel element sizing and in some cages results in a lattice

configuration less overmoderated than at present.

Reactor Engineering

Zirconlt_n Process Tubin5

Three of the fottr contracts for Zr-2 ribbed process tubes in BDF

geometry have been cancelled.

A total of nine ribless zirconium proces_ tubes are nov in piace

in C reactor_ including seven installed _]uring FebrunrY. Tl_Irte_,,

more are in storage at Hanford an.i 24 ar,, enroute h'of,,[_r,.l.1,<,p_vl
Br,Jss Co.

G1_u._hite Distortion

Traverses of tlv_top center process 5_ib,_-,a5 B _d F l',,'t,:l,,r,',]lu-,-

indicated an increase of .].5to .3 inche_ in the el_v_tlo!1 e_' l_-

let and outlet hlmps and of the center d_pression s.ince r_'v1_!_,Zs

t_<en approximately three months ago. Tile behavior e._'.p_,_£,:_]_:ou]d

have included little or no change in the elevation oC thn.h[unps an4

decreases of about 0.I inches in the cloy%rien of the c_ll',erdepressio,_s.
A repeat traverse was made at B reac_or ._nd indicate,] h]_:itthe measure-

. ments _ere not in error. Recent tr:rvers:.sof center t_ib_.,sIn D and

DR r,_t%ctorssho_red the expecbed behavior. The re,%sons for the unused0.]

behavior in B aud F reactors are b_ng sought. Trs.ver_s of the top@,

center tubes will be rel_ated _t about on_ month in_ervz]s (r'_.tho_-

than the usual three months) Lo monitor the course of gr%lJ_]l_ed_s-
tortion.



File _zysics

Non-equilibrium loss reductions in excess of 50 percent were

achieved (luring several startups at the two K reactors through

, l'_rge-scale use of poison splines for transient control. SJ.gtlt_-
c_mb startup efficiency improvement at DR aral 1!reactors ,:,_ro

ladle folio:ring additlons to and relocation of FCCF co]tum_s. !'h_

_verage flattening efficiency as measured by the total EUI_ 1_eache,1

_'ecord high of nearly 77.5 percent of all 1-oactor tubes _dGh most

reactors at a relatively high point in flattening. I_ reactor

achieved an ECT value of 80.5 percent of total reactor tubes.

Flattened Zone Discharge

The first full flattened zone discharge was c_rried out at DR re-

actor during an extended outage February 18 to 21r. Initial oper-

ation follo_ring the startup was promisingly consistent with reactivity

and flattening predictions.

Rear Face Improvements I05-I£E - IG:I

_I improved handling system for rear face nozzle caps ineorporate_

tlm use of a gravity roll conveyor_ nozzle cap tracks and cap t_uD's

used in connection with an engineered system of removing_sez'vJ elu:_
and replacing nozzle caps for charge-discharge activities. The In-

stallation of the ne_tequipment at KE and [Gl are compLste and similar

equipment has been progr_nmed for the relm_inlng reactors.

Inspection of Ro_" Risers

io_,0 The _e,ur, The I05-B re&r risers _ere Inspected on Febrv'.ucyi; ..

risers had one suspect area _filichmay be cracl_ed and a s_n]?].e].in,:.

that should, be secured. The faA-risers appeared sotuld.

!901_-F

laming the last F reactor outage; approxIY_ate]y 2.5 cubic y_trds
oC grout were ptunpe4 underneath and around th_ out],et end o_ th_

1901[-F outfall box, and the holes in the wa].]s of the box aroun4

the outfall lines were caulked _.rithlead, woo], and groufi to r_pm.!r
a serious _¢._terleak.
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Overboring

A successful attempt ,,.rasmade to overbore a process chanzlelin
D reactor. Approximately twenty feet of the chromel w_s bored out

, in a thirteen minute operation with a carbide tipped cut_er, using
slow speed and heavy feed. The teel was not visibly dulled.

Spline Coiler Machine, ,

The use of a poison-spline coiler machine _rasdemonstrated at 105-
K_'/reactor and except for deficiencies in the reel desi._n,"the
machine performed sat.lsfactorily. An improved reel prototype was
designed and preliminarily tested with no problems.

FISSIOITABLE_.[ATERIAL_-2000 PROGP_._

Thermal Hudraulic Studies

Fourteen different comblnatlon.sof rear flttlngs were examined in
the hydraulics laboratory as part of the feasibility study for
increased flow rates in the BDF type reactors by riseof .l:._'g_r
rear hydratulie fittings. Most of the fourteen cases ex!_.mize,]co_l-

sisted of reaming the existing header fitblngs (Parker fitbi_;z)told
using larger J-type connectors. The data indicated thab norl;,..ul
b._ngletube flow rates could be increased _l[;to ].5I:ere_.l_t_bove
p_'esentrates. The maz_imt_nflow rate corr,.spondsto bh__.tattainable
by using a complete K reactor-type rear assnmbly on a BOP tube.
Attainment of such flow rate increases is based on mu o,szn.mipt.louoF.
consta_b front header presst_:; since reactor hydraul.lesupply curves
probably show a decrease in front header presst_rewith f.].o_increase,
the total reactor flow increase would be less than the si_.T].etube
analysis would i,_dlcate. Mechanical probl,_msmay also limit the use
of the largest remued fittings _rhichwere tested (0.650" ID }:eader
fitting). The results are reported in I_'/-63756.

Heat Transfer F_:perimentsPertaining to Present h-eduction Reactors

Three sets of experimental data concerning thermal hy,]rau].iccharacter-
istics of BDF-type reactor process tubes under various conditions were

completed. These data_ obtained from the full-scale electrically
heated low pressure heat transfer apparatus, were as follows:



I. Steady state hydraulic demand curves for enlarged rear fitting

at standard rear h@ader presst_re.

2. Similar data with the same test section _t rear header pz'a,ssures

, at 150 psig.

3. Steady state hydraulic demand curves at very low tube powers
with standard rear fittings.

For data set No. l, flow instability _rould not occur due to plugging

for tube powers less than _about 13100 IGg if the tube _2re supplied
vith flow from a front header at a pressttre of 550 psi. Double

protection for upstream plugging by a higJl trip would not be realized

vith tube powers less than 600 K_q3 with initial Panellit pressures

equal to 180 psi.

For data set No. 2, the hydraulic demand cfu'yes align with similar
curves for low rear header pressures in the boiling region. This is

significant in that studies of hycLraulic st:,,bilityfor reactor oper-

ation at high rear header pressures can be conducted with existing
data.

Fbr d._b_ set 11o. 3, the hydraulic demand curves obt_itne! rh,,',,__

l'owers of 50_ iO0_ 200 and 300 I_,I_re ct_rto;l to f!,_:r_ ,,,,r',1_,_.,_,]_

_'m'_.lltht_t the pressure drop had reached a l_'_:im_unand :r,,'_...._',,,:,I,

',rlthdecreasing f]o_r. This factor makes th:Is data eP partic_],u' va],,_
in analysis of shutdown cooling conditions.

Laboratory Equipment

The high pressure heat transfer apparatus remained shutdo_n for modi-

fications to allo;r greater flo_r and heat trmmfer rates as.provided

by Project COH-831_. Progress _ras generally on schedule _nd ol,eration

of the apparatus _¢as still planned for the second week in ]larch 1960.

Considerable difficulty has been encoungererl in r_cordlnz thermocouple
readlngs from electrically heated test sect foils when usln'_ th_ n_

silicon rectifiers as a heat genera tiny; source. The a-e t_pp]e Im-
posed on the d-e output of the rectifiers i;l':[uces:%n unde'_ir_b]e

current in the thermocouples used to measurr_ surface teml_er,,_.turein the

heat tr_nnfer tezt sections. Suitable Vilters for the reeer_1_ne

instruments were developed that would filter out the a-e components in

the thermocouple signals _rithout 6reatly affecting the response time
of the instruments.
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_3]lieldin_Studies

!button and Ga_na Attenuation

The iron-serpentine concrete (265 Ib/ft 3) test slabs were removed

from the oven, where they were bo/_ed at 320°C, and placed in the

shield facility for irradiation. The data indicated there was a
D , O

7.1 ib/ft^ water loss after the concrete was baled at I00 C and .
8.1 lb/ft 5 after the 320°C b_e. This leaves _ total of 6.4 lb/ft J
of water retained in the concrete after the 320°C b_e.

The lighter non-serpentine concrete (2].0 ib/ft 3) test slabs _rero

r_mow, d from the shield f_cillty and placed in the oven where tlley
will be b_:ed at 320°C. A_ter the foils have been counted _c]

analyzed this will complete the testing of th:l_ concrete in the
"as-cured" condition.

An interim report on the results of the boron-steel thermal shield

test has been issued as 15';-63981, "_[PRDesign Test DT-I037, Boron
Steel Thermal Shield Test." In this tes.t the neutron atte,_uatlon

of a one-inch plate of boron-loaded mild steel (approximately ]..0_

boron by weight) has been studied e_qoerimentally using the 36"

Shield Test Facillt[. Measurements to date indicate attenu_:tion
factors of 225 and 4.5 for thermal and resonm]ce neutrons, respectively.

Sgructural Materials Develo_mezl"_

Zircaloy- Retubing Program

A total of 26 ribless Zircaloy-2 tubes for C reactor have b)_..nre-

ceived from Bridgeport Brass 8_id Harvey {_].t_i_tu,. Delivery of the

remaining 74 tubes on order should be nearly complete by mid-14arch.

Two-hundred additional C reactor tubes are being ordered for complete

delivery by June 15. [kle to a chmiGe in plans and fuel desigm,.

contracts for development _rork and production of ribbed Z:Irca]oy-2

_ubes for the production reactors are being fermium%ted, a]._hough
an estimated twenty to thirty ribbed tubes sho_d.d be de]._vel'e,J_I11

the next fe]rmonths from tubes already in process on those or_]or,_.

IIl_ Zircaloy Process Tubes

A three-day information meeting _,"ithworkshop ,u] fl%ioresco.ut dye

pemefirant and ultrasonic testing _.as eonducter_ d_trJ.n5Febru_%ry for

representaZives of the fotur contractors for NIq Zircaloy process _ubes.

The theory and operation of the 't_o test methods were e_].:_Ined in an
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illustrated lecture session. The actual testing operations were
then demonstrated at the White Bluffs testing site of Radiographic
Testing Operation, using short lengths (up to 15 feet) of experi-
mental NPR tubing. In a final discussion session# results on test-

, ing an_ reclaiming other types of Zircaloy tubing were presented,
and testing equipment costs were discussed. The fluorescent
penetrant and other test results on these pilot tubes are of iutercst
to the vendors as a measure of the problems they may face in appli-
cation of these tests at their sites. With the inclusion of IIarvey
Aluminun!, capability has been developed on the part of each of three
vendors to produce NPR process tubes to present HAPO specifications.
Work will continue to improve these capabilities in line with the
new more rigorous specifications.

Chase Brass and Copper Co. has shipped eleve:_full length NFR hubos
which are now at Hanford for final testing. Ten comple%ed UFR proces_
tubes produced by Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp. have also been I_hippe.l.

Nonmetallic Materials Development

Hanford Irradiation of NPR Cm_didate Graphites

Samples have been discharged from the 2C tess hole at KE reactor with

an accumulated exl0OSureof 2500 [MD/AToat 550 to 600°C. These
samples ;;erethermally annealed ab _50 C prior to irrac]i%tion. The
results o_ length charge measurements are tabulated below:

HANFORD IRRADIATIONS OF NPR CA_)IDATE GR._d_IIri'ES

25oo mrD/ATat 55O to _O0°C

Graphite Type Percent Length Cn_Ige
Trm]_]verse larallel

GL-IO +0.022 .

GL-II +0 .O15 +O .003
VC +0 .O06 -0.019
KC +0.025 -0.017
CSF -0,005 -'). 022
TSGBF -0 008 _r,,, .,_!,_

i
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The measurements sho_¢that ali of the graphites ma(lewith needle
cokes (aL-lOI GL-II_ VC and ICC)eF_zibitedexpansion in the trans-

verse direction, while those from other cokes (CSF and TSGBF)contracted.

Several high density graphites prep.%redby pressttre forming and
bsJ_ingprocesses were included in this irradiation. Exceptional-
ly large contractions were noted as relieves:

i

HA_[FORDIRRADIATIONS AS HIGH DENSITY GRA_IITES

2500 _,g'_/ATat 550 to 600°C

Apparent PercezttLength Change
_GraphiteType Densit_ Trmasverse Parallel

NO-1 unimpregnated) 1.81 -O.085 -0.O91
•riC-2 1mpreznated) ]..90 -0o]._8 -0.12',)
r,r,_ un_mpre,,'mated) 1.83 -0 _:_r, .:),_,o

:[',!-< ].mprogn_te£) 1.92 "0•O°'i" -!'.'Y"7

"IT]_orlesomples will be re-irradiated to determine uhebl_.erthe Iii,sh
initial contraction rates continue at higher exposures.

F1tu',Monitoring

Preliminary results from calculations of the fast neutron fhu-
spectrum in the Y test hole at C reactor were obtained from OHITL.

The calculations uere performed using a thirty-t_rogroup difKklsion-
typ_.ecode, the GNU-II, _rhJ.chha(lbeen modified t()inclu@.et_ren_y
groups in the range 0.1'%3mev to ].Omev. The ratio of the fllbxabove

one mev to the fltu;above 5 mev, the reported Ni _ctivatlon t|,l'eshol.1.,
_:'__nc'__iculate(],to be 2'1.2compaaredto a value of 12.9 for a _,'lttttfission
spectrum, a change by a factor of 1.65. Thus, I% appe_nrstho.t con-
siderable modification occurs in the flux spectr_Imin t}letess position
even in the region above 1 mev.

IG_RLoop

Rupttureof a 7-rod Zircaloy coextrusion clad uranium fuel el_rlont In

I£E.RLoop 1 on February 7 produced a characteristic chain of _.t._ruinI3s,
a high delayed neutron activity (which scrammed the reactor), _trong
responses in the monitors of the other three I_R loops, and high

i



r_vl.ia_ionlevels at the rear nozzle _id at o_Imr points in the

loop. Water analyses confirmed the rupttLre, sho_rlng abnormally

high 1-131, total I, Cs-137, and I_p-239 concentrations. Examin-

ation of the rupture in the discharge basin revealed a longi-

tudinal split about 3/_ inch long in the cladding of ml outer

rod in the cluster. The fk_el surfaces appeared clean and free

of crud deposits.

Reactor Materi_ls

O.ETR Irradiation of [IFR Candidate O raphites

Collecting of information from the H-I e_:periment IrradiaSef] in

the GETR has been colnpleted,and the data are presented _n the

following table. _'le table supersedes a similur but pr_limin,%ry
table in last month's repo_t (u_d represents the best raSlonalized

values of both mechanical!_6ptical gaugin_ of the samples, klso,
new exposure values based on fell measurement are available in

the place of estimates obtained from Vallecitos three-group calcu-

lations. For values inte_nediate to the monitors, data of J.

_Ioheff, Trans. American Nuclear Society, Vol. 2, No. i, _;ere used
to determine lon(_itudinal variation.

It is seen that VC and GL-IO are the least contracting gr_l!_ll;e,_
follo_red by GL-II. All three needle cokes contract less th'Ln CSF.

Of t_e RX series, R3(-3, graphitized at the hig.l,esttemi,eral'.]ire,

31)_O C, is the least contracting. This is fo].]o_ing in turn _y
RX-]., graphltized a't 2900°C, _m_dby fLY-2, _rap]lltJ.zed at _)00 C

_.rit]l9itch .Imprezns.tion. It is now posslb].e to :]Irectly compare

the GL, VC series v:!.ththe FLX series since the former _%rei_roduct_on

produced I_" x !_" ox[,fusions and the latter nra laboratory produced
2" diameter extrusions.
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GETR Experiment _ II-i

Inte grated

Flux Transverse S_nloles

Temp. I mev20 Expos_r_ Length Changes_, _ L + .0]._90_,,cI
°C nvtxlO r_D/AT CS___F GL-I_____O-GL-II V__C -RC _ RX--2 RX- 3

,SO0 ]..42 3600 -.05 -.03 -.04 -.03

_5_ 1.79 4500 -.i0 -.05 -.06 -.Olw

)50 3.30 FOIL 8300 -,O6 -.02 - .06 -.03

I,_()O 2.73 690o -.16 -.o8 ..o,q(3) ,,,IF

,l,' 3._4 FOIL 9700 -.14 -.12 -.14 -oIo

''.5'.) 3.93 9900 -.31 (3)- 26 (2) 34(3) .21

!200 4.52 11400 -. 35 - .24 - .29 _.22(4)

120;_ I_.89 12400 -.45 (2) 37(2) .37(2) -.2n'"

'_': 5 12 1300 29 .22 .26(2) (3)' ". - - -.05

]i00 5.15 13000 -.4 3 -. 32 '-.37 -.27

].050 3.56 FOIL 9000 -.13 -.12 (2) .13 -.06

]OOO 3.78 FOIL 9600 -.15 -.12 -.16 -.11

(]) Conversion of 3.95 x 1016 nvt per _SJD/AT.

(2) + .02 percent

: ] I. • ."11_'_rcenb ,o

, _ .Or_,!orc,ni

VC GL-IO GL-II CSF

RX-3 RX-I RX-2 RC

O o

OECLASSIFIEI-
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Graphite Burnout llonltoring

Samples discharged from tube 1960-C in January after twenty-two

months exposure to pile atmosphere in an emrty process channel
showed the following weight changes:

GRAPHITE BURNOUT _ .1960-.C

Boat Distm_ce from Front Averllge _ Weight

o Number of GraPhi_gl 'ft. Loss Pmr 1000

02erat ing Days

1 4.3 1.6
2 14.o 35
3 23.8 .II

The high].y oxidized s_Iples were badly pitte,1 on ol_o si_,_ _'-_,,,_
:,he app,_t_manceof Swiss cheese. The pits l_.rob,n,bly dovelol ....I el,

the upper side of the s,_nple, as the top of the bo_t :,;aso.]so very
highly oxidized, ._md it collapsed _¢hen tongs were placed _ro,m_] _t.

In addition, the top of the channel appeared to be more hemvily

attacked when it w_%s inspetted in February. The borescope revealed
that 50% of the channel area bet_._een13'5" and 24'i0" had been

attacked. No estimate of the depth of penetration of the oxidation

could be made. The channel will be borescoped again in Apr_l, and
at that time photographs will be ta/_en.

The cause of oxir]%tion has not been determined 3_t. One guess is th,_t

].e_[ing _ater deposited dissolved minerals _n the graphite, cat'_].yz_.n,;
, the oxidation of the graphite. R,.diograpb._','._il]be t%ke_ _I_ tb_

ssmples to determine whether the pitted are:_._are hiaher ._i__':%dio-

activity than the nonpitted o,reas. Also, scr'%pings of tile pits will
be analyzed by emission and gmmna spectroscopy.

4000 PROGR_.{ - Pd_ACTOR DEVELO_7,_[f (GAS COOL!':D_ACTOR FO;;ER IP,(',CP_.,_I

Graphite Studies

Hot Capsule Experiments

Results from twenty-t_.ro capsules irradiated ,_p to 5000 !!:,lD,_J-_,_v_.
to 800°C in the _['R were recently evaluated. T1_e r',su.].t._'_:,r._ ¢'_u-

sistent with previous irradiations_ demonstr.'_ting l_h:rtt_,_ I_.d]e-

coke graphites contract less in the transve_,._e -_n_t parallel ,]:i.rocticm:,

than CSF. For ali. graphites tested, the par%llel contr:_ct_on ".:as
greater than the transverse.
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Several capsules contained samples cut from % slab e:@rusSon

from Great La/_es Carbon Corp. The slab dimensions were 2.4 x i_.5

x 16 inches. With respect to dimensional stability, s_mples from

the 2._ inch direction (transvers to the direction of extrusion)

, were the most stable, followed by the i)%.5 inch direction __nd the

longitudinal 16-inch extrusion direction. Samples from the center

of the slab contracted less than periphial s_nples.

_RTR Startu_ E:_eriments - LC Schmid

The final draft, of the approach-to-critlcal experiment which con-
tains the high spike enrichment of Pu-AI fuel elements has been

vritten and distributed to the members of the Startup Council for

approval. All of the approach-to-critical experiments have been

_rritten and will eventually appear in document }54-61900 along with

other physics experiments to be done at startup of the PRTR.

PnTRaas (C I-8S2)

The delivery date for the Phase A package has been re-establlshed

as June i, 1960, follo_ing a meeting _¢ith the vendor. This (1%to

is taken as sixty days following the revised 4elivery date of the

main gas blowers. Considerable difficulty is being experienced in
the fabrication of the gas blowers.

Fin_l prints have been received and approved ['orfabrication of the
top and bottom flez.'ibleconnectors for the in-reactor test section.

Additional requisitions _lere issued to fabricate these corlneetors

firom stainless steel (1200°F rather than 1500_'F), to assure having
connectors availab].e at the time of loop inst_u]lation.

Due to the complexity and number of factors aCfectln_ temlOr_,t,lr_
transients of gas loop piping, transient analysis of the l,)op _.rill

be pro6rammed on the new Berkeley annalogue computer as soon as
the instrument has been checked out.

Gas Cooled Power Reactor Progr_u - In-Reactor Section

The nozzle closure assembly made of stainless steel _rhich ;:as t_sted

at 1050°F a_id 500 psig _zas removed from the t_st furnace ,_.nr]_]Is-

assembly off the unit was attempted. During (]_sassembly_ the t_nm_on-

ing nut galled the main stud and it had to be machined out. FAiring

machining the pin :._hichprevents rotation of the @omre _.rithrespect

to the _est of the assembly was sheared and the dome rotated, destroy-
ing the sealing faces.

DECL,S:StFJED



Fabrication of a ne_,rnozzlo clomlr_ assembly m.,,S_of Nas_,_]]n,v
X was started. Leakage of the assembly will be determined under
full pressure and temperature conditions.

The mechanical device which will be used to flex components in the
furnace was completed. Operation of the device was started. Test-
ing of the flexible hoses was continued. DGring the month, the
flexible hose was subjected to long-term hydrostatic test at 2000
psig at room temperature without leakage. Hot tests on this unit

at 1200°F and 500 psig(_)stsrted.

Additional Hastelloy X material for use as the pressure tube was
ordered.

_later]alreceived for the in-reacbor section is now 45% complete°

Fabrication of equipment to test the outlet helilunbellows for the
bottom face of the lower shield was completed. Testing of the
bellows was started.

PEP Critical Facility (l_oJect CAH-842)

The PP, HW-63069, was approved by General Electric Company and trans-
mitted to the AEC February 123 1960.

The Design Criteria, H%-62117_ has been revised ¢.o include a reactor
moderator system capable of changing and controlling the reactor
tank level at any point in the top four feet of the vessel. Ad-
ditional equipment required for this change includes an 850 gallon
stor[_getank, an adjustable weir overflow system, an additlo_ pt_p,
and associated piping and valving. The reactor cell was deepened
from 26 to 32 feet to house the additional equipment.

1)_t,._;]_c]esignof th_ building addition has beel_ com!_]ei;..:_].'I_l,,
f,,'_!r_._sferlock design was withdrawn fro.nthe _ui!4:l:_i"_I,_,,,
_ _,",_ and will be lorocttredon a "design and b_],]" ba_:lq. }!,-,,I_
i,,_flspecifications were completed during the r,_portper]cd.
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TO . Process Engineering and Manufacturing DATRz February 9, 1960

Division Files /__///_. _, ¢...,...___.
E_OM : R. L. Plum, Chief

Reactor Branch

suBj_mrz MONTHLY REPORT FOR MONTHOF JANUARY 1960 HAN-7_591--_)_
Rpt. #1

SY?UBOL: OR :GTO :GRG:HAH

I _ ,'_,

PRODUCTION

Reactor input production (1.7 percent above the November 1959
m_cimum) established a new record and was 7.7 percent above
forecast; 1.8 percent above at the six old reactors and 16.4
percent above at the ]C's. Forecast was exceeded due to high
time-operated-efficiency at the K reactors and high average
po_mr levels at all reactors.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE
. , ,_....

Po_;erLevels

The combined eight-reactor instantaneous power level was increased
895 megawatts (17,360 to 18,255). Record levels at the individual
reactors were increased 45 megawatts at B reactor (16_0 to 1685),
80 at C (2000 to 2080), 80 at F (1735 to 1815), 55 at H (1770 to
1825 ), 20 at KE (3710 to 3730), and lO0 at KW (3710 to 3810).

Rupture s

. Fifteen ruptures, 14 I&E and one solid regular, were removed from
the reactors. Four of the I&E ruptures were at B reactor, _ at
C, two at KW and one each at DR, F, H and KE. The solid rupture
was at KE. Seven of these ruptures were stuck and one caused a
process tube leak.

Reactor Outages

Rea,catoroutages for the month of January are as follow,Ts:

0
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Ddte Ddte Outage
Down Up Hours Remarks

%

12/30 1/l 42.6 Removal of a stuck I&E 94 metal production test
rupture from tube 1764.

1/10 1/ll 35.8 Removal of an I&E regular metal ruptttrcfrom
tube 3268 and charge-discharge.

1/21 1/24 77.0 Removal of a s_uck I_:Eregu]L_rr_r:t'_]rupt_ur,_
from tube 1686 and charge-discharge.

1/24 1/25 19.8 Removal of a stuck I£_Eregular metal ruptttre
from tube 26_6.

1/31 Still Doom Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture from
tube 1575.

C REACTOR

1/3 1/_ 33.7 Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture from
tube 2168.

1/14 1/16 40.6 Removal of an I&2 regular metal rupbure from ,
tube 2171. Thermocouples were installed on
vertical rows 51 thru 57.

1/21 1/23 37.1_ Removal of an ISlEz,egular metal rupture from
tube 2576 and charge-discharge.

1/24 1/26 38.1 Removal of a stuck I&E regular m_tal rupture
from tube 3861 and charge-discharge.

D REACTOR

1/4 1/9 117.9 Completed schedulerlcharge-discharge and tube
replacement.

1/9 1/9 1.9 Venturi change in tubes 1991 and 2491.

DECS-IEJ]"



D REACTOR (cont.)

1/25 1/27 52.3 Removal of pump shaft fragment (from No. 7
pump at 190 Bldg.) from crossheader screens
and front face fittings and charge-dlscharge.'

1/31 Still Down Temperature control due to a faulty ball valve
on a POCF Tube.

DR REACTOR

I/i0 i/ii 37.3 Removal of an I_,Eregular metal rupture from
tube 1570. Completed charge-discharge and
maintenance.

1/21 1/22 44.9 Leak testing. Tube 2185 was replaced.

1/24 1/24 O.3 Panellit trip.

1/24 1/24 0.2 Panellit trip.

F REACTOR

1/4 i/9 115.3 .laterleak, Ch'_ge-discharge an(1tube r_l,1!l,.
ment. Installation of crossheader (lifferel,_' '

gauges.

1/23 1/25 39.1 Removal of a stuck I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 1182 and charge-discharge.

1/25 1/25 1.4 Manually tripped due to insufficient rods fo_
oontrol.

H REACTOR

i/9 i/i0 32.7 Charge-discharge following maintenance on
front face cap. _el01ahedten leaking rear
pigtails.

* Shaft fragments were dislodged on 1/15 at the time No. 7 plop was
being started up follo_rlngimpeller replacement. Cause of fail_ir_
has not yet been determined.

DECLASSIFIED
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1/20 1/22 52.7 Removal of a stuck I&E regular metal rupture

from tube 2981. Charge-discharge and tube _"
replacement.

1/23 1/23 3.8 Adjustment of gas composition.

1/23 1/23 0.7 Panellit trip.

1/26 1/28 40.5 Les/_testing and replacement of tube 1960. _.
Removal of a stuck I&E regular metal rupture
from tube 3183.

1/28 1/28 0.6 Panelllt trip.

KE REACTOR

i/ii 1/13 44.9 Removal of a solid regular metal ruptur_
from tube 4345. Charge-discharge and lu_be v
replacement.

1/13 1/13 6.0 Poison discharge. A de]_y of abo1_tP.':_I,_,,,,,_
was experienced due to the malftnlctic)nof :t
"C" elevator relay.

1/,9_5 1/27 46.9 R:'movalof a stuck l_J_rr_gularmetal rupture
from tube 2052. Charge-,lischarge.

1/27 1/27 0.9 Becl_nantrip due to a surge on instrument
power supply.

1/27 i/2_ 3.3 Poison discharge.

1/31 Still Do,hl Trip due to a faulty dLmlpvalve on I(ERLoop 2.

DECi, Ai,  IF;'EB"
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1/4 I/5 38.9 Panellit trip due to an I&E regular metal
rupture from tube 3075 and charge-discharge.

1/6 1/6 2.9 Poison discharge.

1/9.2 i/2_ 6._ Removal of an I&E regular metal rupture from
tube 3866 and charge-discharge.

1/25 1/25 4.4 Poison discharge.
q

Tube Replacement

One-hundred-five process tubes were replaced_ 67 at D_ 19 at H,
14 at FI two at B, and one each at CI DR and I_.

Water Leaks

Five tube leD/_Sand two Van Stone les/_swere corrected_ (two tube
le_lqsat F and one each at B, DR and H). The Van Stone leahs
were at F and H.

YRESENT REACTOR TECIEIOLOGY

Self-Sup_orted Fuel Testing '

Irradiation of four columns of 1047 percent enriched self-supported
fuel elements in ribless tubes continued under }_-IP-211'[-A.
Irradiation will continue until a factor of 20 improvem,_ntin
rc]._tiverupture performance is demonstrated _,,ith95 percent con-
fidence unless terminated earlier by failtu'e.

E-N Irradiation

Test colt_uS from the fringe blanket loading have been discharged;
final discharge of the central block loading is expected during
the next outage at H reactor.

Loop Irradiation

Four 18" enriched tube-in-tube elements# two %lloyed with 2.8 percent
Zr and two un-alloyed, _ere charged in T(ERLoop 2 on January ll
under PI_ IP-192-A. /
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Graphite Purity ,

Analysis of dih (delta in-hour) variations for core graphite of the

NPR indicate that a + ll5 dih spread in graphite purity will result

in only _+ .5 mk variations in NPR reactivity. This requirement

for dih variation is twice the standard variation for ADOT purity
quoted by Natlon_l Carbon Company.

Fuel Element Measurements

Four foot exponentis,l pile buckling measurements on tube-in-tube

fuel elements have been concluded I and the res,11ts are as fn]lo,.m:

Latticc Spacing Ik_ck].in_(t![_[_

l'le t D.'j
7-3/16" -T.2_ -2:_

8-3/8" - 6), - 5<)

zo-3/8" -_t5 + 76
12-3/8" .-72 4.104

14-9/16" -127 + 55

Comparison of the Graphite to titanium and water to uranium ratios

for this fuel element at crossover with the corresponding ratios

for the NPR fuel e]_.ment indicate that the NPR lattice is below the
crossover point, as expected,

I

mmAm m_X|P|qm_
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Ribless Zr-2 Production
L===L _ ..... ,,, .

Bridgeport Brass Co. has approximately 40 smooth-bore C reactor
tubes in the process of final inspection. Eleven of thec,_tubes
were shipped to HAPO on January I. In addition, six C reactor
ribless tubes have been processed bY Harvey ALuminum Co. and
two of these have been completely inspected.

LO_phite Irradiation

The second test capsule containing samples of various gr_.phlt_
t_T,es was discharged from the GETR on December 28. ran[_th
measurements on the graphite samples indicated length decreases
of several tenths of one percent.

Exposure levels on these samples were too low to give any evidence
of saturation or slowing down of the rate of contraction. Con-

sistent with all Other test data to date, the graphite made from
"needle" coke contracted somewhat less than the CSF reference

graphite. In addltion_ there is an indication that graphite made
_rithfiner coke particles and exposed to highe_ temperatures in
graphitizing furnaces contracted at a slightly lower rate than
more conventional graphites. There seems :I_obe a si_nificapt
increase in contraction rate abo,'ea temperature of about iOO°C.

Splines

D and KE reactors used splines for startups during January. Forty
and 35 splines were successfully used on startups at these respective
reactors with an estimated gain of five effect l.vehours per start-
up. It is expected to use spllnes for startups again at KW reactor
as soon as the removal reel is operational.

Spline Coiler

A spline coiler, to replace the troublesome spline choppers, has
been built and tested in the laboratory. This device, withdraws
the spline from the process tube and coils it _p on a small reel
inside a shielded container, then drops reel and container into a
disposal chute.

EQUIIW[Er[fDEVELOI_[_[f

Cap Remover Protot_e

The cap remover prototype has been assembled _n(1moun_,eclor_'_.
temporary carriage in I08-D Building, connecte,1to a prosr_rl
simulator and operated functionally. Work is (:ontinuin6to remove

minor bugs, but the assembly now performs the _n_ended ftmction
of removing the cap and replacing it.
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f.L&TERIALDEVELOP_EI_ . 2000

Het allurg_ ,Program

Corrosion Studies

Hydriding of ZircaloZ in Simulated NPR Gas Abmosh_ ,

Three sets of Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy._ samples _rereexposed
to gas having 93 percent He, 3 percent H2, 3 percent CO and lessthan O.O1 percent 02 or H20. The sam les
days at 40oOc. The et-_....... P were ex-posedfor 21

ua_a out unautoclaved samples of both alloys
were severely hydrided and very brittle. The autoclaved samples
show some hydrogen pickup, but about 20- to 70-fold less than theetched samples.

Autoclavin_g_Studies of Zircalo_I

Some preliminary conclusions are as follows:

1 At a given temperature the weight gain is = 2 rag/dm2 higher
at 100 psi than it is at 1500 psi, time being 72 hrs.

2. The allowable temperatt[recariation from the specified value
during autoclaving is in the range lO to 20°C.

3. Formation of a visually acceptable black film is Z'.._re]v 11,_,,,,,_4
by t_.ropieces of Zircaloy-2 touching each otl,er.dttri11__.uto-
claving. This is of significance for hardwnre assemb].Jen.

I',,:'acL oz, Program

P,Ffect of Irradiation or Corrosion in High-Temper,%ture High-l%rity
Water indicate there is very little (e.g., less than about 20 per-

cent) corrosion of several alloys of aluminum, 304 stainless steel,Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-3.

Structural Materials Develo_men___t

NPR Zircaloy Process Tubes

Chase Brass and Copper Co. has completed the fabrication of ]-3#lPR
process tubes. The final drawing operation proce,.ded smootly_ and
the tubes emerged with no apparent scratches but with varying

i
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amounts of bow. The bow was removed by a press straightening

operation. Three of the tubes had been stripped of drawing lubri-
cant and one had been inspected as of January 22. This one tube

had two small galled areas inside, which were successfully re-
, moved by localized grinding.

The first tube _produced by Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp. went

• ' through the rocking process at Tube Reducing Corp. on January 19o

This tube passed through the t_be reducer uneventfully, emerging
_.rithlens than the usual bo_¢ or spiral and a better than norm__l

outside surface. Seven more tubes were processed during the next

t_1o days, and four more are nearly ready for tube reducing.

Reactor Engineering - 2000 Program

Data from heat transfer experiments with a 7-rod cluster fuel

element show negligible inter-channel mixing and higher water

temperatures in those areas _here the distance between rods is

small. There was significant phase separation even under local
boiling conditions.

L

Production of Fissionable Material

Reactor Materials

The H-1 experiment in the GETR was discharged January 6 after an

2267 _D( reactor thermal) exposure. In general# the experiment was

found to be in better condition than the previously discharged H-2
experiment although the predicted irradiation conditions _rere much

more sewre. The,flux values however were confirmed to be 1/7 of
the expected flux _/ #--

}

_h,_._ is an apparent superiority of nee_le cnke gr_phit_ ,_,,,I_:,

lo:rer temperature and there seems to be a te_Jperature coe1'l'_,,!,,_l

of contraction, since all samples at high te,Tlperature co_I:r'_ct_,_

_ore than a difference proportional to expos,_e There Is ,%,liCCere_(:_

between VC and RC graphites which is believed to be c._,usedby !_he
extrusion technique. For that reason the RX series material should

probably not be directly compared to the GL and VC graphites.
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The appearance of the experimental assembly, with the exception

of a substantial carbon deposit on the internal wall, was good.
In contrast to the significant melting observed in the H-2 ex-

periment, only one strut in this test melted. All ceramic spacers

were intact and no fracturing of thermocouple insulators was ob-
served.

A series of experiments designed to clarify some of the behavior

observed in the H-2 capsule was performed in an induction furnace

at 1500°C. The loss of the molybdenum parts in the H-2 experiment

now appears to be caused by the dissolving action of a]_u_inum

vapor, iLluminum and graphite systems at about 1400°C rapicSl/ form

:_IIIC3. The AI4C 3 in or on graphite is very detrimental to tlJe
grmpNite body if moist air is present. Some samples thus l_reatpd

h_ve completely @Isintegrated in a few weeks at room temperature.

The AI4C _ in the presence of _ater forms aluminum oxide and methane.

i React&on_ of molybdenum, graphite, AI20 3 insulators, alundum_ and chrom_]
alumel in various combinations do not appear to behave differently

than would be predicted from material considerations alone, and

apparently such reactions had little to do with the observed condition

of the H-2 capsule.

Graphite Burnout Monitoring

$_mples were discharged from tube L960-C after 22 months expos1_re.

Weight changes will be measured afoer samples have been d_sicc(_ted.

Oxidation rates are expected to be high because the center graphite

sample carrier crumbled easily during the discharge operation. In

order to correlate power and burnout rates, nickel and al_nintsn-

cobalt alloy flux monitors were included with the graphite samples
when the channel was recharged.

Effect of Filler on the Radiation Resistance of NeoPrene '

A comprehensive study of the effect fillers bare on the radiation

resistance of Neoprenes is currently under way. This is a port_on

of an overall program designed to study the effects of compounding

ingredients on elastomers and their radiation stability.

Preliminary results show that tensile strength is the physical

property most affected by variations in type and quantity of filler.

At high doses many of the specimens were covered on the surface with
i
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fluid droplets, lt is postulated that chlorine evolved from the

irradiation of the neoprene polymer has reacted with atmospheric

moisture and filler to produce chloride salts. Further work is

under way to determine the composition of the fluids.

Fnyslcs 2000 Program

SummerI

An excellent demonstration of the versatility of the PCTR was

given this month. Three distinctly different types of experi-

ments were done. (1) A core made up of solid graphite was used

to study the effect of graphite temperature on neutron temper-

ature, (2) a homogeneous core of UO 3 enriched to three percent
U-235 was used to determine the amount of hydrogen which must be

added to assure no criticality problems with this material_ _ud

(3) tube-in-tube fuel elements in a graphite lattice _re used to

determine reactor physics properties of a core similar to the N

reactor core. During a portion of the month, the PCTR was run

three shifts per day.

First criticality experiments were started on Pu-A1 rods in light

water. The rods contained five percent Pu in altuninum. A near

serious contamination incident occurred _¢hen a plutonium compound

was removed from one of the rods by corrosive action.

Nuclear safety problems associated with the dissolving of spent power
reactor fuels were studied. Safe dimensions were determined for
such a dissolver.

A "soft mold" technique was applied to Grow single crystals of
alumintun to be used for neutron interaction studies. This new

technique produced better crystals than have been obtained before.

1_000 PROGRAI' - REACTOR DEVELO_..IEI',Yf (GAS COOLE]) POWER REACT,.,'I_ IF(._(._.__':" )

:%lr O::idation Studies

,.:r_erlmentsare in progress to evaluate the ef!?ect of var.labl_s of

m_±nufacture on the o_'idation rate of the i_raphite, The r_te of oxi-

dation of various types of graphite could be v_'ry important in

determining the life of a reactor. One wariable which appe_%rs to

I_ • •r
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have a great influence on the rate of oxidation is the amount of
graphite impurities. An index of graphite purity is the dih value.
Seven samples varying in density, dih, purity, particle size and

type of coke _re oxidized at 600°C with an air flow of 25 c_rn,
with the following results:

Oxidation Rate x 10-2 g/g hr dih

SP-21 2.52 +0.027
TS-AGOT i .92 +O .180

sP-23 1.87 +o.317
co i.60 +o.360
sP-10 1.47 +o .671
CSF 1.19 +0.854
SP-7 O._r29 +l.lO

The dependence of oxidation rate upon dih purity is best illus-
trated by comparing SP-7 and SP-lC graphites. Both graphites have

' the same coke source, particle size and density. Both were processer]
identically except that trace Fe203 was added to SP-lC. This
caused the dih purity to drop from 1.1 to .671 and the oxidation
rate to rise by a factor of 3._

i

Pro_ect CAH-822 Gas-Cooled Loo_

The Struthers-Wells Corp. has submitted a request for extension
of the April 15 completion date. A revised completion date is
June i, 1960.

Approximately 30 percent of the in-reactor material has been re-
ceived.

Hastelloy-X, on the basis of preliminary data, appesrs to be superior
for the gas loop service to any of _he hlgh-temperature _]loys now
under test. It is now planned to pz'ovidea pressttretube and shrou4
tube of Ha_telloy-X in addition to inconel pressure tube and inconel
702 shrou_ube previously planned.
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Plutonium Contamination Incident - 305 B (TTR and PCTR_
January 20t 1960- V. I. Neeie'y

During the loading of the 1.1 inch lattice, there was detected
" the escape of some Pu from the canned fuel elements. The monitor-

ing procedures provided rapid detection (within 4 minutes) and pre-
vented the inadvertent spread of contamination to tther nearby
areas. The contamination _;as contained wholly in the TTR reactor
room. The events leading to the contamination are, apparently:

a. The rod end-cap was machined too thin.
/

b. The rod was numbered on the wrong and (thin end) with a
vibrating tool.

c. The rods were etched with a solution of hydrofluoric and nitric
acids prior to shipping.

d. The etching solution apparently leaked into the element throu._h
holes opened during the machining and/or numbering causing
corrosion which then escaped.

e. The rod was placed in a plastic bag which accidentally, but
fortunately3 sealed itself, an_ the bag remained sealed for the
approximately 2 months of stora_;eprior to the rods use in the
experlments.

f. The physicist conducting the experiment removed one Zlov_.to
tear the plastic at the point where it had sealed itself and
his bare hand became contaminated; also his clothing and other
material and equipment handled subsequently.

g. The contamination was detected in a routine hand check when
that loading operation was completed.

h. The second physicist present rec@ived minor contamination from
equipment handled after the first physicist.

i. Two days were req_ired to decontaminate the TTR reactor room
and egui]oment.

J. The rods are now being monitored individually as t}_r,_,:no romr,_,o_:.
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